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THE MASTS.

ling Experience of Capt. Whittier ami
>i«
Crew of Sch. Olive T. Whittier.

F. P Whittier, whose home is in
Lerwick, together with his crew of
ii, had a most thrilling and narrow

..tin
v

the back of the vehicle was visible. Another
was that the horse broke through and went
down, the sleigh following, the two doubling up like the closing of a jaekkuife.
Fred W. Pote, agent of the Boston S. S. Co.,
saw the
accident from his office on the
wharf and ran up-stairs for a rope w'hich
he threw out of the window on the ice, and

from death Feb. 22r.d when the threeschooner Olive T. Whittier went
on Long Beach, New Jersey, and is
total loss.
Captain Whittier and
live in North Berwick, although the
hails from the port of Portland.
A hittier is at the present time in Fermi,
Fia. She has taken many trips
ner husband when off for long voyages
■lie three-masted schooner Olive T.
: mr which went ashore was named for
Whittier. The family is prominent at
Berwick and their hosts of friends
more than glad to know of the caps rescue after his terrible experience,
-lory of the wreck and rescue is of un1

-.!

At the meeting of Sunrise Grange, Cole’s
Corner, Winterport, Feb. 20th, after the
regular routine of business was disposed
of, the following literary program was

given: Recitation, Miss Louise Colson;
reading, Mrs. Anna Hall; reading, Mrs.
Ada Littlefield; story, Postmaster Frederick ; recitation, Mrs. Alena Cole.

n

and both were soon extricated from their
The horse received
perilous position.
prompt care and was none the worse the

interest.
far out

of her course by the high
and the captain’s reckoning confused next
day except for a slight stiffness. Of
fog and storm, the schooner Olive T.
course that ended the trotting for the day.
I tier wvnt ashore Monday morning on
Beach, N J. After hours of exposure The place where the ice gave way was
rigging, Captain Whittier and his over the mouth of the sewer, and was
.*f six were brought ashore by the life
known to be dangerous. Miss I.izzie (juim", and were cared for at the Beach
ii life saving station.
by had broken through while skating
Whittier went ashore about 1 o’clock the day before, and a board was placed
a\
morning, and grounded well in there to mark the spot, but had been red the beach, but out of reach of the
iving lines. She struck hard and then moved. The theory is that the warmer
around so that she lay broadside to water from the sewer had eaten away the
each, and the seas which were running
ice from underneath, while all around the
across the bar, began to break over
Her presence had been known to the spot the ice was a foot or more thick.
tvers for some time before she struck,
Mr. Estabrooks had his iceboat out in the
■i hell could
be heard.
Signals were afternoon with Elon Gilchrest and Marion
-d by the patrol in an effort to warn
;r.
The presence of ihe lee shore was Brown as passengers. They went down the
to Captain Whittier, and he endeav- western shore until off the Battery, then
peatedly to claw off, but could not ran across to Turtle Head, and from there
any great progress, and was finally
beat up to Searsport. Leaving the steami. on the bill.
life savers were already^out, and as boat wharf in Searsport they made the run
as they were satisfied that the schoonA
across to the Pavilion in 8 minutes.
t> aground they began to
try to throw
the
was blowing and
her. The lines either fell short or strong northeaster
•v had already taken to the rigging, I boat needed more ballast, or less sail, the
re was no answering haul on the
It was
runners frequently leaving the ice.
shot out, and finally th° life savers ]
a grand sail.
down t<> wait for daylight. It was
"S to try to put out in the surf boat. |
Friday brought another accident, and a
aiiy would the breakers have upset more serious one. Fred Sanborn was drivlit, but the ice cakes were being I
Gilchrest’s Victor L., and had in the
about so by tlie waves that the boat 1 ing
sleigh with him Harry Carter, an employe
liavn been pounded to pieces close, to
of the telephone company, who was going
■lie sky lightened with daybreak the
to Hark Harbor to do some work for the
was made out aloft in the rigging, and
company. When about a mile off Little
were again made to throw them a
River the horse stepped into a crack, which
1 -hi had the line reached, the crew
I then have been unable to grasp it.
was tilled with snow so as to be unnominute or so the deck was swept by
tieeable, and broke through. He was got
the schooner struck, Captain Whit- out after considerable trouble but died soon
.1 ordered all aloft, as it w as impossi- after from the cold and exhaustion. The
h-'*'p a footing "ii deck, even with the
that the horse’s leg was broken and
linns which had been rigged.
All report
that he was killed was unfounded. He had
ii
were heavily clad, and all wore
but the wind and rain made recently been clipped, and the icy bath was
is,
positions in the rigging numbing. fatal. The horse was a valuable one, with
ach sway of the masts the hold of
a race record of 2.001.
n was threatened with release, and
It was reported during the day that a
."bed themselves fast.
•iii
i'uuamc
ii^ut nit- -t-n nt-^u.11
| team was seen coming from the direction of
what, ami by 0 o’clock an effort was
Searsport when the horse broke through,
to launch the surf boat, but it was
useless, as the men could not get it but was got out and headed for home; but
tlie crest of flic combers. There was this was not verified.
ng to do hut wait and let the sea subThe Rankin and Sherman ice boat from
file fog had lifted by noon and the
were
could he plainly made out lashed to Swan Lake and Estabrook’s “Rube”
ousts.
.Shortly after 12.30 after several out in the afternoon and for a time had
res, the life boat was gotten out, and
some good sailing.
The wind died away
a struggle the life savers brought up
while Mr. Rankin got back to the
the lee of the Whittier. Then it was later, and
1 that the men aloft were too exhaus- steamboat wharf with his boat, Mr. Estaind numbed to loosen themselves, and brooks was well out in the bay and left his
sembers of the life saving crew bad to
boat outside the monument and walked
id to file men and aid them. They
able to aid in descending once the home.
lines were cut and all were gotten into
The usual delegation from lslesboro came
-urf boat. They were brought ashore
over and returned with supplies. They had
taken to the station. All were thoroughpreviously reported one bad crack extendurn out.
man
was lost at sea on Saturday,
ing southerly nearly across the bay. Friday
The a second crack
ug been swept from the deck.
opened parallel with the
tier was bound from Crandall, Ga., to
Vork, and was loaded with yellow first. The cracks varied in width with the
rise and fall of the tide. At times they
Ischooner began to break up almost would be open from two to three feet, and
nee under the blows of the breakers.
again nearly closed up. l’lanks were used
g and the heavy seas made the work
lie life savers very difficult, but re- to bridge these cracks to get the horses
'cd attempts were made to rescue the over. Capt. G. D. Pendleton’s horse broke
of the doomed vessel.
through in returning to lslesboro Friday,
•erupts to launch the life boats proved
Time after time the life but extricated himself. Capt. “Gil” says
iccessful.
rs dashed
into the waves with their he shall stay on the island until he can conic
but each time they were hurled back off in a boat.
lie beach.
Saturday our island neighbors called on
len
the guns were trained on the
k, but the fog closed in more thickly, us again ; but there was no speeding on the
ung the vessel from view. However, the ice Friday or Saturday, and no wind for the
savers, having the direction, shot the
at the hull.
Several other lines were ice boats on the latter day. Many skaters
narged but with very little effect. It were out, some going over to lslesboro,
thought that the toad of lumber might others contenting themselves with skather, but several pieces of wreckage ing around the monument.
ashore and it is thought that the
Sunday morning half a dozen ice boats
inner is a total loss.
Olive T. Whittier was owned prinei- were out with a good breeze, and in the
by her commander, Captain Frank P. afternoon they were out again, but the wind
itier and by Chase, Leavitt & Co. of
land. She was valued at $10,000, and began to drop early and then a snow storm
set in which put an end to the sport for a
•ially insured.
time. The usual crowd of spectators was
Cannot Collect Rent
on the ice and on the shore.

j
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Premises Where Liquor is Soli! Contrary to Law.

That rent cannot
soon. Me., Feb. 25.
'llected for premises where intoxicatiquors am kept and sold contrary to
is the decision rendered by Justice
\ in the supreme court in the ease of
et al, vs McGill and trustees,
.inn.
linding is, in part:
I in' defendant hired the tenement for
purpose of using the street lioor for
ilegal keeping and selling of intoxicaliquor, and did so use it more or less
■
mg his occupation and during the two
Plaintiffs
S : iths covered by this suit.
that defendant was hiring the tenel for this purpose, and that he was so
ig it during his tenancy.
aintiffs furnished intoxicating liquors
!efeudant at various times in such quan1
s ns to make it
apparent that they were
/"■ashed to be unlawfully sold. Defenhad no other place of business than
•i leased from plaintiffs.
I rule on these facts that the leasing
;
" in
contravention of the declared policy
this State, and therefore that the lease
eld not enforce and claim for rent
Under it.”

I

sailing

Clarence Hall, who was skating near-by,
Morning Light Grange, Monroe, had a sogot (lie rope to the spot in short order. ciable last
Saturday evening and it was a
John Sanborn gave his horse in charge of
success, financially and socially. A verytwit- tiiwl u-u c first tn fli a rp«f>iif>
Mr
fine program was furnished by the memCentner’s first thought was for his horse

veil

•

or

The ice in Rockland harbor is pretty well
broken up inside but the Owl’s Head shore
Daily Visitor* from Islesboro.
remains firm. Saturday the tug Fred E.
It looked as though Wednesday’s snow Richards towed two lime barges out and
set out for New York with them.
The Parstorm would put a stop to the anticipated don G.
Thompson has reached the berth at
sports on the ice—trotting and ice boating. the “Point” and a score of men are cutting
The first snow that fell was damp and a channel for the ice-bound Metinic at the
railroad wharf to clear water, 4850 feet dissticky, but as the temperature lowered at tant. The ice is 8 to 10 inches thick. The
it
this
wind
lost
and
the
Metinic
has a valuable cargo of out stone
night
quality
high
sent it whirling in every direction. Thurs- for Annapolis and the government contractors are anxiously awaiting her arrival.
day morning found the harbor ice covered
with patches of snow, but not of sufficient
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
depth to seriously interfere with ice-boatthere
was
a
breeze.
ing, provided
good
Comet Grange, Swanville, is in a prosperAnd there was wind enough and to spare—
ous condition and taking in new members.
a stiff northeaster, with frequent flurries of
Seaside Grange held a picnic supper and
snow in the afternoon.
Quite a number of
literary program at the regular meeting last
teams came over from Islesboro in the
Saturday evening.
morning. Under the lee of the steamboat
The ten cent dinner at Harvest Moon
a
of
ice
wharf the boys had cleared
strip
for skating, and in the afternoon some of Grange, Thorndike, February 20th, was well
the fast steppers were on hand for a trot. attended. Visitors were present from Seven
The drivers were L. L. Gentner with Star Grange, Troy, and Sunlight, Knox.
Henceforth, the leading lady officers of
Becker, Henry Gentner with Lucky Strike,
Fred Sanborn with Gilclirest’s Victor L., Pleasant Valley grange, P. of H., are to be
robed in garments especially designed for
John Sanborn, Osborn Lord and Mr. Nick- them at the
meetings of the order.
They
erson of Swancille with a pair.
They had are of different colors, all emblematic of
had hut a few preliminary spins when L. L. the principles and work of the Grange, and
are pronounced very beautiful and approGentner’s team went through the ice. One
priate by those who have seen them “tried
head
went
in
the
horse
first, on,” and extremely becoming as well.—
report was that
the driver and sleigh following until only Rockland Opinion.

Written Words.

1.

The harbor is now open for steam
vessels.

Hie “Forest Glen” located at North Con*N. 1L, is again under the management
11
lifton .1. Hailey, and is open to receive
tohents addicted to liquor and drugs. The
The
scientific methods are used.
jj'sst
•leu” has been put in first class condition
is
finest
sanitarium
a
doubt
the
without
//I'l
'? its kind in the country. For years Mr.
Bliley was manager of the Keeley Institute
*r‘d he has a host of friends who wish him

Monday the bay was an unbroken field of
white. Skating and ice boating were at an
end, and no teams erased. Tuesday a
northeast wind prevailed, with occasional
flurries of snow, but a dozen or more Islesboro people came over and reported good
traveling. There were seven teams and
some

of them returned heavily laden. More

teams

were over

yesterday.

A1.I, ALONG SllOBK.

Percy Clifford walked from lslesboro
Feb. 20th to Dice’s Head and from there to
his home.
A

man

walked from near Northwest Har-

bor, Deer Island, to Cape Kozier and back,
Sunday, Feb. 21st.
Sch. Henry Chase wras cut into the wharf
at South Brooksville last week that East
Bluehill merchants could have her freight
hauled to them by horse loads.
Frank Sawyer and wife walked from
Cape Kozier to Hog Island on the ice Feb.
21st, and returned after passing a very
pleasant day and having the Carver family
“come a piece,” which was over half way.
The ice went out of most of the inner
harbor at Camden after the storm and rain
of Monday, Feb. 22ud. When the ice began to break up a crew of men went to
work and helped it out as much as possible
so that by Tuesday it was all clear water as
far up as the anchor wharf on the western
side of the harbor and along the wharf of
the Yacht Building Co. on the eastern side.

bers of the grange and a few others. There
will be another sociable at the grange hall
Tuesday evening, March 8. Cake and coffee will be served.
Among those who visited the tranquility
grange at Lincolnville Saturday evening
was
J. S. Kenniston of Camden.
Mr.
Kenniston reports a fine time and says the
grange beats all other societies for geuuine
enjoyment. As he is a man who enjoys all
kinds of sports and is popular with the
young people, his opinion on the subject is
sure to be correct.—Rockland Star.

gilt hatchet. After recess several stories
of Washington were told, and about midnight all departed, having spent a very enjoyable evening.
a

Equity Grange, Belfast,

lias adopted the

following resolutions:
Death with its sickle keen has invaded
our fraternal circle and
taken from our
midst our worthy sister, Emma .McManus;
therefore, be it
Resolved, That by the death of t-ister McManus we have lost a worthy member and
she will always be remembered with love
and esteem.
Resolved, That to her brothers and relatives we extend our sincere sympathy.
“We only know that thou hast gone
Amt that the same returnless tide
Which bore thee from us still glides on,
And we who mourn thee with it glide."

Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for JO days; a copy of these resolutions be written with our records; a copy

be sent to her relatives and one to the Republican Journal and Bangor Commercial

for

publication.

Mabel L. Miller, j
Ada Elms,
Committee.
>
Mary E. Wood,

[

SECRET SOCIETIES.
The regular meeting of Corinthian Royal
Arch Chapter will be held next Monday-

evening.
Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P., has conferred the various ranks on five new candidates the past month.
Past Master Workman Willis E. Wright
represented Enterprise Lodge at the meeting of the Grand Lodge, A. 0. U. W., in
Waterville last week.
The

report of Grand Recorder A. G.
Andrews of Augusta before the Grand
lodge, Ancient Order United Workmen, in
Waterville, Feb. 25th, showed a total membership of 7,424. The total receipts were
$201,093; the disbursements $184,904; and
the balance on hand $10,189. There have
been 91 deaths during the year. The convention was an harmonious one, as the new
rates imposed by the Supreme Lodge were
adopted at a special session two months
Officers were elected as follows:
ago.
Grand master workman, Rev. D. B. Phelan,
Danforth; grand foreman, Joseph E. Hall,
Bangor; grand overseer, Edwin Stone, Bid-

deford; grand recorder,

A. G. Andrews,
Augusta; grand receiver, Charles F. Roberts, Portland : member finance committee,
Hon. A. M. Spear, Gardiner; grand guide,
George S. Longley, Lewiston; representatives supreme lodge, Rev. C. S. Cummings,
Auburn ; L. M. Staples, Washington ; Rev.
D. B. Phelan, Danforth.
The

Open

Polar Sea

at

Winterport.

Republican Journal].
Winterport, Me., Feb. 29,1904. Again,
From
as in 1872, the open sea is visible.
[Special to The

above the steamboat wharf to near Bucksport, a distance of nearly five miles, the
river is clean and clear of ice, and today, in
sunlight, it has a summer-like appearance.
While above the wharves the iceboats are
enjoying life, below the yachts could sail up
and down for a strip of about five miles as
free as in July. Winter-port is all right but
for some obstructions below.

Liquor

Sellers Hit Hard.

Auburn, Me., Feb. 24, 1904. Judge Savage sentenced liquor sellers this afternoon
in the supreme court at Auburn. Louis
Caron, indicted for nuisance last fall, who
fled from Lewiston and was arrested lately
iu Berlin, N. H., was given six months.
Demetrius Ouillette of Lewiston was fined
$100 and costs and given 30 days. In default of payment be will serve 60 days
more. Joseph Page of Lewiston, convicted
on two charges of pocket peddling, $100
and costs and 60 days, and in default of
payment, 60 days additional on each case.
John Paquette of Lewiston, also a pocket
pedler, got a like sentence. Eugene Morin,
$100 and costs, or 60 days, and as common
seller,- 00 days. D. W. Prescott, common
seller, $100 and costs.

NUMBER 9.

CHURCHES.

Waldo District Lodge of Good Templars.

Christian Science services

are held at No.
65 Cedar street at 11 o’clock every Sunday
morning, Rev. Henry S. Fiske, first reader.
All who are interested are invited to attend.

Captain Charles E.
former mayor of Augusta, and the
Farmers’ Almanac,
Maine
the
of
publisher
lied Thursday after a long illness, aged
war he comCiviT
sixty-five. During the
manded a company of the Nineteenth Maine
regiment. A widow and one son, Danforth
L. Nash, survive him.
A better man never lived than Charles E.
Mash. He was not only a brave soldier but
brave citizen as well. It is truly said of
Pirn that “He never turned his back upon a
Foe, but fought him in the open.” He bore
Augusta, Feb. 26.
a

At the Unitarian church next Sunday,
service at 10.45 o’clock, with
preaching by the pastor. A special service
of the Sunday school iu observance of
American Unitarian Association Day will
be held at 12 o’clock. All are invited.

morning

Rev. David L. Wilson of Fort Fairfield

occupied the pulpit of the North church
conspicuous part in the count-out, when last Sunday morning and evening and atbloodshed was averted mainly through his tended the Sunday school and Christian
loolness and courage. Years ago, seated Endeavor meeting. His sermons are warmin the veranda of a hotel in Plymouth, ly commended by all who heard them.
The services at the Universalist church
Mass., Capt. Nash gave to the writer and
‘Our George” the inside history of that next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45
iffair, but enjoined strict secrecy, so that a. m., regular service; preaching by the
;he story can never be told. It was a story pastor, Rev.
Ashley A. Smith; subject of
worth the telling. In journalism and in sermon, “Does a belief in universal salvaliterature, Capt. Nash had made his mark. tion encourage wrong-doing?” “A sermonIn acknowledgment of his valuable ser- answer to a common criticism.”
Sundayvices to the schools of liis adopted city a school at 12 o’clock. A cordial iuvitation is
ichoolhouse erected in 1897 was named for extended to all.
lini. He was elected mayor of Augusta for
A union gospel meeting will be held this,
Four successive terms and had previously
Thursday, evening in the Baptist Church.
served as president of the city council. At All are
cordially invited to attend. The
;he time of his death he was putting
Sunday- services will be as follows: Preachihrough the press The History of Augusta ing at 10.45 A. m.
by the pastor, Rev. E. S.
n
two large octovo volumes, which will Philbrook
.; Sunday school at noon; meeting
stand as an enduring monument to the for men and
boys at 3.30 p. m. ; Christian
memory of the author. He spent upon it Endeavor and women’s circle at 6.S0 p. m.
;
several years of the best part of his life,
gospel praise and preaching service, con-

leriving
ius

much of his material from labori-

ducted by the pastor, with
choir at 7.30 p. m.

original investigations.

Mrs. Relinda Bray died Feb. 12th, aged 97
rears, at the residence of her nephew, Mr.
Howard Moore of Frankfort. She was born
Yug. 9, 1806, in Prospect, Me., and was the

laughter of

large chorus

Prayer meeting at the Congregational
Church this, Thursday, evening at 7.15;
topic. The Parable of the Wedding Supper.
Sunday services: sermon at 10.45 A. m. by
Rev. Albert F. Earnshaw of Portland; the
Lord’s Supper will be observed after the
service; Sunday school at noon; consecration meeting of the C. E. Society at 6.30 p.

Capt.

Josiah and Abigail
Her father was captain of
he Good Intent, a well known Searsport
vessel. Capt. Berry died when Mrs. Bray
ind her sister Wealthea were small chilIren.
Her sister, Mrs. Wealthea Maria
Mann, died in the west many years ago.
she had several half brothers and sisters
but only one is now living—Mr. Joseph
Massure of Winterport. Her brother, Mr.

Haynes Berry.

m. ; topic, “How Christ stills the storms of
life; address by Rev. A. F. Earnshaw at

7.30 r. M.
Rev.

Robert Sutcliffe has teudered

his

resignation as pastor of the Franklin street
M. E. church, Bucksport, to take effect at
before the end of the conference year, subject to

jeorge at assure, died just one week
she did.
Mrs. Bray had been for many
years a member of the Methodist church
Washington's night was observed by Sun- j tnd a consistent and devoted Christian,
rise Grange, Winterport, Feb. 27th. First she was married several times and had
been a widow for about 12 years since Mr.
on the program was a vocal solo by Mrs.
Addie Frederick.
This was followed by Bray’s death. She had no children, but
readings on the life of Washington. Then was tenderly cared for in her declining
a recess was declared, during which time a
years by Mr. and Mrs. Moore. Mrs. Bray
picture of a cherry tree, cut nearly in two, bad a pleasant and genial disposition and
made friends wherever she went.
She
was placed at one end of the hail, and each
member was blindfolded and given a paper was a very intelligent woman, a great
hatchet which was to be pinned as near the reader and always well informed in regard
cut in the tree as possible. Mrs. Ada Little- to current events. Mr. H. K. Dawson of
field gained the prize for getting the nearest Monroe preached the funeral sermon, using
to the required spot. The prize was a pic- the text, “If a man die, shall he live again.”
ture of Washington, handsomely framed.
W. 0. Lane got the booby prize, which was

3, 1904.
THE

OBITUARY.
Nash,

Journal.
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the usual conference action. It is understood that Mr. Sutcliffe has offers from one
or more parishes, in larger and more advantageous fields. His pastorate of four years
in Bucksport has been a most satisfactory
one and his departure will be sincerely regretted both in and out of church circles.

Meetings at the Auxiliary Mission, 58
Church street, Tuesday and Friday evenings, and Sunday at 7.30 p. m. Rev. Mr.
and Mrs. Johnson would be glad to receive
at the Auxiliary Home, 50 Church street,
any cast-off clothing for distribution to the
needy this winter. Mrs. W. B. Conant, the
President, will superintend this department
of the mission. A female employment bureau has been added to the work of the mission and will be open every Wednesday afternoon from 1.30 to 4.30.
Girls wanting
employment may call on or address Rev.
Annie Johnson, manager.

a moment of dai k,
dream of the fleeting night,
And then the beautiful break of day,
And the quiet peace of the light.
And you found yourself w here you longed

“Only
A

to

stand,

In the calm repose of the Fatherland.”
Mr. Byron Cross, a highly respected citizen, died at his home in Knox Feb. 13th at
the advanced age of 78 years, 8 months and
13 days.
Mr. Cross was born in Knox,
June 1, 1828, and had always lived there,

Union Meetings. During the past three
weeks the Methodist and Baptist Churches
of this city have been holding union meet•
ings. The two churches have been in most
! cordial and earnest co-operation. From the
making farming his principal occupation, first a
deep interest prevailed and the peoin 1852 he married Miss Louisa Farnham,
pie attended in large numbers. Pastors
who died in 1SI17.
Their children are:
Edgett and I’hilbrook were fortunate in
Frank A. Cross of Los Angeles Cal.; |
securing the most efficient assistance in the
Charles W. Cross of Bangor; Mrs. Julia
work. Rev. J. II. Higgins of Charleston j
Curtis and Ilarland P. Cross of Knox; the
was present a few days, including the first
last two with whom lie made his home and
Sunday. Ilis labors bore immediate fruit.
he was most faithfuly and tenderly cared
Dr. L. I.. Hauscom of Rockland, although
for by them. Mr. Cross was the last of a
I able to remain onlj two days, made a deep
family of eleven children. Me was a mem- | and lasting impression. Rev. J. A. Hardber of Unity Lodge of Masons of Thorning, pastor elect of the Brewer Baptist
dike; a charter member of Dana B. Carter
Church, gave valuable aid both in singing
Post, G. A. R., of Freedom and an active and in
Dr. J. K.
preaching the gospel.
and constant attendant as long as his health
Wilson of Portland, during the five days of
of
also
a
charter
member
Rising his
permitted;
stay, had large and appreciative audiBun Grange, of East Knox, in which orences. The capacity of the large vestry and
ganization he always took a keen interest.
auditorium of the Methodist Church were
A beautiful floral pillow from the members
! taxed to accommodate the people who atof the Post and Ladies Relief Corps testiI tended. His messages were delivered with
fied to the esteem in which the departed
I almost irresistible logic and power. As a
The
was
held.
funeral
was
held
comrade
result of his labors, following the work
at his late home Feb. 10th, Rev. E. E. Colalready done, a large number expressed a
burn officiating.
purpose or desire to be Christians. In the
Annie B., wife of Wallace W. Shaw, died last meetings of the series over forty testiat ter house in Brewer Feb. 28th, after a monies were given in a few minutes and
brief illness. She was born in Belfast, a about twenty-five persons stood up as condaughter of Lucy A. (Small) and the late verts. In these meetings upwards of fifty
Albert L. Hall, and lived here until after people have manifested a special religious
interest. \o such work has been done in
her marriage, when she and her husband
Union
Belfast for many years, if ever.
have
no
to
Brewer.
children.
moved
They
meetings will be held occasionally in the
churches.
two
future
the
her
husband
by
She leaves to mourn their ioss,
and mother and one sister, Isa, wife of EuA
BANKRUPTCY DECISION
had
friends
Mrs.
Shaw
Ellis.
many
gene
in this city, where her girlhood days were
spent. She was an interested and efficient In the Case of the Standard Granite Com*
worker in the Relief Corps and Ladies’
pany.
Aid Society, and did much to keep up the
The following rescript from the law court
interests in those organizations. The funeral was held at the home of her mother, is of interest in bankruptcy proceedings.
on Bay View street, Wednesday afternoon.
The case is from Hancock county, Albert
H. Lynam, Tr., in bankruptcy vs. Belfast
The funeral of the late Charles A. Piper National Bank. The rescript is by Justice
was held at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Strout.
Charles F. Wood, on Charles street WednesThe opinion of the court is as follows:
The Standard Granite Company became
day afternoon, F'eb. 24th, Rev. G. E. Edgett
pecuniarily embarrassed, and was insolvent
officiating. The bearers were from Phoenix un
June 10, 1902. The Granite Company
Lodge of Masons: Cba.». F. Swift, Marion sent to the defendant bank on that day a
W.
and
Jones
E. Brown, John
Adrian C. circular stating that it could not meet its
The floral offerings included a obligations, that its property was under atTuttle.
wreath of 60 pinks from the wife; a pillow tachment and a keeper in possession. On
with the word “Father," from the children; June 20,1902, a meeting of its creditors was
a bouquet from Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher;
called for June 25, and was then held, at
pinks from his sister, Mrs. Daniel Gibbs; a which the bank was represented. The combouquet of pinks from Mr. and Mrs. N. S. pany there stated its hope to pay 20 per
Piper; and a basket of flowers from Tarra- cent. A committee was then chosen to protine Tribe of Red Men.
cure a discharge of the attachments, if possible, and to arrange for a common law asErastus F. Whitney died at his home in signment, and, failing in that, to commence
Friendship Feb. 17th, aged 79 years. He bankruptcy proceedings.
was one of the oldest and most respected
Since June 20, the Granite company had
residents of that tow n. Mr. Whitney was ceased to be a going concern, and all its efborn in Unity, Jan. 3, 1825. He had always forts and that of the creditors had been to
beer a Democrat and active in town and obtain an equal distribution of its assets.
county affairs, lie leaves a widow, three Pending these efforts it had §800 in cash,
sons md three daughters: W. A. Whitney, which it deposited in defendant bank, to
a selectman of Friendship; Preston, who is
which it was largely indebted, but did not
a dentist in Alaska; Bion, a steamboat capintend it a?payment to the bank, and “did
tain in Oregon; Miss Helen of Friendship, intend that it should be held for its trustee
and Mrs. Charles Wincapaw and Mrs. Silas in bankruptcy when appointed,” though
Brown of Staten Island, N. V. Mr. Whit- no notice of this intention was given to
ney was an ardeut Universalist and the the bank.
funeral services, Feb. 20th, were conducted
Sept. 20, 1902, the Granite company was
decreed bankrupt, and plaintiff is its trusby Rev. E. U. Chapin of Rockland.
tee.
tNehemiah Hilt, one of the oldest resiHeld, that all the circumstances satisfacdents of China, died at his home there, Iasi torily show that this deposit was really in
the
advanced
at
ol
trust
for the creditors, and that the bank
age
Thursday evening,
90 years. His death was due to old age. had such knowledge and participation in
Mr. Hilt was born in 1815, in Camden, Me., the transaction as to render it chargeable
where he lived for some years. Later he as trustee of the fund for the creditors genlived in Augusta. He was a loving hus- erally, and cannot set off its debt of the
band and father, a kind neighbor and a Granite Company against it. And that the
as trustee in bankruptcy, of the
hard-working farmer and will be missed by
A widow and three
all who knew him.
ranite Company, is entitled to the fund
daughters survive him. The daughters are and can recover it in this action.
Mrs. Henry Arnold of Augusta, Mrs. Flora
Judgment for plaintiff for $800 and interWescott and Mrs. W. A. Bragg of Bangor, est from Dec. 22,1902, the date of demand.

|

|

j

Slaintiff,

Josiah Ingraham, one of the oldgst and
respected citizens of West Rockport,
died Feb. 20th at the age of 87 years. He
leaves two sons, George and Josiah, Jr., oi
Camden, and two daughters, Mrs. Uopkin:
and Mrs. Orville Brown, the latter of West
Rockport, and with whom he made hif
home.
\
most

Lobster Catchers Happy.
Boothbay Harbor, Feb. 26,1904. Lobsters are becoming more plentiful and the
catchers are receiving 30 cents apiece. It
is reported that the lobster oatchers on
Monhegan have made as high as $92 at a
single haul of their traps.

Waldo District Lodge met in annual session at Brooks Saturday, Feb. 27th, and
was very hospitably entertained
by the
local lodge, Brooks No. 34. The morning
session opened at 10.30 o’clock with District
Templar Fred H. Brown in the chair. The
following officers responded to the roll:
District Vice Templar Mabel Rose; District
Counselor E. A. Carpenter; District Secretary E. L. Brackett; District Chaplain J. B.
McTaggart; District Deputy Marshal Josie
Brown. The appointments were: Past District Templar George F. Sherman; District
Treasurer Geneva Jewett; District Guard
T. Jellison.
The regular routine work, initiation, appointment of committees and reports of officers, occupied the time until the noon hour.
During the recess dinner was served the
delegates in the banquet hall, and an epicure could find no fault with the
quantity
or quality of the food provided or the service of the' good looking corps of waiters.
There is no lack in the hospitality of Brooks
citizens, albeit they entertain seven different
organizations in as many consecutive days.
The afternoon session was opened in
form. Following came reports of officers
and committees. The report of the secretary dealt with facts vital to the order,
showing fewer live working lodges, but a

good membership and the largest lodge in
the State as one of the number. The committee on resolutions consisting of M. J.
Dow, D. M. Kimball and Mrs. Geo. F. Shersubmitted the following,
unanimously adopted:
man

which were

\\ hereas, recent well organized combinations have been formed, supported by the
immense wealth and encouraged by the inordinate greed of the gigantic liquor interests of the whole country for the undoubted
purpose of the repeal of our prohibitory
law ; therefore, be it
Resolved, That this condition of affairs is
one of grave menace to the honored
principle of our State and that the temperance
people should be aroused to the serious
danger of the impending crisis.
Resolved, That we should organize to
meet a well-organized and unscrupulous
foe and that in the particular campaign
just before us we will work for the nomination and election of good, honest temperance men to make and execute our laws, regardless of political affiliations or social
ties.
ii.\ni,

nai we nave

PERSONAL
M. M. Bickford of Augusta spent
with relatives in this city.
*

Mrs. Ethel Ricker of Boston is visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. S. Strout.
Mrs. Amos Clement arrived last week
from West Medford for a short visit.
Mrs. Win. M. Randall and son Tom re.
turned last Friday from a visit in Portland.
Miss Edith Strout is at home from Farma vacation of two
weeks.

ington Normal School for

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. F. Welch have moved
to Portland, where they are conducting a
lodging house.
Miss Marion Hayford returned home
last Friday from a visit of two weeks in
Vassalboro.
Miss Fannie Sargent resumed her work in
Mixer’s store Monday, after being out four
weeks on account of illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter I). Staples returnlast week from Massachusetts, where
they had been liviug for some time.
ed

I). E. Dickey returned to work at the
Maine Central depot Monday, after being
out two weeks on account of illness.
.Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Rogers returned last
from Bangor, where they attended
the funeral of Dr. Arthur C. Gibson.

Friday

Horatio Mears and daughter recently
moved from San Diego, Cal., to Pasadena,
where Mr. Mears has employment.
Mrs. Lucy Hall was called to Bangor
last Thursday by the serious illness of her
daughter, Mrs. Annie Shaw, who died Sun-

day.
Thomas P. Logan, Sr., returned home
Monday from Portland, where he had been
in the Maine General

that

will do all in our power to arouse
our people to the subtle
danger that pervades the political atmosphere.
Resolved, That we hereby express our
thanks to the .fudges of the Supreme Court
for the recent better enforcement of jail
sentences in most parts of the State.
Resolved, That in Bro. Geo. K. Brackett,
Grand Secretary, we have had an official
worthy of our love, confidence and support,
and that at the coming session of Grand
Lodge, as in the past, we pledge him the
active, unanimous strength of Waldo counwe

Miss Nellie Hopkins is in Boston for a
visit. Mrs. Annie Darby is assisting
in R. A. French & Co.'s store during her
absence.
short

I’rof. L. C. Bateman of Auburn

That

we

Miss Aline Kittredge has resigned her
as book keeper at the Megunticook woolen mill, Camden, and is coming
to Belfast, her family having moved here
last week.
Frank R. Woodcock is improving slowly.
He went to North Searsport February 14th
and was taken ill so suddenly that he was
unable to get home. He had a very severe
ease of tonsilitis.
The Farmington Normal school is having
two weeks vacation and Miss Louise
Richards, one of the teachers, came home
last week.
.She will go to Boston today to
spend the remainder of the vacation.

a

Arthur, the 12-year old son of Wesley
Ilart of Burnham, earned over one bundled
dollars last summer working on the dam in
Benton, and deposited it in the bank. That
is a pretty good record for a boy of ids age

endorse the Maine

Holman F. Day, the well known Maine
writer, has just completed a oivtliousaud
word serial for the Youth's Companion.
One of his forthcoming stories to appear in
the Leslies' Monthly, ielates to Elijah K.d
logg.

be.
Resolved, That we tender our hearty
thanks to Brooks lodge for their cordial

hospitality.
The following

officers were elected and
installed by Bast Grand Chief Templar
M. J. Dow, assisted by Alice Dow and
Evelyn Pendleton: Dist. Chief Templar,
Fred 11. Brown; Dist. Counselor, E. A

Mr. and Mrs. Kdwin I*. Frost write to
friends in Belfast that they are housekeeping for the winter in Los Angeles, Ca!;!.,
and are enjoying their sojourn there very
much.
Some interesting extracts from
their letters will he published next week.

Carpenter; Dist. Vice, Mabel Rose; Dist!
Secy, Elizabeth L. Brackett; Dist. Treas-

W. II.Quimbyand James !i. Jlow>s returned last Saturday evening from Boston
and New York. While in the latter eit\
they visited the sportsmen’s exhibition in
Madison Square Garden, and report that
Maine was very creditably represented
there.

Jewett; Dist. Chaplain, J. B.
McTaggart; Dist. Marshal, Lawience Cook ;
Dist. Deputy Marshal, Josie Brown; Dist.
Guard, Belle Estes; Dist. Sentinel, T.
Jellison; Delegates to Grand Lodge: Rep.
resentatives, M. J. Dow, E. L. Bartlett,
E. A. Carpenter; alternates, F. 11. Brown,
E. L. Brackett, Mrs. E. A. Carpenter.
Bro. M. J. Dow was recommended for
District Deputy for the coming year.
At the close of the business session the
Geneva

Among recent nominations uy tiovernot
Ilill are the following: Trial justice, William II. Moody, Liberty ; notaries public,
Albert M. Ames, Stockton Springs: Alfred
E. Nickerson, Portland; justice- of the
peace, Clinton G. Ferguson, Houlton : I.. C
Morse, Liberty; Joseph S. Mullen, Lincolnville; Albert E. Varnum, Penobscot.

following program was given : Address of
welcome, M. J. Dow ; response, I). M. Kimball; song, Maud Webb; recitation, Hester
Rose; reading, Mrs. E. E. Colburn; vocal
duet, Mrs. A. E. Chase, Alice Dow; dialogue, “Mind Your Own Business.”

The Maine liar association held it- annual meeting in Lewiston Feb. 22nd, when
George 1). tiisbee, Esq., of Romford was
elected president and Leslie C. Cornish,

The location of the next session was left
to the District Council. It will be held in
J aekson or Belfast.

Esq., of Augusta, secretary. K. F. Dunton,
Esq., is a member of the committee on
membership and W. P. Thompson, Esq., of
the committee on legal education.

FREEDOM ACADEMY NOTES.
The winter term will close March 3d and
the spring term will open March 15th.

Death of

It is thought that the spring term will
be largely attended. Many new pupils are
The Young Peoples’ Christian Association has secured new singing books for use
in its services.

The “Academy Echo” for the winter term
is out. It is a great improvement over previous issues and a credit to the editors.
The base ball manager is arranging a fine
schedule for the coming season. It includes
games with Coburn Classical Institute.
The Bryan Debating Club will hold a
public debate Tuesday evening, March 1.
The Academy Orchestra w ill furnish music.

A

Reminiscence of

1872.

Several different papers this w intei have
referred to the freezing into the ice near
Belfast of the steamer Katahdin and tug

Kent’s Ilill Seminary has accepted the
challenge of F. A. to debate. The question
decided upon is: Resolved, That the history of Trades-Unionism during the past
twenty years shows a general tendency

C. B. Sanford. Your correspondent has a
photograph taken by one of our North
Bucksport horn boys, Adalbert G. Webster,
of the two steamers fast in the ice and people walking around them. On the back of
the photo is printed the words “Steamers
Katahdin and C. B. Sanford in the ice below Bucksport Narrows, March Bt, 1872."
At that time Mr. Webster had a studio in
Bucksport village. He is now keeper of
Fort Point Light.—Bucksport Times.

the

The class parts have been assigned as
follows: Valedictory, Jennie Cox, Thorndike ; Salutatory, Sidney Fiske, West Win
terport; Prophecy, Lillian Hutchins, Freedom; Oration, Herbert Rankin, Lincolnville; History, Arthur Rand, Unity; Address to Undergraduates, Avis Woods,
Knox; Presentation of Gifts, Fred Hamilton, Waterboro.

Mayor

Baxter

missed.

The lecture of Prof. Arthur J. Roberts of
Colby College on “Learning and Teaching”
has been postponed on account of the bad
weather.

Losses

Beal Renominated.

Bangor, Feb. 24. Mayor Beal was renominated this evening without opposition
In a speech of acceptance he denounced
the prohibition law, claiming that it wai
responsible for many abuses.

Frank

daughter and only child, Mrs. Otto Barron.
Mr. Baxter was a native of Plymouth, Mass.,
and was first a school teacher. For the past
30 years he has been widely known as a
lecturer, singer and medium. Funeral services were held at his late home Tuesday
Rev. F. A. Wiggin of the First Spiritualist
Society of Boston officiating, assisted by
Mrs. Sarah A. Byrnes. Mr. Baxter has been
identified with the. Temple Heights S; ritual Corporation of Northport for many
years and was prominent in its meetings
lie will be greatly
and business affairs,

The annual minstrel show for the benefit
of the Athletic Association will occur some'
time next term.

interests of

J.

J. Frank Baxter, the noted spiritualist,
died February 28th in Chelsea, Mass., from
typhoid fever, aged 62 years. He had been
ill about four weeks. Ilisfwife died seven
years ago and he lived in Chelsea with his

expected.

detrimental to the best
United States.

in

position

Temperance Record, the only distinctively
temperance paper in the State, as worthy
of the patronage of Good Templars and of
all temperance people wherever they may

urer,

was

Belfast last week on his return from Searsmont, where he lectured before the Orange
on “The Lost Arts.”

ty.
Resolved, That we express our sympathy
for Sister Affie Godding, our District Superintendent, who has been confined to the
house for many weeks by a serious and
painful accident.

Resolved,

for treat-

Supt. E. B. Pillsbury of the Postal Telegraph Co., Boston, came to Bangor last
week to attend the Brigham-Stetson wedding.

mass

curity.
Resolved, That we as Good Templars
hereby reaffirm our position as being opposed to the license of the liquor traffic and

Hospital

ment.

periect connaence

in the character and integrity of the great
of the people of Maine and of their
position upon the temperance question, but
that the danger lies in a sense of too confident security, which may enable the
enemy to capture the outposts, to surprise
and rush the citadel while we, conscious of
our reserved strength,
sleep in fancied se-

Sunday

•

by Lightning.

Complete returns have been received at
the office of the insurance commissioner of
the losses by lightning in the .state last
year. They do not quite come up to the
average in amount, the aggregate being
$37,853, the total value of the property
struck having been $296,387. Of tne losses
more than one-third were on farm buildings, $14,692. There were 16 barns ami 46
houses struck.

HISTORIC CHARLESTON

Further Notes of

a

Visit

to

BELFAST

the Palmetto

City.

las & Electric Eight Co.

Correspondence of The Journal.]

Springs, Fi.a., Feb. 15.
"With the thermometer registering TO
degrees in the shade and bright sunshiny days one can hardly realize that
Mv.xhua

1

the north is in the cold grasp of winter.
1 will give a few more notes on Charleston before writing of tropical Florida.
on a first visit Charleston would
give one the impression that it is dull
and quiet: and so it is to the northern
visitor, but it is a business city and one
in which considerable is done. Many
of the buildings in the business section
have a somewhat

and the docks

ance

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signatnre of
and has been made under his per—/?
sonal supervision since its infancy.
/■cocc^/Z'.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

are

Wiring of All Kinds.

Electric, Gas fixtures»Supplies

^7'

dilapidated appear-

Electric

Washington Street.
Telephone number, 44-2.

Office

all poor affairs.

What is CASTORIA

They swarm with negroes who are looking for pennies, or in quest of work, and
the few white people seen around the
docks are usually very busy people.
As a southern seaport Charleston ranks
high. Much of Tennessee’s freight
comes there by water to be sent into
the interior by rail.
Soon after the settlement of Charlesof Charles IX. of
ton .11 the days
France, the feuds which ever occupied
European thrones and people followed

NEW STOCK

Muts of all Kinds,
Fine Confectionery,
v

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

aui sent their firebrands nere to disIt was the
turb the young colony.
opcL.ng of the war waged by
A:
against France and Spain.

JUST-:-RECEIVED

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. Ifc
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee, it destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Di;m Iioea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, r-gulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

|

Queen

S1>n-

Lowney s Chocolates

i

All the

IV INTER
in

Dur-

siege there was great terror
pirates and the city was often in

1-REITS,

perfects

non

n.

.us

f:ion them,
■

v.cie

Foreign

pirate

iui

ami Domes! '<•

Tobacco and Smoke

captured and executed in

Cigars,

s’ Articles.

Fresh Roasted Fean ats.

and it was during this eventar that ('apt. Kidd, who had ter-

i

n

in 1 TOO some

v.

-dthe entire Xew

j

The Kind You Have Always Bought

England coast,

aptured and taken to England for
lie had long been a bold
sentence.
lender and Charleston had suffered
sev-ieA from his raids. The Indians
he,Mai- very troublesome in this region
v. •1
the opening of the 18th century
Charleston was the refuge of all
an
v. s-

SCHOONER POLLY OF BELFAST- BUILT IN 1805.

In Use For Over 30 Years.

vhen many of the
n the world came
iver. Her record
he was one of the
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THE CENTAUR COMPANY, 7T MURRAY STREET. NEW VORH CITY.
fastest and best vessels built for him at Belfast in 1874, he made
from the shores of that many remarkable trips.
Leaving Boston
lor speed was such that in
company with other vessels hound east
first vessels to he fitted |
mt as a privateer in the war of 1812.
Site j the Holmes would show her heeds to the
The good schooner Polly is now in winter
mule a good account of herself in this ! Meet and arrive at Belfast long before the
quarters at the Swan
Sibley Company’s ole, and her slippery heels kept her clear | other
craft would reach inteimediate ports.
“red
the
the
of
.militants
region,
»f the English cruisers.
t:
dock after a busy season bay coasting and
During her career 1
i
The Holmes worked like a pilot boat, and
having threatened the colony’s I as a Boston packet in command of Captain is a fighter she took for her owners prizes |
hat amounted to many times her cost. At ? it was an interesting sight to see her beat
i
George F. Ryan of this city She was built , he close of the war she went hack into the :
e.v.steuce.
up the narrow channel to her wharf here.
jacket service, and has been run year after
he eastward ot the city are miui- at Amesbut y, Mass., in 1805 and is nearly
;
The Holmes was lost in a terrific storm at
on
a
return
the
ear,
always
making
good
old. Capt. Ryan wrote !
and l’ahn Islands and in June 1770, ! one hundred years
va:
Gloucester, Mass., Feb. 1, 18M8* when in
1 noney invested.
to Mr. G. M. Cummings of Bangor
command of Capt. Ryan’s son,
after South Carolina had declared recently
>.
Since the foregoing was written we have temporary
for particulars of the Polly’s history, and
("apt. Frank Ryan. All on board perished.
f,,>
dependence, and she was one of the that
a clipping
from
the
esurrected
Boston
AGENTS
THE
that
he
had
had
a
^
] Some time later (’apt. Ryan bought the
gentleman replied
the British made an ineffectual! full account of her
;
lournal of Oct. 21, 1901, giving a fuller ac- j
up to fifteen years ago,
1
schooner
Thomas
not
her
but
finding
llix,
.if. i, j,t to destroy the military works hut was unable to lind it and
supposed it < omit of the l’olly as a privateer, with other j suitable for his
packet business Sold her
ad been established under must have been burned with some other old 1 nteresting facts in her history, and quote j
,
v.
;
and after a vacation ashore bought the
jel Moultrie on Sullivan’s Island.! papers, lie wrote as follows from what he i J .s follows:
The good old craft will be ready for
four-score years ago the Polly’s j Folly.
Over
a
made
of
her
:
record
could erneniher
!■;-ling in the attempt they
when navigation opens in the
< leeks bristled with guns as she scoured j business
She was built in \mesbury. Mas*., in 1805 | he seas, preying upon British commerce,
,u i attack h> land three years later, j
spring.
We carry a full line nr these paints in aii colors.
!
bv
and
commanded
Paul
who
, imler command of Capt. Jeduthuu Upton
Grant,
('apt.
l ey were again repulsed. I
which
j.,
was a native of what is now Prospect, Me., |
if Salem, Mass., until she was captured by
British
the
and traded from Boston to ports on Penob- ] iis Majesty’s ship Phoebe of 44 guns.
p. -,t the following spring
Alscot bay and river. She carried wood and ! i hough captain and crew were taken to
PIAZZA CHAIR PAINT,
for use.
ton es were increased, and under Sir
to
with
returning
held
as
for
Boston,
seven
paspassengers
ingland and
prisoners
Henrv Clinton between seven and eight | sengers and general cargo. The next heard ] nontlis, the Polly escaped that ignominy,
of
2.
Stories
the sea. List
CAMPBELL’S
STAINS.
thousand men opened their batteries of her is in the war of 1812. She was just } ier English prize crew joining the fortunes Hale, E. B., editor. Stories of the
west of the island of Monhegan when about
d Uncle Sam.
saw
Moultrie
Col.
she was hailed by a British wartold
sailors.
sea
;>16.41
upon Charleston.
midnight
who
owned
and
commanded
by
Capt.
Upton,
[
1
BROTHERS
he Polly in 1812, when he fitted her out as 1 Henderson, \V. J. Sea yarns for
at once that to stand was fatal and in ship, and in reply to their enquiry the capof tain answered : “Sloop Polly* Paul Grant, ; privateer, was one of the most noted sea- j boys
the
and
surrendered
city
824 15
spun by an old salt.
April
master.” He wras ordered to heave-to and
aring men of Salem, and one of the most j
PURE WHITE LEAD.
charleston was given over to the Brit- they sent a boat aboard and searched her. >atriotic men of that locality. He was I Hickman, W. A. The sacrifice of
A prize crow was then put on board, and
>orn in Salem, Sept, ♦>, 1785, and died in
the Shannon.
114.27
ish less than a month later, on May
Capt. Grant, bis brother, Janies Grant, the Havana July 28,1821. He married on May
PAINT.
12.3.23
Hugo, V. Toilers of the sea.
There yet remains on the island mate, and the rest of the crew wrere placed
if
.2, 1807, Sally Smith, whose father, Jerrie ;
in irons and the prize rrew was ordered to
343.14
smith, was one oi Washington’s body i Ker, D. Into unknown seas.
1 races of the old eartli works, while
take the Po]l\ to Halifax. X. S. Capt. Grant
ruanls and a noted patriot.
Capt. Upton’s Kingsley, C. Westward ho!.
112.18
CALCIMO in 5 POUND PACKAGES.
I rt Moultrie is in good state of pres- told the officer who put him in irons: “You
aster, Sally, married Dr, liemenway of
117.14
Kingston, W. 11. G. Twice lost...
will
hear
from
Grant
Paul
again.” (Paul
lloston, and was the mother of Augustus
In the fort is the grave of
ervation.
K 62-1
and James Grant are buried in Prospect,
liemenway, who at his death was one of Kipling, K. Captains courageous.
Raw and Boiled
Etc
i'.- >.ola, the Indian chief, who was Me.)
The next day the prize crew broke
Huston’s wealthiest citizens,
(’apt. Upton Marry at, F. A. Mastennan Ready.
M 35-1
into
the
of
md a crew of 29 sailed on the Polly on her
“■
cargo, which consisted partly
eapt it red after great difficulty and after new
Mr.
Midshipman
rum, and soon were all drunk.
list privateering cruise from Salem, Mass.,
Capt.
bad caused much trouble to the Grant and his men
147.22
Easy.
by aiding one another Dec. 7, 1812: was captured by the British
she
had
succeeded
in
tied
the
After
taken
v.
breaking their iron*,
settlers of the south.
rigate Phoebe Dec. 28, after
gainMelville, II. Types: a real rodid
not
set
in the hold, fastened
several
and
crew,
them
prize
put
prizes,
Capt. Upton
mance of the southern sea.
111.13
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old Indian whom Valdivia had captured
in one of his incursions, baptized and
made his page, in a battle between
VALDIVIA, A SOUTH AMERICAN MIN- Caupolican and the Spaniards, when
THE UNCONQUERABLE victory seemed to favor the latter,
NEAPOLIS.
seized a lance, turned against his late
araucanians.
master and rallied his countrymen
special Correspondence of The Journal.1
when, so says the good Abbe Molino,
V u.DiviA, Chili, Jan. 20, 1904. This “The Chilians, ashamed of being sur.1 important town of southern Chili
passed in valor by a boy, turned with
he reached only by water from its such
their enemies as to

GREAT WESTERN PROJECTS.

IN SOUTHERN CHILI.

apart, Corral,

and a

long day's jour-

up the Valdivia river. To go overi from central Chili is impossible,
of the

yet uneonquered Arau-

Indians.

It will be remembered

,mse
an

many years after the Spaniards
taken possession of the rest of

they abandoned the hopeless task
Tying to sabdua the Araucanians,
ire the bravest and most interestindiaus in all South America, and
u

fury

pul
destroy them, sc
that of the whole splendid Spanish
army but two men escaped.”
Though the conqered Valdivia beg
ged hard, but in vain, for life after that
fatal fray with the youthful Lauparo,
and promised if spared to ieave the
country at once and forever with all
his followers, and though five of the
eight cities he founded now lie in ruins,
this part of Chili is full of him. The
them

upon
to rout and

unanimously gave them what they river bears his name, as well as the
always possessed—their indepen- fertile province through which it runs,
which they have ever since and so does its
capital city. Properly
lamed.
Their territory extends
speaking it is the 11 io Calle, flowing
ii
the Andes to the sea, between from the Andes to the
sea, and only
liio-Bio and Valdivia rivers, and that
portion of it between Corral and
prises some of the best agricultural Valdivia city is entitled to the name
ms of the country, as well as the
“Valdivia.” The capital of Valdivia
mst forests and wildest mountains.
province is the most important town in
-punish history it is known as “the southern Chili, the centre of a considCenturies ago the erable trade in
nibble State.”
Hour, timber, hides and
Iranian "Council of Wise Men”
wool, and is settled almost exclusively
rd a law which punished with
by Germans, llecause of its many
:i
any Indian who should sell his
flouring mills it has been dubbed the
As they now
i- to the white man.
Minneapolis of South America. It was
these Indians are divided into
founded by the Spaniards who gave it
■i—

distinct tribes—the

rove

the

Andes;

l’ehuenclies>

pine forests Peclieuu)
■

of

the Llanistas, who inhabit
plains; and the

interior Llanos or

;inos, who live near the borders of
m ania, cultivate the soil, raise eatund

have

oiselves

voluntarily submitted

somewhat to the federal

WAR MINISTER.
General Terauclii, who has been Ja
pan’s minister of war since 1883, wa»
educated In Germany and Japun and
JAPAN’S

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Washington, D. C., Feb. 29. Out
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phraseology marks the beginning
epoch in the West.
The engineers are also busy with
plans looking to the development of the
great possibilities of the Sacramento
■

River, where millions of acres of land
not utterly arid without artificial moisture may be made to support a dense
population on small farms when this is

supplied.
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was vice bead of tbe .Japanese board
of strategy during tbe Chino-Japanese

to the

_ii.

war.

PREMIER KATSURA OF JAPAN.
Count Katsura is Japan’s premier
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FRED ATWOOD, W,K°RT' Insurance

For the

Front St,,

Belfast, Maine

City of Belfast at Once to Sell
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300 Candle Power.
Burns 80 per cent. Air, 30 per
Unique iu Construction.
Handsome in

cent.

Has.

Appearance.
Efficiency,

Marvelous iu

Address,
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barrows & McDonald,
Box 577. Portland, Me.

Your Made IM Free!
y. ml Without Dangerous
Drugs.
1^* Write at once for fiee trial treatment to

Instantly

C. I.
37-11

I)ept.

PENDLETON, PH. G..

It

Stoughton, Mass.

Estate,

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam
Boiler

Insurance and

33, 35, 37

lamps,

We also have

which we can guarantee to be the best in the
market.
This 3 II. P. engine complete, 4
cycle type, mounted
with cooling tank, hot tube and electric
ignition, portable battery, pulley, tools, etc,, all for *140.00 l’
and investigate this little wonder.

No. 13 Mechanic Street,

vOSI

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

<*ui* pciIts brilliant luminosity—at a cost of
hour with artificial t;as—is superior to a four■ lijjht.
cluster arc lamp or five ordinary v\ elf-bach
and outshines fifteen incandescent electr «• l-nll»s.
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To give him the experience
of others in ali advanced
methods and improvements
are an invaluable aid
securing the largest possiblc profit from the farm,
and with special matter for

To keep him in touch with
tlic doings of iiis
neiglihors and all items of in
terest to himself and fam-

Fully guaranteed.
Vessel outfits -Hoist
anchor, sail'.
argo
and pump bilge,
w nod
sawing and
ensilegc outfits. Scallop and win*'!: hoist,
launches, etc.
aTa
Write for

*

High=Class

Good Local

AND

f

NEEDS

interested in the
Belfast and Walcounty should sub-

Who is

#

^

Dying.

and

Engine.

i rwn

year-okl one year ago, went a half in #
1.03, a quarter in 20 l-2seconds, the last %
eighth in 14 1-2 seconds. Two weeks
later lie paced a half in 101 1-4 with
great ease. Belfast has had some good t
horses but never one that could outrank this youngster.
lie was sired by
Steinway, 2.25 3-4, a record made as a ^
P
and
it
was a world's
three-year-old,
record, by the way, when made at Lex- P
a
ington, Ivy., Aug. 28, 1870. Steinway
was not only a record maker but he
P
was a sire of lots of good speed, he
#
having 37 in the list, and his daughters
have 25 performers that have beaten
2.50. Of his sons IV. Wood took a mark ^
^
of 2.07, Agitato, 2.00; and Chas. Derby,
2.20, has already produced 32 in the | p
list, including Don Derby 2.041-4, Much | p
Better 2.07 1-4, Derby Prince,2.081-4,and j p
others.
As is well known, Steinway I •
was by Strathmore, and his dam was
?
Abbess, by Albion, which produced i
Solo, 2.28 3-4, and the dam of 13 which
have beaten 2.30. The breeding on the f

■

12

Price $600 and #1,000.
We make all sizes of marine engines. 1. to 24
II. P.
r**
Our STATIONARY for farmers use i:as no
equal; 3 U. P.. $100; 5 H. P., $150.
Send for our catalogue and net price list.
Special discount on orders placed before April
4w»;
1.

E. E.

tween

trains we had the pleasure of
inspecting a brand new stallion that
has just been brought into the State
and if given the opportunity that his
individuality and his breeding would
seem to warrant
lie ought to have a
great deal to do with improving the
stock
of
our State.
The colt
breeding
referred to is the handsome chestnut,
that
as
a threefour-year-old Stiletto,

on

the Market

a

army.

Saves the

Most Reliable

•

KATSURA.

German wai
marshal in Ja-

ENGINES
_To-day.

t
GENERAL COUNT

■

■BBS* Early Risers

in

can

COLD .TABLETS.

| Attention Farmers! \
I
,-= i
The Republican Journal
|
|

Each of
niggles
steepest
them receives scores of tributaries
is whose weather-beaten cottages,
The other three
ruins another case of " 'Tis distance along its course.
church and dingy saloons look lends
enchantment to the view,” and rivers mentioned in the Ogden plattiled of clinging to the cliffs and were
sorry we had disillusioned our- form the Sacramento, the Arkansas,
ready to let go their hold and selves. A rough board fence is built and the Rio Grande- are independent
quietly into the sea. The time- close around the ancient tower, at the streams and each controls the economic
battlements
overlook classic
top of the little hill upon which it destiny of a large region of its own.
aids, which many a Spanish poet stands.
With the single exception of the SacAscending a Might of rickety
celebrated in epic verse. Almost wooden
rivpr«
tnroi'cc
steps, we pounded upon a rick- raiTIPntn nil
iin sight oi the fort, Valdivia was
ety wooden door, with visions before j regions which are but sparsely iniiab- j
a
prisoner and killed in the year our eyes of knights and troubadours, ited and which contain enormous |
Headers of history will remember halberds and
coats-of-mail, and were areas of public land. Wherever the |
that famous Spaniard and his answered
the
by
angry baying of a dog construction of works is immediately!
1
y. sometimes victorious and Some- inside.
Presently the door was opened contemplated, the Secretary of the Inrs defeated; gradually advanced as
by an elderly German, who lives with- terior withdraws the land from entry, I maternal side is equally as rich as on
^ paternal side, for the dam of Stiletto
south as Corral; and, under pre- in the
temporary enclosure, in a little except under the Homestead Law with- was
dam of Kola 2.29i and also
-e of
spreading the Christian re- wooden hut leaned against the crumb- out the Commutation Clause. Any of Kola,
Francisco, the good horse that sired
on, inflicted all manner of cruelties ling citadel, which
appeared to be con- citizen may acquire not more than one so many fast colts when he was owned
n the aborigines; and how, for more
by Mr. James Edgecomb of Cornish.
jointly occupied by a numerous colony hundred and sixty acres by living upon Thf»
RPP.nnri rliini nf
woo
ninety years, those Chilian In- of pigs and chickens. A pile of boards and cultivating it in good faith for five
Byron, clam of Claus Almont, 2.12'i, and
ins known
as Araucanians, armed obstructed
As
a
this
is
the entrance to the tower, years.
rule,
impracticable she by Bowman’s Chief. The records
w ith hows and arrows and wooden
in front of which the angry dog tugged until water has been furnished.
show that Nutwood, the sire of the dam
irs ami lances, waged war with the
So that virtually the land laws stand of Stiletto, leads all his competitors
frantically at his chain; so that there
in
2.30 performance and
iders who were well supplied with was
nothing to be done but to scamper repealed to the extent of the lands daughters, he having 109 to producing
his credit
opean fire-arms and constantly re- back to the
withdrawn.
When
the
Government
and
the daughters having 213 that have
landing with all possible
orced from Peru; and that the In- sttpprl
works are completed, the land will gone into the list.
Tliis promising
ns were never conquered.
CaupoliWe steamed back to Corral, and two again be opened to entry in homesteads young colt is the property of Mr. Horace Clienery, whose stable we have ofthe greatest Araucanian cliieftian,
days later joined a party for a little of not less than forty or more than one ten mentioned, and he will give him a
besieged more Spanish fortifica- trip into the edges of the “Invincible hundred and sixty acres, according to few approved mares early this season,
ns, destroyed more Spanish cities,
State,” the territory of the unconquer the regulations to be established by the after which he will race him. Stiletto
is the stable companion of the unbeaten
i drove the invaders oftenest from able Araucanians.
Settlers will
But that is another Interior Department.
Edgemark and in them their owner has
we to place, died within a stone’s
story, too full of incidents to begin in then have ten years in which to repay united youth and age. Of course it is
row of Corral. He had. been defeated this letter.
the cost of irrigating the land, without impossible to predict at this time what
Fannie B. Ward.
Stiletto will do under the new conme of the i
rmerahle battles beinterest.
But the magnitude of the undertak- ditions, but if lie keeps up the clip that
'een the Spaniards and his people,
OA8TORXA.
he started in with as a three year old
The Kind You Have Always BntfK
ught on the hanks of the Valdivia Bern the
ing is such that it may only be complet- he cannot fail to be a grand addition
to
ed after many years.
‘■r; and for some months afterwards
The greater por- the already large number of royally
tion of the irrigable land cannot be bred young stallions that have been
-mained in hiding, until one of the
withdrawn from entry because funds bred or have come into the State from
‘lives, being tortured by the soldiers
elsewhere.
Individually Stiletto is a
A Bargain for Farmers.
.ond endurance, revealed his secret
are available as yet for
comparatively very racy looking fellow. As you stand
few
-Teat. It is related that when CanIn
and
the
look
at
him you almost instantly
projects.
the
exThe New York Tribune Farmer, a nameantime,
nan
was captured, after a terrific tional illustrated agricultural weekly ol
istence of the Desert Land Law en- say “Slippery prospect,” or something
akin to
twenty large pages, has no superior as a ables those who
and that is what we trust
have no thought of he will that,
iggle, his wife, who had exhorted thoroughly practical
and helpful publicaprove himself to be.—Turf,
chief to die rather than surrender, tion for the farmer and every member of making homes to acquire these lands Farm ani
Home.
bis family, and the publishers are deicw her baby
without living upon them for a day or
hoy at his feet, declar- termined
to give it a circulation
unequalled
that she would retain nothing to re- by any paper of its class in the United an hour. The Commutation Clause of
Hanna’s Will.
States.
nal her of a coward.
the Homestead Law also permits them
Knowing that every enterprising, up-toBy the will of the late Senator Mar
\s among
all Indian nations the date farmer always reads his own local to get title after a nominal residence of
cus A. Hanna an estate valued at about
men of the early Chilians were noted weekly newpaper. The New York Tribune
fourteen mouths.
Thus the spec-' S3,000,000 is left to the family. There
lias made an exceeding liberal arrange- only
inciting their sons and lovers to ment which enables us to offer the two pa- ulator steps in and forestalls the genu- are no public bequests. The principal
i:"tle. In 1590 Chief Guepotau, who pers at so low a price that no farmer can ine settler, who will be required to pay beneficiaries are the widow, Mrs. Charafford to lose the opporunity.
lotte Augusta Hanna, the son, Daniel
ml long defended a pass in the Andes,
The price of the New York Tribune handsome profits to the “sooner” when Rhodes
Hanna, the two daughters, MaFarmer is $1.00 a year and The Republcan the nation shall have
line down to Corral to visit his wife,
the wa- bel Augusta Hanna-Parsons and Mrs.
brought
Journal is $2.00 a year, but both paper.'
" was murdered
Ruth
ter
to
the
wild
McCormick
of Chicago.
land.
a
by party of Span- will be sent for a full year if you forward
Two millions of people throughout
iels; whereupon the wife, whose name $2 to The Republican Journal Publishing
Small Joe—Mamma, is it true that George
Co., Belfast, Me.
1
the country who are dreaming of hav-lanequeo, burning with desire for
Send your name and address to The New
Washington couldn’t tell a lie'.’
Mamma—I believe so, dear.
homes
on
the
herself
with her young- York Tribune Farmer, New York City, ing
venge, placed
irrigated lauds of the
Small Joe—What was the matter with
*1 brother
at the head of a small band and a specimen copy of that paper will be west should stand with those who dehim ? Was he tongue-tied?
mailed to you.
'f Indians and made
mand the immediate repeal of the laws
many inroads into
be Spanish settlements, killing
which
foster
and
facilitate speculation
every
Colds Cause Pneumonia.
in the public domain. The merchants
bted pale-face who fell into their
One of the most remarkable cases of a
b inds.
For nearly a year the most ex- cold, deep-seated on the lungs, causing and manufacturers who are to be beneperienced Spanish generals were no pneumonia, is that of Mrs. Gertrude E. fited by having a dense and productive
Doctors didn’t give Mrs. James long to
Fenner, Marion, Ind., who was entirely
‘natch for her. When the rainy season cured
by the use of One Minute Cough population live in the valleys of these
live—but Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the
:,me on she was compelled to retire to Cure. She says: “The coughing and strain- great western streams should stand on
Heart foiled them and cured her.
so weakened me that 1 ran down in
ing
‘be mountains farther up the river,
For fifteen years Mrs. John A. James of Wlarweight from 148 to 92 pounds. 1 tried a the same side. And so should that
"here she fortified herself in a place number of remedies to no avail until I used larger public sentiment which is en- ton, Out., was a great sufferer from Heart Disease.
For days at a time she was confined to
Minute Cough Cure. Four bottles ol
Sl‘rrounded by precipices, from whence One
this wonderful remedy cured me entirely ol tirely disinterested, and considers only bed, and it seemed as though every breath might
her
be
last. Her physicians said that she might
iil,6 daily harrassed the neighboring the cough, strengthened my
lungs and re- the good of the American people. “drop off” any minute. With woman’s tenacity
l%, so that nobody dared to leave it. stored me to my normal weight, health and The fate of the public domain depends in suffering, and believing that “while there’s
life tliere’s nope," she started using Dr. Agnew’s
sbe was finally driven from that strong- strength. Sold by R U. Moody.
upon the decision of the Congress now Cure for the Heart. Three bottles cured her.
This remedy relieves in thirty minutes and
old by a force of
in session at Washington. While the
artillery and saved
cures
form of heart disease and nervouslawmakers delay, the land-grabbers are ness. every
herself by flight. It was in this neigh2«
themselves to the people’s prop- oT-fc Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills, 40 doses, 10c.
helping
borhood that Lauparo, the sixteen-yearWilliam E. Smythe.
TMIbwiui MtUap—s
erty.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.
st

pain

the head and body
broken up by our
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M. E. White, Bath, Maine
says:
“After a very trying winter which
gave
me the grip, and
reduced
greatly
my
strength and. health, I found myself
at the beginning of
spring, a weak,
tired, thin, pale and despondent being.
I needed strength, particularly in
my
lungs, and I tried many ways to get it,
but I gained little until I started on
‘Blood Wine,’ then I improved rapidly.
I am well now, and cannot say
enough
for that medicine.”

A sudden cold with

—-—----—--

[

and it would not be

Preventives!

remedy.”
SOLO BY A. A. HOWES & CO.

anti minister of die interior.
Soldier
as well as statesman, be receited his

in Italy, the Nile in Egypt and the
Ganges in India. It urged that these
should be built on the Columbia, the
u,
mu
Sacramento, the Colorado, the Rio
Grande, the Arkansas, the Missouri
and their tributaries.
These six river
systems drain practically the entire
i'ore mountain recesses never returns trodden solitude that crowds close on Western half of the United States and
tell the tale. Even to cross the open
every side, while the perspective is their complete utilization in the manas
of the Elanistas requires no closed
by the great, white volcano, ! ner proposed would at least double the
ill amount of courage,
“Villa Rica,” which stands 175 miles : present population of the Republic.
le port Corral is one of the quaintinland, but whose snowy dome, sur- ■ On all these streams something has alaid most picturesque places it has mounted
by a thin spire of smoke, is ! ready been done by local enterprise.
my good fortune to find. Upon a distinctly visible from the ocean. The The smaller opportunities for storage
bluff overlooking its placid hay,
city of Villa Rica, at the base of the and diversion of water have been imh is said to be the safest as well
volcano, which Valdivia built some 3*>0 proved. but beyond this it is impracMie most commodious in southern
ticable for private enterprise to go.
years ago, has been so many times deare the crumbling walls of a batstroyed by Indians and earthquakes Only Uncle Sam is big enough to assert
•i ented fortress,
the fortress of a that but little trace of
human control over the forces of nature
it remains.
.111. or of a picture, entirely unlike
Valdivia city is only about 1,000 feet represented by these great drainage
and their surrounding waterprosaic forts of now-a-davs. The above sea-level, and is
completely sur- systems
ideations along the narrow channel
It is indeed a stupendous unrounded by dense forests.
Its river- sheds.
leads to Santiago, Cuba, are some- front is
lined by the great (louring mills dertaking, but none too great for the
like it. This was constructed that
supply the staff of life to all Chili American people. In fact, Uncle Sam \
it three centuries and a half ago
—and for that matter to nearly all the has already got his coat off and gone at
I' dro do Valdivia, one of Pizarro’s western
side of South America, even as it.
'•eis, the same doughty adventurer
It is an interesting and singular fact'
far north as Panama.
Miinded Santiago de Chili and left
The chief object of interest iti Val- that the three biggest rivers of the Far
‘nark of his iron hand upon all this divia is
an old round tower, a relic of West take their rise at the foot of
in.
Inside the fort are rusty can- the
Conquistadores, which shows up Mount Union in Wyoming and pursue
't queer pattern, tottering stairbeautifully from the river. On land- their respective courses, east, south
that lead to grass-grown passages
ing we made a run for it. the captain and west, to the Mississippi, the Gulf
>11 Uly vaults below, where narrow
giving us only twenty minutes ashore, of California, and the North Pacific
open to tiie water’s edge.
back of the fort an odd little vil-

This is a picture of Mr. Chas. A.
Boss of 160 Bradford St., Albany,Ni Y.,
who had the grip, and a very close
call. He pulled through, however, and
today is well; for which he thanks
“Blood Wine’’ as follows:
“I was laid up with the Grip and
bad terrible pains in my chest; when
I breathed it hurt me very much. I
tried various remedies but id not exI saw ‘Blood
perience much relief.
Wine’ advertised and I made up my
mind to try it. Well. I have got to give
praise where it is due, and that is to
‘Blood Wine,’ the boss of them all.

GENERAL MASATAKE TERAUCHI.

scheme on

Wait until you're sick, but
our NEW

try

—

The

of a new

»

lieves.

Not many years ago a
iniey into any part of the Indian doii ’would have been simply out of

ivs

that Follow.—Beof After Effects.

Two bottles cured me completely and
left my lungs in better condition than
ever. I always keep a bottle on
hand,
as it is a
good stimulant to take
whether anything is the matter or not.”
The grip is a terrible disease, and
after it Is over people are left with terrible affliction*.
Some deaf, others

nervous, some have failing lungs, many
weak and diseased kidneys,
quite a few
have rheumatism, and many other
complaints. “Blood Wine” will drive
every one of these diseases entirely
out of the blood, and put one in
perfect health. It cure*—not
merely re-

•rnment.

■

Grip leave You DONT

"Blood Wine” Cores Dis-

of the wildest solitudes of the Far
West come rumors of big things
which are being planned by the engineers of the Government.
A great
system of works is being surveyed to
bring thet waters of Pend d’Oreille
Lake in Northern Idaho, out upon an
area of more than a million acres of
fertile, but arid, land in the eastern
part of the State of Washington. Simi-1
lar surveys are in progress in the almost voiceless valley of the Colorado
river, where it forms the boundary between Arizona and California.
There
the matter has progressed to the actual
appropriation of the entire flow of the
stream not hitherto claimed.
And the
new appropriation is
made “in the
name ot the United States of America.”

diversion of the stream, but to the
reclamation of very large bodies of
rich land by the prevention of overflow, and, possibly, to the building of
the name of their leader about the canals for navigation and power.
The Irrigation Congress which asyear 1551.
Forty years later it was
taken and plundered by the Araucan- sembled at Ogden, Utah, last Septemians; and in 1837 was again completely ber, gave expression to the larger hopes
of the friends of irrigation which have
From Corral we went up to Valdivia taken shape during the past year. It
city in a steam tug. So narrow and declared in favor of systems of public

winding is the channel, lull of snags
and shoals, that it is navigable only for
crafts drawing less than nine feet of
I water, and even those
require the asTr» tliit rlnv it. is imnossistance of a local pilot. All the adjato go near the savage Pehuenches, cent
country is hilly and heavily timthe foolhardy pale-face who ven- bered, and the river looks as if barred
dark forest and a little
■s within their
way ahead by the green, un-

How did

SLEIGHS!

Inspection.

Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors. Administrators
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.

and

SLEIGHS !

Trustees
rustees.

ISAAC S. STAPLES, BROOKS,

WANTED

W. L. WEST,

Ladles to know that tumors, cancers,
and all uterine troubles can be cured
by a simple home treatment. One box
given to every lady addressing Ladles’
Home Treatment Co., 257 Deeiing Ave.

VETERINARIAN.

Portland, He.

Agents wanted.

4tfil*

TREATS ALL DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

Has a new lot of sleighs just finished and
FOR SALE.

Travelling Salesmen

47tf

Wanted !

WHITING NURSERY Co.
BOSTON, MASS.
Finest

fruit

specialties ever offered. ExOffices 61 High Street and over
Moody’s Drug perience not necessary. Success assured. Write
Store. Telephone 19-3 at both offices.
• at once for full information.
3m6
new

The

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

Republican Journal.

THORNDIKE.

Mr. and Mrs. Forest Prentiss of Troy
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Stevens
Sunday... F. S. Hogan, wife and children,
passed Saturday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
Richard C. Higgins. The time was pleasantly passed in playing “Pit,” “Dick” winMr. and Mrs.
ning the highest scores
George P. Higgins called on Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
Joseph Higgins Sunday afternoon
E L. Bartlett, Principal of the High school
In Stonington, and Miss Elva Hasty, a
teacher there, returned to,their labors at
that place Friday_Miss Jennie Leavitt
was the guest of Miss Gertrude Hogan a
few days Mt week,...Millard Gilmore and
daughter ^mla of Burnham were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Ward—
Mr and Mrs. George Sherman of Burnham
passed Saturday and Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. J. G. Cilley.Guy Patterson and
Willie Ward went to Fairfield Saturday to
visit Mrs. Will Ward—Mrs. Fred Cates
and son Augustus have been very sick with
the measles. Drs. Hurd and Kilgore were
both in attendance. Miss Bessie Higgins
has alsoebeen very sick with measles. Dr.
Mr. Frauk Harding
Ilurd attended her
went to Lewiston last week, and returned
with his wife, who has been at the Maine
Central Hospital for several weeks
Mr.
Arthur Richardson of Clinton was in town
Monday to negotiate with H. M. Higgins
for several tons of hay at the Flint barn_
W. G. Brookings of Boston is in town buying potatoes and apples
Nearly ail the
sick ones in town are improving somewhat.
were

FRtEIl'm.

Maude Nichols, who has been very ill
with typhoid fever, is improving
Walter
Published Every Thursday Morning by tlu
Mason has gone home to Monroe, his father
Co. coming after him Monday morning. It is
Journal
hoped he will not take cold and bring about
a relapse.
His mother has returned home.
CUAK1J-S A.
Irene Sibley is improving and is able to
be down stairs.Ledo Flye went to OrSI RS* l.ii’TioN Tf.rms: In advance.$2.00a year; !
51.00 for six months; 50 cents for three months. ange, Mass., Feb. 22nd, to work at his trade.
Ai-yf.ktjsin»; Tkrms: For one square, one inch His brother Fred left Freedom for Portland,
length in column. 75 cents for one week and i Me., Feb. 29th.Fred Bradstreet is quite
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
ill.. .Jennie Cox has the grip
The AcadeThe Standard Oil Company is report- my closes March 3d for a ten days’ vacation,
ed to have captured the ice trust.
It and will open again March 14th.Willie
Fuller, who has been employed in Massais a bad combination.
chusetts for about two years, is at home on
The new serial is “continued in our a visit— Mrs. Rankin is quite sick and her
next": but ttie new cereal is continued husband and sister arrived Monday from
Liucolnville... .Mrs. Ramsay is getting betin our necks.
ter, but is unable to do any work yet.
A
of Senator Ilanna on the Misses Lillian Hutchins and Edna KnowlPanama canal bonds? By no means. ton are helping her_The W. C. T. U. met
Senator Morgan exclusively deserves with Mrs. J. W.
Libby Tuesday afternoon
that honor.—Bostou Globe.
and an interesting program was carried
That is really unkind of the Globe, out—Rev. Mr. Hanscom from the
Bangor
as Senator Morgan must die to become Theological Seminary supplied the pulpit
here last Sunday and gave entire satisfaceligible for the honor.
tion. Everyone was much pleased with his
How it would cut down the fuel bills discourse.Mrs. Sylvester, who has been
it the warmth wasted on local politics
very sick with pneumonia, is a little better.
could he applied to heating homes and Her
daughter. Mrs. A. A. Thompson, is
places ot business.—Kennebec Journal. caring for her_Mrs Jennie Black has reThere is no heat of this description
turned to her home in Friendship.Miss
to go to waste here, and it might pay to Jeannette Stephenson returned from Belimport some. The ollice is seeking the fast Monday_Mrs. Alice Whitten arrived
mai
from Massachusetts last Saturday erening.
and it is hard to find him.
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Republican

riLSBLKY.j Busi»ess°Manager.
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fitting to pause a moment and
contemplate what the ratification of
the iuteroceanic canal treaty signifies.
It means the consummation of the
greatest single commercial achieveit Is

estimable benefit to the commerce of
the whole world.—Boston Herald.
1 at is really a cheering admission
Horn a newspaper that is almost invariably “agin the government.'’
The Maine Socialists held their State

convention in Bath last week and lionin.attd (.’apt. William 1J. Rogers of

Freeport for Governor. The platform
adopted asserts that both Republicans
and 1 lemocrats stand foi wage slavery,
..mi declares that there are no effective
1 laws in Maine and that none are
permitted to pass. The old cry of the

lain

antagonism of labor and capital is
raised; and we are very sure that the
antagonism world not he lessened if
tt e socialists were successful at the

polls.
Lots of
st.

people

Louis weather

swear

by Hicks, the
and he does
any of them;

hit it about as often as
hot we have found the

prognostications

id the New York Herald pretty accur,iIh. and to tiiose looking for an early!
spnng
.'

they

dieting

a

afford cold
late, cool

comfort.

spring

In

j

the Her-

ald says:
"
v far as the sequel of our present
void winter can he foreseen the indications seem to he very distinct that the
coming spring will he slow to arrive
and slower to establish Us supremacy
over the country.

Bryan continues to write
reallinning his adherence to the
Kansas City platform and declaring his
William .1.

otters

:

intention to oppose any candidate who !
does not agree with him. The following is an extract from a letter dated
Feh. IT, received by a representative in
Congress:
Y'

church last Sunday and gave

!

■

cor-1

-**First

in the

penny

has

no one

—•

Now

and will continue until further Notice.—

on

TPO show my

patrons and the public my full appreciation for the VERY LIBERAL.

and GENEROUS PATRONAGE

ing

this sale sell

15

Sales-

Anniversary

%

ever

ment.
We will send you
the penny, /. e., a
sample free.
Pe sure that this picture in
the form of a label is on the
wrapper of every bottle ot
Emulsion you buy.

5C0TT & BOWNE,

Chemists,
409 Pearl St., N. Y.

giving the name of Ellen lilake
and claiming Citypoiut, Belfast, as her home
was in town Tuesday asking for help to get
her family back to her home in New York
A woman

and received many contributions. Is
she all right, or is it a fraud? The Belfast
authorities should investigate into the
matter at once. She should be assisted if
worthy, or taken care of if she is not.
state

The long expected musical entertainment
will be given in Union hall Wednesday
evening, March 9th, by a merry company
consisting of 40 voices. There will be
choruses, quartets, duets and solos. The
Conant family will give some character
songs and the program will close w itli a cantata in three acts. The proceeds above expenses,will be for the benefit of the Ladies
Aid Society.

WIM'ERPOKT,
Mr. ami Mrs. Percy N. Hall and family
of Hodgdon are visiting Mrs. Hall’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Eaton_Mrs.
C. E. Littlefield lias returned from her trip
to Poston
Mrs. Laura Wakefield of Kipley is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
.James Nason... Rev. Carlotte Garlai d of
Hampden occupied the Methodist pulpit
Sunday in exchange with Rev..i. W. Hatch.
Tile War Concert given by Mizpah
llebekab Lodge was all right, and the large
audience assembled to listen were highly
It is
pleased with the whole program.
needless to say that tile singing and recitations were good. The tableaux “Army and
Navy," “Dreaming of Home and Mother,"
“Tile Soldier’s Farewell and Return" were
very line. One of the most pleasing features
of Hie occasion was the march and drill of
the school children, dressed in Zouave costumes of red, white and blue, and the military drill by eight young ladies led by C. li.
Lougee. Tlie Winterport orchestra furnished excellent music throughout the
Ice boating and trotting on the
evening
rivei have been the favorite pastimes lor
the past week
Mrs. lienj. Atwood, who
lias been very ill, is slowly improving_
Mrs. Charles Nason and Miss Clara Atwood
entertained the members of Cushing chapter Eastern Star Saturday evening at the
home of Mrs. Nason. About 20 were present.
Ice cream, cake and other refresh
inents were served and a very pleasant
social evening was enjoyed.Miss Hattie
Moody has gone to the Business College in
Bangor to continue her course in stenog-

The annual Knights of Pythias ball will
occur Friday evening, March 4th, at Union
Hall and a grand good time is expected.
There will be fine music and a nice crowd.
A special train will leave Belfast at 7 p. m.
for Brooks and will return after the dance.
There will be no postponement on account
of the weather, but if stormy there will be
free hacks from the station to the hall. A
baked bean supper will be served at midnight. Tickets are for sale in Belfast by
Swift A Paul, at Moody’s drug store, and
by Fred .1. Stephenson and E. P. Frost.

—

50c. and

s

goods

have accorded

they

me

in the

past, I shall dur-

at less than cost.

Discount

cent

15

\

cent
i

AVAIL YOURSELVES OF THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY.

K

ft

J*

14
13

21
ID
20
32

4
-7
8

29

33

27

%
Clear.
W., dear.
S. \V. Cloudy; snow in aftern' on,; l inch; precipitation, .09
of an inch.
S. W. Bart cloudy.

February WeatiI.er. The monthly report for February, 19(fjh as compared with
former years is as follow^:

\

1903 1904
23.0
14 5
-8 —7-7
33
43
27
22
v—H —16
18
9
Date
32
50
Greatest dally range.
Precipitation.. \ 513 184
.64 —2 55
Departure from normalt.
.63
Greatest 111 24 hours.
d-24
H
Total snow fall.. 1*
2
hi limber of rainy days.
3h
9
snow storms.
6 \
6
clear days. 13
W5
part cloudy days. 10
8
5
cloudy days.
Mean

■

...

15 per cent

Satisfaction guaranteed
in every

department.

are

marked at the lowest

And Give

P. S.

Launch lor Sale.

Naphtha

Write

us

drug or medicine, toilet preparation, toilet article, or anything in the
way of drug store goods you may save
yourself useless shopping by coming
here first, we are rarely “just out.”
a

HUJNDRKHS of people are in thegrip of
a bad cold or cough.
Our Syrup of
White Pine and Tar gives instant relief in the worst cases, it soothes the
inflamed air passages, loosens phlegm,
removes the “stuffed up” feeling and
stops the cough quickly. It takes away
the danger of the developmeut of dreaded pneumonia or disgusting catarrh.

PRICE 20c.

\

A. A. HOWES & CO.
DRUGS, MEDICINES.

GROCERIES,

•*

Saccessor to Charles L.

GREEN STAMPS.

UNDERTAKERS.

R.H. Coombs & Son,'
CASKETS,

Fletcher,

j
OF ALL KINDS.

Fresh
Columbia River
Salmon 20c. lb.
Hayford Block, Belfast,
Telephone 14-4
4. F.

TEN REASONS \Vh\ YOU

SHOULD BUY PROPERTY OF US.

SHOULD EMPLOY US TO SHI

W. L. WEST. Sec.

Capital $50,000.

SEPT. 6, 7 ft 8, 04.

—

_

STOPS

THE

WI’KKS

AND

COUGH

OFF THE

COLD.

Laxative Br rmo-Quinine Tablets cure a
cold in one (ley. No Cure, no pay. Price
7w7
w Scents.

!

_

at all hours to do EMBALM-

ING aud FUNEKAL WOKK.

Connected by telephone both day and night.

72 Main Street, Belfast.

Cure

Your Cold
.WITH.

Dr. Foss’ Cold Tablets.

DRAI.EKS IS

They will stop

a

cold at

once.

For sale at

i

we preach.
Our

reliability is umiuestioned.
Our efforts are bringing new families
payers into this community

thoroughly.

a:

Surplus

and Profits

$25,000.

J. MANCHESTER HAYNES. Pres.

PRANK R. WIUUIN, Cashier

DIRECTORS—J. Manchester Haynes, (ieo. R. naromber, John R. Hill. Hyroii Boyd
CHuh. E. Knowlton. Robt. F. Dunton, Frank R. Wlggin of Belfast.

of

Auc

f

—

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.
5?

PERCENT INTEREST S XJB.TECT
on

balances of $300 and

TO

CHECK

over.

...

3

PLUMBING, HEATING and
furnish all of the latest ami

goods in the above lines
prices.

at

PERCENT IN SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

DEPOSITS

February

11

made in oui SAVINGS DEPARTMENT during the mom!'
will draw interest trom narch I, I 904, at 3 percent per annum

up-to-

reasonable

guaranteed satis-

factory before paid for.

“Don’t Read This”

MARK WOOD & son, E8rs:d I
1
MAN UFACTV KEK8

OF

Marble Monuments,Tablets,Headstones,Ek I
Our work is second to none ami always
satisfaction. Our prices are consistent with ;
best of material am! workmanship. Now is :
time to place your orders for spring delivery. I*
not fail to look at our well selected stock
\>
finished work before buying elsewhere.
handle

For this is the medicine that UUKED
Samuel Prouse ef Dixmont after he had been
given up by various doctor? and two of the
best specialists in the Statens having an incurable stomach trouble, and it has cured C.
C. Sylvester of Liberty after he spent three
weeks and three days in the General Hospital at Portland, and was sent home as incurable.

>

IRON VASES,

BOUQUET HOLDERS,

Brown’s

j
.•

PEOPLES NATIONAL SANK,

Opera House Block, Belfast, /Vie.,

ty7

Royal Stomach King

ETC.

MARK WOOD & SON.

is for sale by all druggists and grocers, and
is sold on a guarantee. Thousands are taking it to-day.

Hills

Building, High Street, opposite
House, Belfast, Maine.

Court

-CITY ORUG STORE_

FOR SALE CHEAP
OR EAST TERRS,
The brick store. No. 48 and so Main street, Bel-

fast, SO feet of land-In the rear, after that the
right of way to Cross street. Inquire of
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Kso.,
As a rer.nedy for croup bathe the throat
Williamson Block, Belfast, or
with and take Brown’s Instant Belief freeS
8.
to
directions.
^ALISH, IT E. 96th 8t., New York.
ly acoordirig
_

)

WRIGHT & HALL,

All labor and material

Prepared

"> charge only live per cent.
We ail vet tise YOl' K pronerty with (>lTK i,
We sell more property tnan any single :
Maine.
W e sell property <piieker than others
We have a long list of people waiting to
Our methods are modern, up to date and
nal.
We believe in advertising and praetie-

HOLMES & WEST.

ANNUAL FAIR AT BELFAST,

date

BURIAL 63003

YOUR PROPERTY.

We have the largest list of properties in KustMaine.
Ours is pun ly a commission business.
It costs you nothing to see our bargains.
Our descriptions are comprehensive and aeeu
rate.
We are never too busy to give you information.
W** look up and guarantiee every title.
Heal estate in this vicinity has advanced So
per cent in t wo years.
We can find any property you want free of
ern

We know the real estate business
" e are successful.

|
I

Maine

Agricultural Society

can

)

TEN REASONS WHY YOU

Waldo County

We

Burkett.!

46tf

WILSON, Pres.

...

Ceo. W.

charge.

GAS SUPPLIES,

ROBES and

15 per ceni

HOLMES & WEST.

tf8

Febrii^

by local applications, as they cani-*t reach
There is
the diseased portion of the ear.
only one way to cure Deafness, a ad that is
is
constitutional
remedies.
Deafness
by
caused by an inflamed conditio-* of the muTube.
When
cous lining of the Eustachian
this tube gets inflamed you tpive a rumbling
sound or imperfect hearing- and when it is
entirely closed Deafness ft the result, and
unless the inflammation *an be taken out
and this tube restored F-* its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten arf caused by catarrh,
which is nothing but a' inflamed condition
of the mucous surfaceWe will give One < Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafnes * (caused by Catarrh)
that cannot be cu- ed by Hall’s Catarrh
Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHF-SEY & CO. Toledo, O.
S»” Sold by Dru-Mfists, 75c.
Hall’s Family/-ills are the best.

Trading Stamps

dealer in

from 1859 to date.
from 1890 to date.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured

purchase

JAMES H. HOWES,

for further information.
H. ,1. LOCKE & SON. Belfast. Me.

..

•Average
\
tAverage
Another Record Breaker.
ary 1904 follows January with a recordbreaking record, being the coldest February in 46 years, at least. The mean temperature of the month was 14.5°, or 7.7° below
the average for 46 years, and 1.6° below the
coldest February in that time, (1868).
The mercury went to or below zero 9 days
in January, 1904, the greatest number on
record. The average temperature for February, 1875, the year when the Bay was
closed all winter, was 18.1°. The highest
average temperatnre for February was
30.08° in 1877.

possible prices.

I deduct

®^MAIL ORDERS ARE INCLUDED IN THIS SALE.

HJ.LOgKE&SON ARTHUR
A.MOORE,

...

..

All my goods

OPTICIANS.

K. w.

...

TheJatestandnewestthingin FANCY DRESS GOODS.
From the amount of your

promptly.

N. E.
Cloudy. Snow; 1 inch;
precipitation, .12 of an inch.
Part cloudy; snow in
N. E.
forenoon, nor enough to ineas-

temperature.
Departure f rom normal*
Highest temperature.
Date
Lowest temperature..

in the store included in this sale.

Dry Goods, Fancy Goods,
Gloves, Ribbons, Neckwear,
Hosiery, Underwear, Corsets,
Suits, Garments, Skirts,
Carpetings, Mattings, Rugs.

NEED REPAIRS?

Mire

26
27
28

*

Now is the time to have it done

If it is

2.7

|

Howes Has It,

Wind, Sky, etc.

Feb.
24
27

/~?|

Y^ciock

a

\
X

druggists.

Every article

22£x5£, 7 miles per hour.

1, 1904:

"5
K

all

;

watch

DOES

summary of the weather I
record of the Belfast station of the U. S.
Weather Bureau for the week ending Mar.

Following is

$1.00

$1.00 Worth of Goods for 85c.

XEEI) REPAIRS?

Belfast Weather Report.

—

have probably noticed the aetivty ut the so-called reorganizers,
pt< ration or bolting Democrats who are !
trying to secure control of the Demo-1
tratic organization for tire purpose of!
making the next Democratic national
platform so like the Republican platform that they may appeal with equal
force with the Republicans to the trusts
Dr. David N. Beach, Presiior campaign contributions. Democrats raphy.Rev.
who prefer to be controlled by ‘Is it dent of the Bangor Theological Seminary,
right?' rather than ‘Will it pay?’ should will deliver his popular lecture, “Tramping
insist on knowing the object in ‘getting on the Scottish Border,” March 11th, under
the auspices of the Epworth League. Let
together.’
In this connection an extract from an no one miss this rare treat—Mrs. William
article in a recent issue of the Saturday Belches lias returned from Ellsworth, where
■Evening Rost is interesting. Alfred she was called by the serious illness of lmr
Mrs. McDermott, who though
Henry Lewis is w riting for that paper grandmother,
still very feeble is somewhat improved.
a series of articles on
polities and poli- Captain A. J. Crocker and wife have
gone
ticians from an independent stand- to
Jonesport for a visit of a few weeks at
of
and
its
point. Writing
the home of their daughter, Mrs. George
“Democracy
I ago. The Political Past and Future Mansfield.Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Page
of William Jennings Bryan,” Mr. Lewis are home from Brewer for a few weeks_|
The following items are from another corSii y s
The recent speeches of Mr. Bryan respondent: Mrs. Ruth F.. Dorr died at her
and his revival of silver in hope of home here Feb. 22nd, and the funeral was
schism- his conduct smells sadly of held Wednesday afternoon, Rev. J. W.
rule or ruin!—have not gone without Hatch officiating. She leaves two children,
comment at the Capital. There be few Treat Dorr of Lynn, Mass., and Miss Lizor none w ho ascribe to him
any integ- zie Dorr of this town, who tenderly cared
rity of sentiment. They say he is not for her mother
during her long illness.
thinking of the nation or of the party.
1 hey hold tiiat his impulse is selfish, Ellery Bowden, Esq., gave a delightful
and that lie is sowing open-eyed pre- whist party at his home Wednesday evenmeditated dissension with a no more ing, Feb. 24th. Those present were Miss
ingenuous purpose than the prevention Beulah Rankin, Miss Louise riummer,
of any Democrat other than himself Miss Rose Eaton, Miss Jennie
Grant, Miss
from attaining the White House emi- Effie
Curtis, Miss Kit Atwood, Miss Marie
nence which he has twice failed to
Wardwell, Miss Isabel Young, E. B. Lowe,
reach.
H. f. Lougee, Joshua Treat, Jr., J. W.
Eaton, W. 11. Lord, Victor Le San and
WEDDING BELLS.
Oliver Atwood.
Delicious refreshments
were served during the evening.Capt.
Frank A. Riggs and
Riggs-Cjiapin.
and Mrs. Benjamiu Thompson gave a ChiHattie E. Chapin were married at the home
nese social at their home Tuesday evening,
of the bride, No. 36 Spring street, WednesMarch 1st, for the benefit of the Congregaday evening, Feb. 24th, by Rev. Ashley A. tional church.
Many of the ladies appearthe
of
a
few
near
relain
Smith,
presence
ed in costume and refreshments suitable
The
bride
was
tives and intimate friends.
for the occasion were served. There was a
becomingly dressed in a blue skirt with musical
The order of Eastern
program
silk trimmings and a black and white waist.
Star will give a calico ball in Union hall,
A lunch was served after the ceremony.
Thursday evening, March 3. The members
The couple were the recipients of many
of that order were entertained by Mrs.
useful and valuable presents, including a
Charles Nason and Miss Kit Atwood at the
rug from the vampers of the shoe factory. home of Mrs. Nason
Saturday evening,
Mr. Riggs is a partner with his father in
Feb. 27th.
Ice cream and cake and conthe bakery business of A. F. Riggs & Son,
were
fections
served...;Rev. W. G. Mann
and his bride is a daughter of Edwin A. of the Maine Missionary society preached
and Sarah A. Chapin of Monroe. Their iu the Congregational church Sunday. He
will remain during the week and will
many triends extend congratulations. They
preach March 6. Special meetings are to
will live at No. 36 Spring street.
be held, beginning Wednesday, March 2.
—The W. H. S. debating society met in
their school room Friday evening.
The
$10,000 Fire in Bowdoinham.
new constitution and by-laws were read by
Mr. Frederick. Next came the freshmen
Bowdoingham, March 1.
Nearly all recitations and after that the question,
the business section of this village remain- Resolved, That womeu studying for a proof
the
fire
last
after
big
ing
year, which de- fession are degrading to their sex. Messrs.
stroyed 14 stores and residences, was Frederick and Cole supported the affirmaburned today, ineluding three general tive and Mr. Hill and Miss Williams deAfter a long discusstores, a livery stable and secret society fended the negative.
hall. The total loss was estimated at $10,- sion the society decided in favor of the negative.
000.

work though
told why.

In spite of the storm a very pleasant
session of Waldo Pomona Grange was held
here Tuesday with several Belfast people
in attendance. The good roads question
was very ably discussed.

—

j

a

Bible talk.

a

Chas. W. Lord, ex-deputy sheriff, has
been confined to the house several weeks,
lie has become much reduced from his
former portly proportions and has really
been quite ill.

—

prophet,

HOWES’

—

—

ment ever undertaken by our national
government. It will redound vastly to
our glory
and will be of almost in-

put

churn,” is an old time dairy
proverb. It often seems to

—

Many teams have driven to Belfast the
past week and all returned without accident.
llobart J lodge, driving near Folwell’s Island, hail his horse break through a
seam in the ice.
Calling for help a crowd
soon gathered and the horse w as extricated
without other damage than a good wetting.
_lee boating has been indulged in to a
large extent by the young men. Mr. Limeburner and Mr. Fairfield are said to have
A large crowd gathered
the fastest boats
Monday afternoon to enjoy the trotting on
The snow had been scraped
.Seal Harbor.
off the ice and a tine speedway was the result.... Miss l’hebo Ellen Pendleton returned from Kents’ Hill.Friday. She drove from
Belfast here with her father and enjoyed
the trii>.1. P. Bragg is having ice hauled
onto Folwell’s Island
...One of the sad
things to relate is the death last Sunday
morning of Mr. Charlie llaynes at the home
of his sister, Mrs. Roderick Pendleton.
Mr. llaynes died of consumption and had
been ill a long time. The funeral was held
in the Free Will Baptist church Tuesday.
_Frank Boardman, while in his cellar
with a gasoline lamp thawing out pipes, in
some way set the house on fire.
Neighbors
passing by saw flames coming from the
roof
They rushed to the house, got the
young man out of the cellar, who was unconscious of what he had done, and together they put the fire out.

have not seen it, but hope a T.
D. has been added to the cartoon of
That was needed to make
editor (itis.
the portrait real natural.

H.

When the butter won’t

come

—

ISLES BORO.

We

“

When mothers are worried
because the children do not
I
gain strength and flesh we
say give them Scott’s Emulsion.
It is like the penny in the
milk because it works and
because there is something
astonishing about it.
Scott’s Emulsion is simply
a milk of
pure cod liver oil
with
some
hypophosphites
especially prepared for delicate
stomachs.
Children take to it naturally
because they like the taste
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
and the remedy takes just as
Hiram Cilley is having an attack of the
naturally to the children beshiugles.
cause it is so perfectly adapted
Miss Mabel Webber has returned from a
to their wants.
visit to the family of Dr. Matthew Webber
in Fairfield.
For all weak and pale and
Rev. E. E. Colburn has been quite sick
thin
children Scott's Emulsion
the past week, which is an unusual thing
for him. Mrs. Colburn took his place in
is the most satisfactory treat-

portrait

The liockland Opinion lias issued in
neat volume the eaitoons of Herman
Howard, who has helped it light the
battles of Democracy in Knox county.

Proverbs JAMES

Haight & Freese Go.
Orders executed in stocks, bonds, grain, cotton
and provisions.
Moderate margins, ten share lots and upwards.
Established 1868.
Largest private wire system in the United

States.
Daily market letter free on application.
Half hour quotations at office of local corre-

WANTED
A man to work oil a farm. One who under
stands general farm work and care of cows
Please write giving references and wages wanted
One who

spondents.

HOUCKS A WKST.

2w8

can row a

boat

preferred.
DANIEL INBALLS.
Castlne, Maine.

NOTICE. The subsor«w
hereby jrtves notice that she has bee"
appointed administratrix of the estate of

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

1

CHARLES F. AVERILL, late of Frank
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands against the estate of said dece*are desired to present the same for settle"1*11!
pnd all indebted thereto are requested to "
/
payment immediately
HAKKIKTTE M. AVKItlU-

im'2

Frankfort, January 12,1904.—3w9

|

*__•

PHYSICIANS ADVISE

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.

Republican Caucus. The Republicans Using BROWN’S INSTANT REUET
Belfast are requested to meet in caucus j
THE FAMIL Y MEDICINE.
at the Court House Thursday evening, ! foe all STOMACH and OOV.'SL TSOVDLES.
March s, 1904, at 7 o'clock, to nominate a !
HOMEY KFOiO “n*1lrr?.:"3?',i?"c**
candidate for Mayor to be voted for tfn
Prepared hy the SOHm / MstiicI'.K CO., Korwr.y, Me.
J
Monday, March 14, 1904. Polls open at 7 p.

■of

and close at 7.140 p.

in.

m.

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the week ending Feh. 27:
Miss Cecilia M. Rice, J. W. Boyer.

of wards 1, 2 and 3
Republican
will meet the same evening at 7.30 o'clock,
at the Court House, to nominate ward offivoters

I

The Channing League will meet at the
home of Miss Fannie Chase on Church
street this, Thursday, afternoon.

oers.

Per order Republican City Committee,
Charles E. Knowi.ton, Chairman.
Heo. E. Johnson, Sec’y Pro Tern.
Belfast, Me., Feb. 17, 1904.

The Universalist society will hold its annual Easter sale, supper and entertainment
in Memorial Hall Wednesday afternoon
and evening, March 30th.

The regular meeting of the City Council
will he held next Monday evening.
The Condon

The ladies of the Unity Circle will give a
supper and sociable at Carrow’s hall Saturday evening, March 5th. Admission, ten
oents. Supper served from six to eight.

Co. made
large shipments of brushes to shoe factories in various parts of New England last
week.

Manufacturing

Ernest Richards, who had been committed
to the Insane Hospital at Augusta, was recently allowed to return home; but Monday
he was arrested on complaint of neighbors
and legal action is in progress to return him
to the hospital.

The physicians report a large amount of
sickness in this vicinity, including colds,
pneumonia, rheumatism, grip and whooping cough.
The venires for traverse jurors for the
term of S. J. Court have been served
on the various towns, in order
that the
jurors may be drawn at the annual March

A largely attended masquerade ball was
held in Seaside Grange hall Monday evening, and many amusing costumes were on
the tioor. The music was by P. D. II. Carter, violin; Charles Harmon, olarinet; Mrs.
P. D. H. Carter, piano.

April

meeting.
Medfield, Mass., subscriber in renewher subscription to The Journal says:
‘There is always one pleasant evening
spent in reading the Mews of my native
enmity and State."
A

ing

H. H. Carter, letter carrier, has been ill
some time and substitute carrier Percy J.
l’oor took the route. Tuesday Mr. Poor
was
taken sick and ex-carrier Chas. B.
Eaton carried the mail.
It was carried
Wednesday by Earl Talbot.

1 lie half-tone of the schooner Polly on
tile 2nd page is from a photograph by W.
!
llall of this city.
Mr. Hall also has a
photograph of the Polly coming head
",
Copies of either may be had at his

The Eastern Steamship company’s service between Rockland and Mount Desert
has been resumed by steamer Catherine.
Weather permitting the steamer will leave
Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays at
seven o'clock a. nn, returning will leave
Bar Harbor, Mondays and Thursdays at 8

..

on High street.
Washington Hose Co No. 1 elected N. F.
Patterson captain and \\" A. Kimball,
'emlln Feb. 24th, and gave a supper at
lie Phoenix House complimentary to the
id
Welch, who
ng captain, William M.
re-'.giied on account of moving out of town.

-tudio

eph

A

Montetiore, who has been

a. in.

The

car-

job printing establishment for
several years in the shoe factory annex on
Plea-ant street, is moving the plant to
Wate.-ville, where lie is to print the Turf,
Fa:: and Home, and do general job work.
cl

a

day recently Rufus Mayo

was

return-

ing to Gannon's store after delivering a
«<’ goods, when the pung went into a
!■ :;t
“;h tnk-yp-ma'um,' and Rufus went all out
of sight in a road-side snow drift. The
horse kept right

on

minus

a

driver.

Ronner shipped 1052 beef hides and
skins last Friday. The shipment
weighed 64,171 pounds and loaded two cars.
n-iHi-nr went to Frankford, Pa., and one
This is the largest shipment of
to I; <;on.
hides ever sent out from Belfast.
ii.

r

■

oj-sp

inquiry has been made as to tlie“new
mentioned in the new R. F. 1). route
The route is across the upper
No.
bridge to the Board Landing, thence by the
Kale place, now Geo. O. Holmes; up a
some

road

distance east of

short

Harvey town

to

Citypoint through
Young’s Corner at the

school house on the west side of Swan
Lake about midway between Swanville
mills and Monroe village. From thence
the route is clearly described.

The Board of Registration will be in ses>
ii at the Aldermen’s
room March 9th,
loth, llth and 12th, from 9 a. in. to 1 p. m.,
11 "in
to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m., except that Satu:day's session will close at 5 p. m. They
their first birthday in eight years oil Monv;.: receive evidence relative to the qualifiday : Edward A. Wadsworth, Sanford
ca;
*n of voters, and make the final revisof the voting lists prior to the spring Howard, Mrs. John Dolloff, Win. F. Cran»•!»■.
ion. They will be in session on elec- dlemire of Belfast; Hon. A. K. Nickerson,
iSwanville; Mrs. Amy A. Pendleton, lslestion day to correct clerical errors.
boro; James W. Sanderson, Vinalhaven.
! here has been an unusual demand for
Mrs. Dolloff intended to observe the event
the >U1 Farmers' and Maine Farmers’ Alin a quiet way and invited a few intimate
manacs this year.
\Y. A. R>an, the blind
friends to spend the afternoon and evening
pet idler, sold his usual complement and with her.
Early in the evening others beWil.-uu Randall increased his sales over
! gan to arrive and soon forty or more were
and
Mixer
ordered
Woodcock
year.
offeringibeir congratulations. The callers
h* ir usual number, which last year carried
brought Mrs. Dolloff a handsome rocker as
-in through with a few left on hand Dec.
a birthday present.
The evening was very
BFeb. 28tli this year the supply was
pleasantly spent with pit, whist and other
exhausted and new lots have been ordered.
; games, and refreshments were served. Mrs.
Th»* sales of special statistical and weather Dolloff was taken
:
wholly by surprise alalmanacs
was
also
than
prophecy
larger
though two of her invited guests were the
usual this year.
| instigators of the whole affair. Since the
aster G. Hickey, who has charge of the foregoing was in type we have learned that
■ire alarm, cautions people who are about Mrs. Statira R. Keene of this city should be
Further mention of her
to ring in an alarm to desist if they hear added to the list.
the whistle blow before they pull the lever. birthday will be made next week.
..

j

The pulling of two boxes at once disarranges the machine and confusion results.
Th.s was the case at the alarm for the lire
at Heal & Wood’s granite works. The lire
was seen by different persons, one went to
box 36 and the other to 25. Two blasts were
sounded on one box when the other was
pulled, aud after that the blasts were short
and with no regularity. Mr. Dickey also
says that the lever should be pulled fully
down and then let go to make the box alarm
work properly.
Canadian Jubilee .Singers. A coming attraction at the Belfast Opera House
is this widely known musical organization.
They will appear here March 14th under
the auspices of the Methodist Society. The
Broekville, Canada, Times says:
The famous Canadian Jubilee Singers,
eight in number, appeared before a large
audience in the Wall street Methodist
church, and rendered a choice selection of
songs, solos, duets, ijuartettes and choruses.
Several numbers were encored and responded to.
l tie negro melodies were greatly enjoyed, and almost every number was vociferously applauded. The whole entertainment gave entire satisfaction, and the young
people of Wall street church who brought
them here are to he congratulated on the
success of their undertaking.
The Canadian Jubilee Singers will always receive a
warm reception and liberal support at the
hands of Broekville citizens.

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
Of Deeds f >r the week ending Mar. 2, 1904:
Renj. .J. Colson, Winterport to Austey J.
Colson_i land in Winterport.
Stephen M. Shaw, lieifast, to Mary A.
Crosby, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
James C. Durham et als.. Belfast, to Francis H. Welch, do., land and buildings in
Francis II. Welch to Lillian G.
Belfast.
Gardner, Belfast; laud and buildings in
Belfast. Flora E. Brohan, Northport, to
Rodel A. Packard, do.; land and buildings
in Northport. Bessie J. Chandler et als.,

revised and

a

number of im-

portant additions made.
A

anr* w

au v nniiac.aic.w is.

ouipies

lias the Guyer hat for the spring of 1904;
in style, reasonable in price. He
is sole agent for the Monarch shirts and
has full lines of everything to be found in
a gentleman’s furnishing store. Mr. Staples
is also ready to take your measure for a
custom made suit, pants, vest, overcoat or
rain coat, or will order a ready made suit
by sample and guarantee fit and workmanship. Blue trading stamps—George A.
Matthews has sold a half interest in his carriage and wheelright business to E. A.
Matthews of North Searsport, and will move
correct

!

named Jellison;
employed at the
gas works, had his face quite badly burned
by an explosion of coal Tuesday. His hair
and eyebrows were scorched, his
eyes inflamed and the skin of his face
considerably
discolored.
man

A ten cent supper and musical will be
held in Carrow’s Hall. East Belfast, Saturday evening. The tables will be spread at

o’clock; entertainment at 8. There will
be choruses, duetts, solos, etc. The
proceeds will go into the chapel fund.
A man in postoflice square with a load of
wood to sell was heard to say to a prospective customer: “You know old growth is
open and porous and you don’t get the heat
out of it.” This sounded strangely to some
of his hearers, but the man had new growth
wood to sell.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Duplex Roller Bushing Co., held in
Portland recently, the following directors
H. Holton W'ood, F. C
were elected:
Pitcher, H. M. Davis, Boston; Geo. F. B.
Trask, Salem; C. E. McIntyre, Belfast.
At a subsequent meeting of the directors
in Boston the following officers were
chosen: President, II. Holton Wood; Vice
President, I'. C. Pitcher; General Manager,
Geo. F. li. Trask, Treasurer and Superintendent, C. E. McIntyre. Plans for materially increasing the business are progress-

|
|

from Heaver street to the Morison carriage
shop on Washington street near Dunbar’s
stable. The new firm of Geo. A. & E. A.
Matthews will be prepared, in connection
with the wheelright business, to do carriage
ironing, horse-shoeing and jobbing. Mr.
E. A. Matthews has been for the past two
years in the employ of N. W. Hall of Hath
as a blacksmith-Fogg & Brown sell Penley’s sweet pickled and light smoked blue
tag native hams at their market in the
Howes block, High street.See advt.,
“Free Education,” Banks Business College. A special offer is made to keep the
spring attendance good.The first anniversary sale of Janies H. Howes is now on
and will continue until further notice. All
The Baird Petition Denied. Judge goods are marked at the lowest possible
Whitehouse has denied the petition of Is- prices, and on all purchases a discount of 15
abella Baird et al for permission to enter per cent will be made and trading stamps
given. Mail orders are included in this sale.
an appeal from the decree of the Probate
Head Carle & Jones’ offer of $10 worth
Court. The will of the late Matthew Baird
of trading stamps free. Agents for Alfred
of New York was allowed by the Surrogate
wall papers. Friday, March
in April, 1901, the widow, Isabella Baird Peat’s prize
a representative of the firm will leave
being the exeeutrix and sole legatee. In 11th,
for New York to buy new goods and will
January, 1903, Frank W. and Frank L.
careful attention to special errands_
Goodwin, claming to be creditors of Mat- give
Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple, makes a
thew Baird’s estate, filed a petition for the
number of stamp offers this week on variprobate of the will in the Probate Court of
ous lines of goods, ranging from 2 for 1 to 5
Waldo County, the deceased having owned
for 1. These offers are for one week only.
property at Mt. lieagan in Frankfort. The
Best prints in shorts, 2 to 9 yards euch, 4
will was allowed at the February term,
cents per yard....A. D. Chase & Sbn solicit
1903, and letters of administration with the
business for the coming year.
will annexed were issued to Wm. P. a part of yonr
....A tenement of 3 rooms and attie, with
Thompson, Esq. of Belfast. The widow
city water, for rent. Apply ty Mrs. J. M.
and Charles R. uaird of New York filed a
Fletcher....If you want toilet artieles you
petition for leave to appeal to the Supreme will find them at A. A. Ilowes & Co.’s. Cure
Court from the decree of the Probate
your cold with their syrup of White Pin
Court, claiming insufficient notice, and and
Tar.“Signs of Spring” at B. D.
no
in
Baird
left
that Matthew
property
successor to Ginn & Field—fresh
Field’s,
Waldo Couoty on which the will might
horse radish, Bermuda onions, Hubbard
operate. The appeal was entered at the
squash, celery, etc.Tibbett’s kerosene
September term of S. J. Court in Belfast,
wagon will now pass your door three times
and was heard at the January term, 1904,
a week—Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
tiefore Judge Whitehouse, who has ordered
article...
Littlefield He sqlls the Magnet oil, a superior
the decree entered as above.
See advt. of apples and potatoes wanted by
for petitioners. K. F. Duntou far defenW. B. Tryon, Windsor Hotel, Belfastdants.
—

Fails.

.11 Return
No

ing.

Ike

on

every box of the genuine
Tablet*

Bromo-Quinine
cold to

leuisilir that

«ma n

owe

BLUE TRADING

SPECIAL OFFER.

BEAUTY OF SKIN
PURITYOF BLOOD
Ancient and Modern Ideas
These Interesting

of our College to the first
applicants received within

Hair Tonic. Medicated Skin Soap
Complexion Soap, etc., etc.

STAMPS.

On all Black Mercerized Petticoats and Black Mercerized

College.

Shirtwaists.

'Tkekonly.

THE BEST TIME
All young persons who are

spring or another fall should embrace
this opportunity. You not only get a
good start free, but you will be prepared

to take a

THERE NEVER WAS SUCH AN OPENING
fitted to fill business positions

as

there is

Special discount to all who will call
or write NOW, specifying the time
you intend to enter, whether now or

Subjects.

Socrates called beauty a short-lived
tyranny, Plato a privilege of nature,
Theocritus, a delightful prejudice,
Theophrastus a silent cheat, Carneades

solitary kingdom, Homer a glorious
gift of nature, Ovid a favor of the
gods. Aristotle affirmed that beauty
a

better than all the letters of recommendation in the world, and yet
none of these distinguished authorities

and enter

3

Stamps for

On all Umbrellas sold

during

for y0Ung people who

today.

The Banks’ Business
BELFAST,

another fall.

For Purifying and Beautifying
the Skin, Scalp, Hair
and Hands.

position

Blue Trading

the week of March 3 to 10.

on

UP-TO-DATE METHODS

intending

to enter upon a business course this

upon a business career sooner.

the NEXT TEN DAYS.

are

College,

2

MAINE.

|

Blue Trading

4

Stamps for I

On all Sheets and Pillow Cases

(one week

I

I

Yob Might 1*!?*® Latest I

I

Friday, March 11th,

,

f

only)

made from

Androscoggin Cotton.

I

|

Blue Trading

}

WE LEAVE FOR NEW YORK TO BUY

Stamps for

i

x

was

has left

even a

us

hint of how

is to be perpetuated, or the ravages of
Time soon
age and disease defied.
blends the lily and the rose into the
pallor of age, disease dots the fair face
with
cutaneous disfigurations
and
crimsons the Roman nose with unsightif
not
ly flushes, moth,
rust, corrupts
the glory of eyes, teeth, and lips yet
beautiful by defacing the complexion,
and fills the sensitive soul with agony.
If such be the unhappy condition of
one afflicted with slight skin blemishes,
what must be the feelings of those in
whom torturing humors have for
years run riot, covering the skin with
scales and sores and charging the
blood with poisonous elements to become a part of the system until death?
It is in the treatment of torturing,
disfiguring humors and aflTections of
the skin, scalp and blood, with loss of
hair, that the Cutlcura remedies have
achieved their greatest success. Original in composition, scientifically com-

pounded, absolutely pure, unchangeable in any climate, always ready, and
agreeable to the most delicate and sensitive, they present to young and old
the most successful curatives of modern

times.

*

j

,

beauty

I
T

T

1

J
T

Particulars sent upon request to
CLIFTON J BAILEY, Manager.
6m9
(Formerly Keeley Institute.)

TO LET.

It

week

only.)

Trading 4
Stamps for I
(One week only.)

jj
>

If
any

Saturday, March 5th, you buy $1.00 worth of
kinds of goods in our Crockery Department we will
on

you#a

check which will entitle the holder

to

$10.00

presenting the
check and buying $1.00 worth of goods in our
Trading Stamp

worth of

when

;;

j;

jj

above

;;

DRY

|

GOODS DEPARTMENT, on the above date, March 5
(The checks will be good on no other date). fl®“READ

|

We want to help you fill your stamp

|I

IT AGAIN.-.®*
book.

I

4

Blue Trading

Stamps for

On all Corduroy and Velveteen
Waist Patterns (one week

only).

BEST PRINTS
WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

A

I

WE ARE AGENTS FOR

A tenement at the corner of Main and Bridge
streets of three rooms, with attic room ana city
a reasonable rate.
Apply to
mRS. J. M. FLETCHER,
163 Main street, Belfast.
2w»

one

jj

T

The Forest Glen Sanitarium,

2

Blue

<>

I Howtoget^j»|/\ /\/\ worth of Trading
I fa fa *plU»UU Stamps FREE.
I
I

(For

On all Children’s Bonnets.

f

|

AORTH coy WAT, AT. II.

Free!!

Free!

Fancy Eider Down.

x

< >

Free!

On all

i

X

Liquor Drug Diseases |
ARE CURED AT

Coats, Skirts, Summer Dress j
I
Goods, Neckwear, Etc.

We will be glad to attend to any wants in our line, and all
SPECIAL ERRANDS entrusted to us will receive careful attention.

I give

In shorts, two to nine yards
each.
4c per yd.

water, at

Alfred Peat’s Prize Wall

Kerosene.

Call in

On "id after March 7th, my kerosene wagon
will pass your door three times a week—Monday,
and Friday. If you want a good,
clear light, without smoke or odor, try my MAG3W9*
NET OIL.

some

postal and

Wednesday

Papers. |

time and look at the new sample books,
will send the books to your house.

or

send

us a

we

<jX>
X

yours truly,

C. E. TIBBETTS.

and Potatoes

at Belfast staIam loading
potatoes cash
prices for
highest
tion, and will pay
Mountains
Green
at
car.
delivered
presame,
W. B. TKYON,
ferred.
Windsor Hotel, Belfast.
Iwa*
of
til"

a ear

signature is

GIVE

Banks’ Business

WANTED.

Laxative

season.

FREE EDUCATION

ten new

Apples

This

Trading
Stamps instead of one. The line is
complete, including Quadruple Extracts, Sachets, Colognes, Toilet
Water, Smelling Salts, Liquid Dentifrice, Tooth Paste, Antiseptic Dental Powders, Toilet Glycerine, Infant Powder, Complexion Powder,
Milk of Almonds, Cream of Crushed Roses, Almond Cream, Quinine

D. Chase & Son, asaasa

WE

partment

most

He extends an invitation to all catarrh
sufferers to call at his store and purchase a
Hyomei outfit with the distinct understanding that it will be absolutely free unless it
eff ects a cure.
The chief reason for the unusual success
of Hyomei in the treatment of catarrhal
troubles and other diseases of the air passages, is the fact that it cures by a new
principle, impregnating the air you breathe
with healing and germ-killing balsams. On
this account it reaches the seat of the disease in a way impossible to pills, drugs or
other stomach dosing.
Many of Mr. Moody’s customers who
have suffered with catarrh since childhood
have been cured completely by the scientific remedy.
*
The complete Hyomei outfit cost* $1, and
consists of an inhaler that ean be carried
in the purse or pocket, a medicine dropper
and a bottle of Hyomei. Extra bottles can
be obtained for 50c., making it a most economical remedy for the cure of eatarrh.
Do not suffer longer with oatarrbal disorders, but get a Hyomei outfit from Mr.
Moody under his guarantee to return the
money if it fails. You run no risk whatever. If it cures, the treatment is not expensive, while if it fails, Mr. Moody will
refund your money and it costs you noth-

Stamps for

1

Money If Hyomei

Ilyomei has made so many cures of the
chronic and deep seated eases of catarrh, that K. H. Moody considers it a
specific in this disease.

.

Marcellus Prince of Camden has just com- |
pleted a fine auxiliary yacht for Dr. George
li. Phelps of Chicago, who with his family, In order to keep our spring attendspends tlie summers in Camden. Tlie yacht | ance good we are going to give ABis 13 feet wide, 43 feet long and (i feet deep.
SOLUTELY FREE ONE MONTH’S
Captain Edwin Anderson of Camden comin the Commercial DeTUITION
mands Dr. Phelps’ yacht.

CURE.

Dosing.

coming

I. M. Cottrell will build an extension at
the eastern end of bis boat shop and move
into it tlie two launches now under construction, and lay the keel for the fifty foot
launch he is to build for Bar Harbor parties
in the main shop. Material lias been ordered and work will soon begin on the new
craft. Mr. Cottrell is now building an ice
boat with which to contest for the championship of tlie bay.

SEAVEY,

Stomacli

Trading

FOR ORE WEEK, commencing today,
March 3d, we will give on all toilet

We solicit a part of
your business for the

Two of our local boat builders, I. M. Cottrell aud E. L. Maeomber, have received
blue prints and specifications for building
ten hi ats for U. S. dredgers, the boats to be
delivered at Kingsport, N. Y., and Norfolk,
Va. Five are 22-foot yawl boats, equipped
with mast and sail, and five 20-foot whale
boats.

Dear Sir': This story cuts two ways, and
teaches two sets of people.
Father Galvin, Westerly, K I., had his
church and residence painted. Good job;
and this is how he went at it.
Measured all carefully—seems to have
known Devoe.
Then pot bids from the painters, paint to
be supplied by them and by him.
Saved $70 by using Devoe.
One of those painters ought to have got
that money.
Yours truly,
F. W. Devoe & Co.
P. S. Mason & Hall sell our paint.

Mood;

Blue

articles and soaps 5 Blue

Clarence Dickey is building a rowboat to
be used as a tender for the Dickey Brothers
gasoline launch.

BELFAST, MAINE.

It. H.

Carpetings.

YACHTS AND BOATS.

Shipping items.
Three of the big coal
carriers were in trouble last week.
The
Gov. Ames was in collision in Hampton
Roads and received slight damage to her
headgear, and the Sagamore and Thomas
W. Lawson were reported ashore. A later
report said that the Sagamore was caught
in the ice; and the Lawson floated without
damage... Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley arrived
at Newport, R. I., Feb. 2(>th from Jacksonville, after a hard voyage, as reported
in our marine column_Sch. Annie Bliss,
Elizabethport for Belfast with phosphate,
arrived at Portland, Feb. 27th.The new
schooner Edward 11. Cole, built by Cobb,
Butler A Co., Rockland, is ready for launching when the ice permits. Her designer
and master builder was John J. Wardwell,
foreman, II. I). Wardwell, fastener, F. E.
Cottrell, caulker, L. H. Duncan—all well
known here.The 4-masted schooner
Horace A. Stone, built in the Stetson yard,
Brewer, last fall and finished at Belfast,
has made a record. She left Fernandina
Feb. 5th in company with sch. Isaac T.
Campbell, and sch. Robert McCurdy had
lett the day before—all bound for New
York.
The Stone beat the McCurdy by
four days and the Campbell by nine days.

GUARANTEED CATARRH

5

Wares,

Islesboro.

Rigby.

THE

Small

Seymour Morris, Chicago, to Mary B. Keep,
do.; land and buildings on Lassell’s Island,

A series of spring movings began last
week. George Kittridge moved from Camden to the Longfellow house on Miller
street, in the rooms formerly occupied by
the late Miss Emma McManus.
1!. P.
Gardner and family, who live in the other
side of the Longfellow house, are to move
to their new home, lately bought of Francis
II. Welch, as soon as the present occupant,
Frank Chisholm, can find another rent.
Alonzo Leadbetter, who Jives in the S. A.
Howes house on Congress street, will have
the rent now occupied by Mr. Gardner.

G.

Dry Goods,

buildings in Searsport. Chauncy Keep,
Chicago, to Seymour Morris, do.; land and
buildings on Lassell’s Island, Islesboro.

ing favorably.

J.

(ESTABLISHED 1856)

New Haven, Ct., to Franklin Wentworth,
Morrill; land and buildings it Morrill.
Lewis H. Matthews et als., Searsport, to
Wm. J. Matthews, do.; land in Searsport.
Eliza A. Hardy, Winterport, to Manly L. Col
son, do. ;land and buildings in Winterport.
Eldora M. Morrill, Belmont, to Ralph J.
White, Lynn; land in Belmont. Chas. W.
Lord, Brooks, to Chas. F. Fogg, Jackson;
Martha
land and buildings in Brooks.
Pendleton et als, Islesboro, to Chas. H.
Dodge, do.; land and buildings in Islesboro
(3 deeds). Elinor C. Woodman, Searsport,
to Bernard A. Roberts, do.; land and

6

LETTER TO

A. D. CHASE & SON

were

The committee of the Waldo
County
Agricultural Society to revise the premium
list have attended to that
duty. The list is

thoroughly

9

_

Transfers in Real Estate.

Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will meet Monday afternoon, March
7th, with Mrs. M. W. Rich, No. 137 Main
street. The lesson will be from “Evolution of Industrial Society,” pages 52 to 73,
and from the magazine, “A Reading Jour-i
neyjn Central America." Author, Richard M
rs. L. M. X. Stevens,
editor-in-chief of
Henry Stoddard.
the Union Signal, and was observed by the
The first rehearsal for Mr. R. P. Chase’s
W. C. T. U. at a meeting held with Mrs.
opera “The Granger’s Daughter,” was held
S. G. Bieknell.
The program included
the first of the week with an orchestra of
reading from the Union Signal an article
fifteen pieces. Mr. Chase has been at work
on
Mrs. Stevens’ home at “Hilltop” in
on this opera for many years and its produca paper on the “Importance
tion here will be looked forward to with in- Stroudwater;
of the Printed Word in Reform Work”;
terest.
Fuller particulars of the opera will
discussion on the Union Signal, etc., and
be given in The Journal later.
closed with reading “We All Belong.” A
The Alhicore. A fish called albicore State organizer, Miss Jennie Price, is exin Moore’s market the past week recalled to pected March 7tli. She will speak in Belold residents the time w hen that species of fast and ten or twelve of the towns.
fish was common in Penobscot bay. In the
The Belfast Band has taken a new delate ’tiOs menhaden or porgies were very
parture. It had a deficit the last year and
plentiful and a large establishment for for some time
past has been dormant, but rerendering the oil was operated at the foot taining its organization and
equipment. It
of Condon street, besides numerous smaller
starts up now with Mr. F. J. Rigby, who
ones.
The fish variously known as albihas been the leader from the first, as sole
core, tunny, bonito or horse mackerel came
It is expected that all the old
manager.
in, probably after the porgies, and were members will
continue, with some needed
taken in large numbers for their oil. The
additions, and there will be an orchestra as
fish then caught here were much larger
well as a full band. The first rehearsal was
than that now in the market, some measurheld last Tuesday evening. The fact that
ing 10 feet or more in length, while the this
widely known and justly popular musiabove mentioned one is barely three feet
cal organization is again ready for business
long. It was caught in Florida.
should ensure many engagements for the
The following Belfast people were born band and orchestra, and those who want
on February 29th, and consequently
had good music should call on or address Mr.
members

of

Carle & Jones have some
fine photograph* by A. S. Heal of winter scenes on
the bay, including the
monument, steamboat wharf, etc.

I!

I

CARLE & JONES,
2 STORES—Main St.,

Belfast,

iTe.

Fred A. Jin,
The Advertiser of

Facts,

1
Masonic

Temple,

Belfast,

Kcglatcr

Relative Strength of Russia and Japan.
Now that hostilities have actually begun in the Far East, it may be of interest to compare in a general way the
resources of the two countries involved.
If this comparison be made without
reference to the probable theater of
war and the conditions hedging about
the movement of forces thither, the
combatants
ly matched.

seem

empire

A G

expenditures

July 3

Bangalore,

so

CZAR

NICHOLAS II.

AS A MAN

OF WAR.

Philadelphia.

ll i' tv ft that lie suggested The Hague arbitration tribunal, the
Pesnit
czar is fond of war maneuvers, and in the cut he is shown at the head of his
staff.

as they might seem
simply from the standpoint
population. Hradstreets.

AMERICAN FARMER NOT A FAILURE.
From the Chicago Keeord-llerahl
Most people who are familiar with
Pel iogie-,s made in scientific agriculture in tins country will incline to tlie
view that hr. II. J. Webber’s pessimism regaiding the future of Arneri......

...

....

.....

.....

facts.
I)r.

Webber, who is director of the
laboratory of plant breeding in the Department of Agriculture at Washing-

ton, declared in

an

address before the

faculty of science of the University of
Chicago that Americans are “miserable
farmers," and that as a result, of their
ignorance they will have to “hustlein

order that the United States may keep
its place among the nations.”
If Dr. Webber had said that most
Americans are not scientific agriculturists few would dissent from his opinion
Ifut when we come to farmers—
men who cultivate the soil as a businesss to make the most money out of
it it will have to be conceded that
American farmers are the greatest in
the world.
Confusion of the terms agriculture
and farming is common and natural.
Our progress in scientific agriculture,
through the work of the State universities. government experiment stations
and the department of agriculture,
makes a distinction advisable.
The
farmer is the man who makes a business of agriculture.
Hecause he does
not reduce to practice all the theories
of the agriculturists or does not utiliza
all their discoveries or adopt their
methods, it does not follow that he is a
failure as a farmer.
Scientific agriculture may be wholly in books; scientific
is
farming
practiced upon the land.
The ideal farmer of the future of course
will be an agriculturist as well as a
farmer. lie will understand the chemistry of the soil and be will know more
about plant breeding than lie does now.
The man who carefully inspects the
exhibits that are to lie made in the palace of agriculture at the St. Louis
world's fair next summer will hardly
he ready to concede that the American
farmer is a miserable failure. lie will
find there the most colossal educational
exhibit of the products of American

agriculture
Each

ever

brought

together.

product of the soil will have
grouped about it all that pertains to its
cultivation, also every by-product that

down its vic7 Not content with smiting
the attack,
tims once, the grip often repeats
afterand is followed by such distressing
effects that many sufferers succumb through
It
exhaustion and sheer discouragement.
1 ink I ills
is just here that Hr. Williams
of
have proved such a help to thousands
dispirited people.
o. the iiiip,

“1 suffered from two attacks
of No. 30b West
says Mrs. Mary M. litz,
the secClinton street, Elmira, N i., and
terrible atterfollowed
by
was
ond attacK
1 suffered for nearly a year and
etfects
during a great pait of that time my sympwere constantly increasing
ite, although 1 was under the care

toms

in

set el-

of

a

doe-

>r

pood flour shows its quality: In
the

fluffy dough under the
kneading hands, in the brown
loaves jit noonday, in the dairy

white slices that grace the table
at night. Good dour is the result
of careful wheat selection and
advanced milling methods.

cruel

0! haste,

winter, unfurl

thy cold

pinions
And vanish in distance

nor

pause in thy

flight;
Thy coining brought sadness, for earth of
her gladness
Was robbed when thou camesCher beauty
to blight.
To Mother Earth’s bosom fled verdure and

blossom,
Still o’er them the lone

trees

their

sad

vigil keep,
Where sighing winds hover and tenderly

When thou didst imprison and hind with
thy fetters
The glad,“laughing brook in a cold, icy

tomb,
The tearful stars glistened and wonderingly
listened
Eor its rhythmical song ’mid stillness and

gloom.
The harpstrings of nature, though silent
and tuneless,
’NeathS spring’s magic lingers will vibrate
once

more.

But the friends thou bast taken she cannot
awaken
The music and gladness of home to restore.
S. J. S.
Feb. 22, 1904.

“I owe my whole life to Burdock Blood
Bitters. Scrolulous sores covered my body.
I seemed beyond cure.
B. B. B. has made
me a perfectly well woman.
Mrs. Chas.
Hutton, Berville, Mich.
Teacher—Can you tell me the difference
between caution and cowardice?
Bright Boy—Yes, ma-am. When you are
afraid yourself, that’s caution; when the
other fellow's afraid, that’s cowardice.
A household necessity
Hr. Thomas’
Eclectric Oil. Heals burns, cuts, wounds of
cures
sore
any sort;
throat, croup, catarrh,
asthma; never fails.
—

“Remember, children,” said the Sundayschool teacher, “you should never do anything in private that you are ashamed to do
in public.”
“Jl-how about t-takin’ a b-batli?” stammered a small urchin in the rear seat.
“A dose in time saves lives.” Hr. Wood’s
Norway l’ine Syrup; nature’s remedy for
coughs, colds, pulmonary diseases of every

sort.
Are You

Ileal?

All deafness is not

cur-

any

it. Thousands of cases are on record
where Catarrhozone has perfectly restored
lost hearing, and what it has done for others it can do for you. Procure Catarrhozone
from your druggist, price $1, small size 25c,
or by mail from N. C. Poison & Co., Kingston, Out.
use

“Why do you put your dolls away so carefully, Margie?” asked a visitor.
“I’m going to keep them for my children,”
answered Margie.
“Y'es, but suppose you never have any

children?” said the visitor.
“Oh," she replied, “then I’ll give them to
my grandchildren.”

Hives are a terrible toiment to the little
folks, and to some older ones. Easily
cured.
Doan's Ointment never fails.
Instant relief, peimanent cure.
At any drug

store,

50 cents.

I The Name Witch Hazel.

Lit tie Elmer had accompanied his father
church one morning, and the minister
discoursed from the text: “Why halt ye
between two opinions?” Cpon returning
home his mother asked if he remembered
the text.
“I can’t remember the exact
words,” replied Elmer, “but it was something about a hawk between two pigeons.”
to

Patient—What are the things I must
avoid, doctor? Physician—Porn, mackerel,

tea, coffee, oatmeal, rye—Patient (with

Physician—In

a

the form of
bread. Patient-All right, doctor. Go on.
Tribune.
—Chicago

gasp)—Rye?

Witch Hazel is much abused.
E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago, are the inventors of the original and only genuine
A certain cure lor
W'itch Hazel Salve.
name

GOLD MEDAL

There

are

many counterfeits of this

salve, some of which are dangerous, while
they are all worthless. In buying Witch

Hazel Salve see that the name E. C. DeWitt
& Co., Chicago, is on the box and a cure is
certain. Sold by R. H. Moody.

is so high that it make9
fiTth more bread than any
other flour; makes lighter, more
delicate cakes p id pastry. It is
made of the finest spring wheat;
its sales exceed any other.

European countries, where they have
found a ready market at good prices.
.The demand for the fruit still keeps up
and many thousands of barrels are
being shipped each week to the other
side. Germany has taken to the American apple this season with
especial
kindness, and Baldwins and Newtown
which
are
the
favorite variepippins,
ties with the Germans, now are frefound
in
the
small
stores and
quently
on stands and
peddlers’ wagons in Berlin and other large cities.

Keeley Institute in Portland, Maine,
Munjoy [JHill, is successfully curirg
dmnkaids and ding tuns.
Iyr25*

>

__Chas.

LI >0 89.—In Court 01 Probate, held at 1
on the 9th day of February, 1 *1
Wilson, administrator on the estat,
Mary Plummer, late ol Knox, in said Comm
ceased, having presented lii- first and tina
count of administration of saiu estate lor ad
II f

Ciias. P.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, tie••
weeks successively, in The Republican Journ.d
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Con
that all persons interested may attend at a
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
day of March next, and show cause, if any t'
have, why the said account should not be alb
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judm
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. I*. Hazeltinr, Regist
••

IT7ALDO SS.
In Court of Probate, held at R
T?
fast, on tlie 9th day of February, 1
Samuel Kingsbury, trustee under the last
of Charles Meservey, late of Morrill, in
Comity deceased, having presented his ninth
final account of administration of said trust
allowance.
ordered. That notice thereof lie given, tn
weeks successively, in the Republican Journ
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Cou:m.
that all persons interested may attend a Pro'
Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
March next, and show cause, if any they h
why the said account should not fie allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judy;
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltinr, Regism
>

11/ A LDO SS.—In Court ol Probate, held ar l>
Vf
last, on the 9th day of February, 1
Robert. F. Dunton, administrator with the
annexed, of Isaac H. Jackson, late of Belfast.,
said County, deceased, having presented hi*
account of administration <>j saiu estate lei
lowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in the Republican Jon
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Cothat all persons interested may attend at a
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
day of March next, and show cause, it aim
have, why the said account should not !
lowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Jnd
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. I* Hazeltine Regisi

Hg.ZKi.TlNE, Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv ol Waldo,on the 9th dav of February, A. 1). 1904.
J. POLVND, widow of Sumner Pola d, late of Montville. in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having piesented a petition
praying for an allowance out of tin* personal estate of said deceased.

Ordered, That thesaid petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear ar a Probate
Court, to bo held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 8(h day of March, A. D. 1904,
at ten of the clock beiore noon and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
C E<). K JOHNSON, J udge.
A true copy. Attest
* 'it as. P.
Hazeltink. Register.

TIT ALDO SS.—In Court of probate, held at
VV last, on the 9tli day ot February.
F. A. Dickey, executor oi the last will of a
'I hompson, late ot Norihpirt, in said ( in,:
ceased, having presentee his first and ti
count, (d administration ot sain estate lor
..

Ordered, That notice thereol be given,
weeks successively, in tin- Republican .).•
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
that all persons interested may attend at
bate Court, to beheld at Belfast, on iht 8:
of March next, and show
cause, if any
have, why the said account should not in; ai
GEo. K. JOHNSON. )'
Atruec-py Attest:
(has P. Nazi-him'. Ktgi-

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
The Countv of Waldo.'on the 9th day ol February, A. 0.1904
P a. DICKEY, executor of tie last will of
I
Almira ITiompson. late ot Northpoi t. in said
( minty
I Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that the actual marker value ot
the property ot said deceased now in his hands,
subject to payment ot the collateral inheritance
tax.
the persons imeiested in the succession
thereto, and the amount of tax thereon may be
determined by the Judge of Probate.

At a

jC|sj i

dealer
send

w‘

papei

BROWN & JOSSF.LYN,
Mention this

Paper.

PORTLAND, ME.

On aiul after Oct. 12, 1903, trains Conner: m,
Burnham ami Waterville with through trainfur ami from Bangor, Waterville, Portland am

at

Boston, will

run as

tollows:

.>

Iff ALDO SS. In Court ot Pionate, belu
YY
last, on the bill day pi February,
Albert L. Blanchard, administrator on i.
of Mary S Wood, late ol Beltast. in said <
deceased, having presented his xronu
administration ot sain estate lor allowuno
Ordered, That notice thereol be given.
weeks successively, in the Republican .loin
newspapet published in Belfast, in’ said t
that all persons interested may attend at
bate Court, to
e held at
Belfast, on the 8ol Match next, an
show cause, ii any
tie
said
not heai’
accountshould
have, why
(iE(). E. uoHNSt »N, .11
A true copy.
Attest
chas p Hazeltine, Regi

Ordered, That the -aid petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a cop\ ot this
ordei t<* be published three weeks sin -vssivelv in
The Republican l. urna a newspaper published
a
Belfast, that they may appear at <i Probate
Court, to Ik* held at ladtast. within and for said
County, on tic 8th day of Mar h, A. I). 1904,
at ten of the clock before noon, ami show cause,
it any they have, why the prayer of said petition
should not be granted
(i E< >. E .10)1 Njpt >N, .1 udge.
A true copy. Attest
Or as P. Hazeltink, Register.

FROM BELFAST.
AM

I'M

Belfast, depart
7 16
City Point.t7 20
Waldo.

17 30

64
00
10
36
52
02
30

.t7
Thorndike. 8
Unity. 8
Burnham, arrive.
8
Clinton. 8
Benton. 9
11
Bangor.
-.

He has served thirty-five years
the army and commands abottt
6,400,000 men in time of hostilities.
war.

In

WALDO SS —Supreme Judicial Court,

January Term, 1904.

to said suit, if he

shall

see

cause.

Attest:

TILESTON

WADLIN,

Clerk.

(ABSTRACT OF 1*LTF. WRIT:)
Action of assumpsit upon a promissory note
dated September 24,1902, for one thousand dollars, payable in one year after date, with interest
at live per cent, signed
by the defendant, payable
to the plaintiff or her order.
Writ dated Si ptemuer 25, 1903, returnable to
the January term, ish»4.
A<l damnum, two thousand dollars.
Sewall Lancaster, administrator of the estate
of Woodburn Carver and administrator of the estate Mary Carver, both late of Searsport, in said
county, deceased, is summoned as trustee of said
defendant.
Plaintiff’s attorney, R. F. Dunton.
A true copy of the Order of Court with Ab-

tract of the Writ.
3w7
TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
Attest:

KENT’S

>

6 30

5 35
9 00

106
5 67
7 26

PM

j

w. D.

At

4 10

TO BELFAST.
1' M

Boston,

jw

A

jj

F

83l

1P06

Portland.-.10 45
A M

A

Waterville. 7 15
Bangor
7 16

M

4 16
136

9 62

PM

Benton.f7

21

Clinton. 17 30
Burnham, depart. 8 50
Unity. 9 08
Thorndike. 9 17
Knox. 19 25
9 40
Brooks.
Waldo. 19 60
City Point. (loot)
Belfast, arrive
10 05
Limited tickets for Boston

AND

answer

3 08

19 57
tlO 06
10 20
10 55
11 20
111 36
1212
tl2 30
tl2 60
1 06

14
4
4
5
6
15
6
16
*6
6

22
33
47
05
16
24
4(
60
00
Of

tFlag station.

Prudeace N. Park vs. William M. Carver.
now on suggestion to the Couit that the
defendant, at the time of service of the writ,
was not an inhabitant ot this state, and had no
tenant, agent, or attorney within the same, that
his goods or estate have been attached in this
action, that lie has had no notice of said suit and
attachment it is Ordered, that notice of the
pendency of this suit be given to the said defendant, by publishing an attested copy of this Order, together with an abstract of the Plaintiff’s
writ, three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, the last publication to be not.
less than thirty days before the next term of this
Court, to be hoiden at Belfast, within and for the
of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of April,
County
1904, that, said defendant may then and' there appear, and

4 45

Portland.12 16
E- 11. 4 00
Boston f

Want

Strength?
If you want to increase your strength you
must add to and not take from the physical.
In other words, the food that you eat must
be digested, assimilated and appropriated
by the nerves, blood and tissues before being expelled from the intestines. Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure adds to the physical. It
gives strength to and builds up strength in
the human system. It is pleasant to the
taste and palatable, and the only combination of digestants that will digest the food
and enable the system to appropriate all of
its health and strength-giving qualities.
Sold by R. II. Moody.

3 2i
13 26
,343
4 8
14 26
4 46
6 20
5 61
t<> 15
tl! 25

M

A

Waterville.... 9 08

Boston,

I)o You

PP

126
tl 30
1140
1 62
*2 04
2 10
2 18
2 40

Brooks. 7 42
Knox

KUBOI’ATKIN,

Coogh
Sjrnp

is unlike any other on the market, for instead of impairing the appetite, retarding

the digestion and causing nausea, as nearly
all cough syrups do, |9l stimulates the appetite, promotes digestion and cures coughs
and all derangements of the bronchial tubes
and lungs. Full size bottle, 26c. Trial size
bottle, 10 cents. For sale at

CITY CROC STORE.

1

ance.

advei

GENERAL

fast,

ance.

At a

Free to Boys!

A

V?

1-rank P.

REBECCA

RUSSIA'S MINISTER OF WAR.
The head of the czar's army is a veteran soldier and a master of tlie art of

The

on

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, ti
weeks successively, in tin* Republican .Jouri
newspaper published in Belfast, in said con
that all persons interested may attend at a I
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th
of March next, and show cause, if any
have, why the said account should not lit
lowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Jim
A true copy. Attest :
P. Hazki.ti.ve. Regi?t.
a

of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not he granted
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:

one

>

ance.

at ten

quality

Cuts, Burns, Bruises, Eczema, Tetter, Piles,

etc.

-IT A 1.1)0 S8.—In Court ol Prohare, held at ;
ff
fa:-t, on the 9th da\ of February, 1'.*•
Felix Wade, executor of the ast w ill f J«4i
Wade, late of Lincolnville. in said County,
ceased, having presented his first and tinai
count of administration of s .id estate lor am.

petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to l>e held at Belfast, within and lor said
County, on the 8th day of March, A. 1> 1904,

WASHBURN-CROSBY’S

are

now

sold

ai

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Nortl
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Gkorgf
Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Boothbv, GenM Pass, and Ticket Agent.
GERMAN AMERICAN INSURANCE

CO.

OF NEW YORK.
ASSETS DECEMBER
Real

31,1903.

estate.$

Mortgage loans..
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank..

15 000 00

15,000 00
10,732,111 3ft

Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

430 o°o 77
7&5141* 7*>
5.VW8 84
65,082 65

Admitted assets. $12,074,306 as
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1903.
Net unpaid losses.—.$
598,460 25
Unearned premiums.
4 102,110 22
All other liabilities.
240,'486 27
Cash capital.
1,500,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 5,033,249 59
..

Total liabilities and surplus.$12,074,306 33
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.
Losses of this company at Baltimore only about
one-twelfth part of its present immense net

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ainl
for the County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of February. A 1>. 1904.

Thefciverpool &

London & Globe Insurance

Company.
Real

31, 1903.

estate.$ 1,866,013 00

Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.$
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

3,498,750 00
3,767,406 25
1,317,133 34
1,549,648 94
55,628 95
2,343 02

Gross assets. $12,056,918 50
Admitted assets..$12,056,918 50
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31,1903.
Net unpaid losses.$ 751,210 64
Unearned premiums.
5,274,438 14
All other liabilities.
870,727 37
Surplus over all liabilities..
5.160,642 36

Total liabilities and-surplos.$12,066,918 50
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast.
3w8

j

If/A LDO SS.- in Court of Probate, held
VV
last, on the 9th day of Febiuary.
Frank J. Conner, administrator on the e»r.i.
Almira R. Conner, late ol l niiy. in said
ty, deceased, having presenteu his sen..j.
final account of administration ot said eai.*'
allowance.

certain instiument purporrng to be a copy of
the last will and testament of Benjamin Carlate of Brookly n, in tbe County of Kings, and
State ot New York! and of the probate thereof In
said County of Kings and State of New York,
Ordered, that notice thereof he given,
duly authenticated, having beer, presented to the weeks successively in The Republican Jou.
Judge ol Probate for our said ( ountv ot Waldo, newspaper published in Belfast, in said C<
with a petition praying that, the copy of said will that all persons interested may attend at
may he allowed, filed and recorded in the Probate bate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the Si
of March next, and show cause, if any
Court for our said County of Waldo.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons in- have, why the said account should not heal
GEO. E. JOHNSON, .Ji;
terested by causing a copy <d this order to be pubA true copy. Attest
lished three weeks successively in The Republican
Chas. P. Hazeltine. RegiJournal, published at Belfast., tin! they may appear at a Prol ate < < nrt. to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tues- TfTALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held a*
W
fast, on the 9th day of February
day of March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, it any they have, why the ! Albert S. Nickerson, administrator on the
of Burton K. Parsons, late of Swanville,
same should not be approved and allowed, tiled
County, deceased, having presented his firand recorded as prayed tor.
final account of administration ot said est
CKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
allowance.
A true copy. Attest:
Ordered, That notice thereol be given
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
weeks successively, in the Republican J
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
SS.—In Court ot Prut.ate, held ar Belthat all persons interested may attend at
fast, on the 9th day of February, 1904.
John M. Thompson, adminisMator on the estate hate Court, to be held at Belfast «*n the
of Louisa Thompson, late ot I'nity. m said Coun- of March next, and show cause, if any
should not be ai
ty, deceased, having presented his first and final have, why the said account
iiK.b. E. JOHNSON, J
account of administration <>i said estate for alA
true
Attest:
copy.
lowance.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Rngo
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican J >urnal. a
in
said
in
Belfast,
EXECUTOR’S
NOTICE.
The subscriber
County,
newspaper published
!i gives notice that he has been duly app
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day executor ol the last will and testament of
of March next, and show cause, if any they
MARIA H. MANTER, late of Winterpm
have, why the said account should not be allowed. in the
County of Waldo, deceased, and
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
bonds
as the law directs.
All persons bavin
A true copy. Attest:
mands against the estate of said deceased
Chas P. Ha/.kltink, Register.
sired to present the same for settlement, an
indebted thereto are requested to make pa>
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belimmediately.
fast, on the 9th day of February, 1904,
JOHN It. NE \LI.:
Mary F. Myrick, administratrix on the estate of
Brooks, February 9, 1904.
Isabella C. Call, late of Troy. in said County, de
ceased, having presented her first and final acEXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber !«•
count of administration of said estate for allowJ
ance.
gives notice that he has been duly ap.
ed
Executor
of
the
last
will
and testament
he
given, three
Ordered, that notice thereof
MARIA A. DOUGLASS, late of Monrweeks successively. in The Republican Journal, a
hi
said
in
Belfast,
County, in the County ol Waldo, deceased, and
newspaper published
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
All persons I
bonds as the law directs
bate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 8th day demands
against the estate of said deceaof March next., and show cause, if any they
desired to present the same for settleme:.
have, why the said account should not he al- all indebted thereto are
requested to mak
lowed.
inent immediately.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
WALTER BART!
A true copy. Attest.
Monroe, February 9, 1904( has. P. Hazh.tim:, Register,
A

ver,

|

WALDO

i

I

WALDO

j

I

NOTICE.

ThesuhThe subscribe!
NOTICE.
j
herebj gives notice that In- has been
hereby gives notice that lie has been duly ap j ADMINISTRATOR’S
ADMINISTRATOR’S
of
of
pointed administrator of the
administrator of the
estate

estate

pointed

CATHARINE PAN NO, late of Stockton Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law diiecis. All persons having deinands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to ma;-e payment

immediately.

Stockton

ASSETS DECEMBER

"’The

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, thr.-*
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Beliast, in said Connthat all persons interested may attend at a l’r..
bate Court to he held at Belfast, on tbe 8th da
of March next, and show cause, if any tl,
have, why the said account should not not i»
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazfltiae, Register

SIMEON

FLOUR

cover

With Jpure, snowy garlands the graves
where they sleep.

ance.

PEIRCE, brother of Sarah Louisa
Peirce late of Franktort, in said County ot
Waldo, deceased. having presented a petition
laying that Hayward Peirce and Albert Peirce
may be appointed administrators of the estate of
said deceased.
Ordered, That the said pent oer give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
irner to be published three weeks successively in
Tlie Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may apnea r at a Probate
Court, to l»e held ai Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 8th day of March, A. I) 1904,
at ren'ot the clock before noon, and show c use,
it any they have, why the prayer of said petition*
er should not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attist:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
the County Waldo, on the 9th day of February, A. L>. 1904.
B. MERRITHEW, administrator of the
estate of Catherine 1‘anno, late of Stockton
Springs, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying lor a license to
stli at public or piivate sale and convey certain
real estate of said deceased described in said

j

To Winter.

Belfast, within and
on the 9th day of

At a
lor

Since last fall nearly 3,000,000 barrels
of apples, almost a million more than
in the previous year, have been exported from American ports. Most of these
have gone to Great Britain and other

Secretary of State. Accordingly M r.
i Hale has had fourteen days more serI vice in the Senate than has Mr. Frye
| and Mr. Frye had fourteen days more
! service in the House than had Mr. Hale,
but the aggregate service of each is the
same to a day.

Noon

j

(Written for The Journal.)

at

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9tli day of
February. A. ii 1904.
JOHN R I>UNTON, administrator of the estate
fI .<! .John M. Roberts, late of Waldo, in said
<
runty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that the Court may determine
who are entitled to the balance of said estate n »w
in bis hands, their respective shares therein and
oaler the same to be distributed accordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice t<
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
\ The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate
Court, to be field at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 8tli day of March, a. I) 1904,
at ten oi the clock before noon, and sin w cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
CEO. L. JOHNSON, Judgs.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

and Night

j

able, but doctors state that ninety per cent,
of impaired bearing is due inflammation of
the Eustachian tubes, and can be treated
with certainty of success by Catarrhozone,
which gives instant relief to Catarrh in any
part of the system. Catarrhozone is extremefarmers produced 2,523,048,312 bushels ly pleasant and simple to use, and sufferers
from
form of deafness are advised to

Happy, Healthy Children.
Any child can take Little Early Risers
with perfect safety. They are harmless,
never gripe or steken, and yet
they are so
certain in results that robust constitutions
requiring drastic means are never disappointed. They cannot fail to perform their
mission and every one who uses DeWitt’s
Little Early Risers prefer them to all other
pills. They cure biliousness. Sold by R.
II. Moody.

Coughs

Morning,

Apple Exports.

as

Ouk Clubbing Offer. We have jus
made a new contract with the publishers of
the New York Tribune Farmer, under
which we are able to furnish that paper
and The Republican Journal each one year
for $2.
This offer is open to all, whether
old or new subscribers, who pay for The
Journal one year in advance.
The regular
price of the New Y'ork Tribune Farmer is
$1 a year, and it is one of the best farm
and home papers published.
We can also
furnish the New hoik Tri-Weekly Tribune
and The Republican Journal each one year
for $2.50. The Tri-Weekly Tribune is as
good as a daily paper and better than many
daily papers. Resides ail the telegraphic
news it contains much general matter of
interest and is handsomely illustrated.

Probate Court, bel

At

ed at New York Dec. 22 from Gonaives.
John E 1 levelin, E L Hichborn, sailed
from Norfolk Keb 1 for Jacksonville.
John C Smith, arrived at New York Oct
29 from Bangor via Bridgeport, Ct.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Boston
Feb 13 from Brunswick.
R YV Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at
Brunswick Feb 23 from New Y’ork.
Willie L Newton, sailed Irom Brunswick
Feb 14 for New l’ork : abandoned at sea
Feb 21.

and a nurse.
in
“Tlicic was an incessant ringing noise
to an extent
my ears w liicli w as distracting
weak
I
had
very
desciibe.
that 1 cannot
hear, action and I believe, that my kidneys
became affected. rI here were terrible pains
I in inv back and limbs and my leet and
| ankles were swollen. 1 liad night sweats
Kent’s Mare and Colt.
I and soinetimes a cold numbness would come
I over my limbs.
“yiy 11oub c was complicated witii sciatic
Mr, George Kent of Madison is one
i rheumatism and at times 1 could not raise of the old-time
horsemen of that town,
! my loot two incites from the Moor, the who has owned some of
the best of
I rlieumatism grew gradually worse as my
I system was weakened Ivy the poison the them and still loves a good one. Mr.
tins time Kent has a line mare and a colt from
grii. told left in my body. About
a
Irieud of mim- wlio lives m ( ort.and her by Monte Wilkes. The mare is a j
I recommended tl'at I try Hr. W illiains 1 ink
beautiful bay, stands 1.1.2 and weighs
I did so and had
100(1 pounds. She was by Tom Ifolfe i
I fills 1 oi Pale People.
was
itdieyed.
I
taken but one box before
dam by Winthrop Morrill. This mare
Hue
was
cured.
and
six
look
boxes
In ail 1
is a very fiery and high
about the pills
strung animal
remai kahle idling i noticed
and is one of the best. The eoit is about
they began to give me strength
was til it
almost as soon as J began tlie treatment. J three months old, a lillv, chestnut in
! shall lie glad to have you publish my state- color, and as straight and smooth a little
much one as is
ment and I hope the pills will lie as
generally seen. .She is a credit
! of a blessing to others as they were to me
to Monte Wilkes’
ability as a sire. The
so
promptly
Hi. Williams’ fink fills are
is
a
natural born trotter and in a
filly
remehelpful ip obstinate eases where otheron
few
is
years
the
going to make somebody
dies tail because they act directly
hustle to carry off first on the track.—
blood, expelling all poisons and supplying
entire
Farm
and
the
which
system
Turf,
Home.
tile elements upon
depends for its strength. They also repair
shattered nerves and minister hopetulness
OABTOJEIIA,
to overcome, the depressing effects of dis^ The Kind You Have Always Bougtt
They are sold by all Bears the
eases like tlie grip.
world,
riity
druggists throughout the
and
cents a box ; six boxes for two dollars
a half.
t

is made from it and the process of manufacture.
Corn and cotton, for instance, will vie with each other for
supremacy, while tobacco and dairy
products will each occupy 20,000 feet of
floor space.
During the year 1902 the American

of corn, 987,842,712 bushels of wheat,
and 070,003,008 bushels ot rye; also 821,823,903 pounds of tobacco, valued at
*57,503,510. In 1903 they raised 10,758,320 bales of cotton and marketed 25,The annual aggregate
245,000 hogs.
value of the product of dairy cows in
this country now exceeds *500,000,000.
It is clear that the American tiller of
the soil is not so much of a failure as a
“farmer” after all.

IN SIBERIA.

entered President Garfield’s cabinet

98.—In Court of Probate, held at Kh
on the 9th day of February, 1:* 14
Ward, administrator on vim estate .f
Celia Kane, late of Hearsport, in said County, deceased. having presenteu his first aid final a
count of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO
lost,
Michael

OBO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltinf, Register.

BARKS.

harbor of Vladivostok wns formerly icebound in winter, bit. now
during part of the winter it is kept clear by means of great ice crushing
steamers built for the purpose.

Friday, March 4th, both of the
Maine Senators will have completed
thirty-three years' service in Congress,
counting Senate and House. This is a
unique record, for both have been in
Congress exactly the same number of
Mr. Hale entered the House
years.
March 4,1860, and Mr. Frye was elected
to the House, beginning service there
two years later, March 4, 1871.
Mr.
Hale was not a member of the fortysixth Congress, but Mr. Frye was. Mr.
Hale succeeded lion. Hannibal Hamlin
in the Senate March 4, 1881, but Mr.
Frye continued to be a member of the
House till March 18 of the same year,
when he succeeded Mr. Blaine, who

CO.,

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Wm 11 Maey, arrived at San Francisco
Nov 27 from Loring.

The

I eft in a PitiMrs Ktz Attacked Twice and
Results «1
able State. Saved From Fatal
I>r. WilSecond Encounter with Grip by
liams' Pink Pills.

copy.

of the clock before noon, and show can...
ny they have, why the prayer ol said petitioi,
should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltinr, Registei

at ten

if

er

ALBERT

One of Ayer's Pills at bedtime will
hasten recovery. Gently laxative.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
Jacksonville Feb 15 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from St John,
N B, Jan 19 for Santa Cruz.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Charleston, S C, Feb 18 from Newport News.
Harold C Beecher, E S McDonald, arriv-

Senators Hale and Frye.

true

lor the County of Waldo,
February, A. I> 1904.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral Is well known In
our family.
We think it is the best medicine
in the world for coughs and colds.”
Katie Peteuson, Petaluma, Cal.

SCHOONERS.

SETS OUT TO KILL.

A

At a

V

Edward May, arrived at Sail Francisco
Feb 16 from Makawell.
Ethel, Williams, at Charleston, S C, Feb
13 for Klizabetbport.
Mabel 1 Meyers, (' N Meyers, sailed from
Boston Dee 7 for Montevideo.
Penobscot, sailed fiom Buenos Ayres Jan
23 for Boston.
Rebecca Crowell, sailed from New Y’ork
Jan 27 for San Juan.
Bose lnnis, Melvin Coleord, arrived at
New Y’ork Dec 7 from Charleston, S C.
Thomas A Goddard, arrived at Boston
Nov 19 from Rosario.

VLADIVOSTOK. RUSSIA'S ICEBOUND HARBOR

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of Februar
A. I). 1904.
certain instrument purporting to be the last
will and testament of Susan S. W bitten, late
of Vontville, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

A

you how it quiets the tickling
heals the inflamed
lungs, and controls the
hardest of coughs.

Hard

executor of the will of Oliver
•
Moutville, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for a license to sell at public or private
sale and convey certain real estate ol said de
ceased described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all per-ons interested by causing a copy 01 tjlu
order to be published three weeks successively
h,
The Republican Journal, a newspaper publish,.,,
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pn.ba
Court, to be held at Beliast. within and for
County, on the 8th day of March, A. P t<*i,4

allowed.

throat,

»J. c. AYER

EMERY,
late of
S8.HoWcn.

fiublisiied

Pectoral

25c., 50c., $1.00.

jm b.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively iu the Repub
ican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday ot March next at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if auy they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved aud

Cherry

ssaBaaaBM&iMBiMHHi foiT

At a Probate Coart bold at Mei:a*t. within and ror
tbe County of Waldo, on tbe 9tb day of Feh
ruary, A. D. 1904.

interested

tor and And out.

co.

St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
March 5 from Manila.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at New York Jail 17 from Honolulu via

good docAyer’s Cherry

Ask your own docHe will tell

Pectoral.

Blanchard, arrived at Los An-

Robie, from Baltimore for San Francisco, sailed from Montevideo Jan 4.
Luzon, Park, at Newcastle, NSW. Jan
11 for Houolulu.
Mary L. Cushing, sailed from San Francisco Feb 16 for Guam.
Mannel Llaguno, D C Nichols, sailed from
or Boston.
Singapore Jan 15 for New Yorksailed
fri m
Puritan, A. N. Blanchard,
San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
Paul Revere, Whittier, arrived at Newcastle, N S W, Jau 4 from Hong Kong, to
load for Philippines.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S 1) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from
Newcastle, N S W, Dec. 12 for San Francis-

some-

ill-matched

We know what all

tors think of

Gov

tlifini

if regarded
of men and

from Honolulu.

geles Feb 18 from Baltimore.
E B Sutton, sailed from New York Dec
11 for Cheefoo.
Fort George, cleared from New York Dec
20 for Melbourne and Sydney.

The Ruswhat in excess of that sum.
sian army on a peace footing numbers
war
footoil
a
about 1,100,000 men and
The navy is
ing about 0,600,000 men.
understood to comprise about 40,000
officers and men.
.1 apan, the island empire, comprises an
area of liil,10s square miles, including
Its popuFormosa and tlie Pescadores.
lation, including the islands specifically named, numbered 47,000,Ono inhabiIts total area is therefore less
tants.
than one-liftietli that of Russia, and its
population is but little over one-third
as large. .Japan has a revenue amounting to a little over 8121,000,000 and expenditures a little under 8120,000,000. Its
army on a peace footing numbers about
106,000 and on a war footing about <>r>0,000, Its navy comprises about 80,000
officers and men. -Japan’s total naval
strength is below that of Russia, but
her best battleships are superior to the
best of the Russian vessels, and her
available force at the probable point of
contact is believed to be greater. Again,
while her army on a war footing sinks
into insignificance compared with that
of Russia, it will strain the resources
of tiie latter to bring to the scene of
war a body of troops equal in number
to those tiiat Japan may send against

not

Ayers'

D. Rivers, arrived at Yoka-

Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, cleared from
Baltimore Oct ”4 for San Francisco; spoken
Nov 15, lat 22 N, ion 31 W.

com-

It should he recollected, in making
any estimate of the relative strength
of the two powers with reference to
the employment of military force in
the Par East, that the Japanese troops
will be so near their base that they
may be said to be almost on the ground,
whereas Kussia’s operations will have
to be conducted at a great distance
from tlie center of her power. Russia’s
troops, of course, far outnumber those
of Japan, but such of them as are to
be employed in the Far East have to be
carried over four thousand miles of a
single track railway, and it will take a
considerable time for her to send over
that road forces sufficient to cope with
those which may be readily placed in
the field by Japan. Tokio is but a'tliousand miles from Port Arthur. Kioto,
v hich is to be tlie imperial headquarters
during the war, is but eight hundred
miles away, and Sasebo, the Japanese
naval base', is but live hundred and sixty miles from the Russian stronghold.
Moreover, only a hundred miles separate the coast of Corea from that of
Tapan, and her seeming ability to command tlie sea approaches renders tlie
landing of troops on the mainland a
very easy matter, and, as a matter of
fact, considerable numbers of Japanese
troops have landed in Corea within tlie
last few days. The immediate military
problem therefore, it will he seen, involves not merely a consideration of
the absolute strength of the two opposing nations, but also a comparison
of tlie relative amounts ol military and
naval force that may he brought to
hear by each in a territory one-fourth
if ttie distance from the .iapattese capital that it is from tlie seat of the Russian government.
From that point of
view, and for the purpose of the immediate operations, tlie antagonists are

Hopes,

hama Feb 18 from New York.
A J Fuller, arrived at Port Townsend

about one-seventh of the land
surface of the globe. Including internal waters, it covers an area of 8,660,305
is estisquare miles, and its population
mated at about 120,000,000 inhabitants,
ot which 2,005,016 square miles and 106,264,166 inhabitants were in 1000 comprised in European Russia. It lias an
annual revenue amounting to about

and

I

SHIPS.

prises

$000,000,OOO,

Vcaaeto.

Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.

very disproportionate-

The Russian

of Deep Water

SIMEON B. MERRITHEW.
Springs, February 9. 1904.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

NOTICE.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demauds against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

Burnham,

EVA A.
February 9. 1904.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

|
I

MARY A. PENDLETON, late of Searsp
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persons hav
mauds against the estate of said deceased
sired to present the same for settlement.
indebted thereto are requested to make p
immediately to Robert F. Duntou of Bella'
authorized agent.
CLXRENCE I. PKNDLL1
Stoughton, Mass., February 9, 1904.—8
■

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that she has been duly
appointed administratrix of the estate of
CHARLES B. GILMORE, late of Burnham,

payment immediately.

I

GILMORE.

NOTICE.
The subscriber
that he has been di

EXECUTOR’S
by give notice

pointed Executor of the last will and

testa

of

GEORGE 8.

CHASE, late of Belfast
in the County of Waldo, deceased ami give
as the law’ directs
All persons having den
against the estate of said deceased are dto present the same for settlement, and a
debted thereto are requested to make pa>
immedi&telv.
GEORGE A. QUIMK
Belfast, February 9, 1904.—8

|

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
DUNBAR JACK, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.

WALTER BARTLETT.
Monroe. February 9,1904.

FOR SALE!
Top Carriage nearly
Grocery Wagon.

Apply

new;

also

B

to

JAMES HANKY, Belfast.
or

I
■

<

JOS. WILLIAMSON, Augusta,

>*'

B

jl

The Rational Care of the

LIVE STOCK

Complexion.

ON COMMISSION.

Massage aiid Applications to the
Aids to
Danger ot Cosmetics.

u

1

in Rational Outdoor Oc

Complexion

Since the quarantine

nations.

I
II 111

STINE TERHIINE

ing

HERRICK,

of “Cradle and

Nursery,” “First Aids
ining Housekeepers,”“Housekeep“What
to Eat,” “In £ity
;»<1e Easy,”

.i

M

at

a

woman

Herrick.)

for

who did

tigate

mere

is

o

Fairbanks tells how
g Mrs.

warning
woman.

Lydia

neglect

of

jj

symptoms will soon prostrate a
She thinks woman’s safeguard is

E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound.

“Dear Mrs. Pinkiiam: —Ignorance and neglect are the cause of
tmtold female suffering, not only with the laws of health but with the
chance of a cure. I did not heed the warnings of headaches, organic
and general weariness, until I was well nigh prostrated. I knew I
ad to do something. Happily I did the right thing. I took Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound faithfully, according to directions,
and was rewarded in a few weeks to find that my aches and pains disappeared, and I again felt the glow of health through my body. Since
I have been well I have been more careful, I have also advised a number
of my sick friends to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and they have never had reason to be sorry. Yours very truly,
Mrs. May Fairbanks, 216 South 7th St., Minneapolis, Minn.’* (Mrs. Fairbanks is one of the most successful and highest salaried travelling saleswomen in the West.)

Eains,

When women are troubled with

irregular, suppressed or painful menstruation, weakness, leueorrhoea, displacement or ulceration of the womb, that
of the ovaries, backache, bloating (or
inflammation
bearing-down feeling,
flatulence), general debility, indigestion, and nervous prostration, or are
beset with such symptoms as dizziness, faintness, lassitude, excitability, irritability, nervousness, sleeplessness, melancholy, “all-gone” and “want-to-beleft-alone
feelings, blues, and hopelessness, they should remember there is
one tried and true remedy.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
at once removes suoh troubles. Refuse to buy any other medicine, for you
need the best.

)ear Mrs. Pinkham :—For over two years
jred more than tongue can express with
7 and bladder trouble. My physician proed my trouble catarrh of the bladder,
1 by displacement of the womb. I had a
ent desire to urinate, and it was very painnd lumps ot blood would pass with the

1

•where.

receiving

■

—

—# —

—

-——-

.V.uv

■

■

against leaving the of the first application of cream and
powder. Wash again in clean, warm
water, dry gently and if vou wish,, dust
with a little powder.
The girl who follows this plan will
not escape tan altogether.
Probably
she will not wish to
escape it, but will
rather seek to have some evidence in
her complexion of her out door life.
But at least, she is not likely to redden
and blister and peel and be an
eye-sore
to others and a distress to herself until
the time when her face has burned to a
uniform hard red or brown.

inrough carelessness

have

let their

IRRIGATED ACRE

ONE

the benefit to the skin must be
Also had backache
often.
mbt from within outward, not
After writing to you, very
and
your
m without, alone.
That is, tile body
to my letter, I followed your advice, and
st be kept in good working order by
lat you and Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege'fnis exercise and proper food anil
table Compound have cured me. The
a the foundation will he laid for a
medicine drew my womb into its proper
■d complexion. Xot all the external
place, and then I was well. I never feel
lications in the world will help
any pain now, and can do my housework
'•out
these
fundamentals.
But
3.”
Mrs. Alice Lamon, Kincaid, Miss.
n these are secured, there are other
.-rs to be done to
preserve the comNo
other
medicine
for
female ills in the world has received
vion in order to make the face atSuch widespread and unqualified endorsement.
ict ive.
the first place, the face must he
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women to write her for advice.
clean.
Xot only by mere washShe has guided thousands to health. Address,
witli water and a cloth, or even
Lynn, Mass.
by
ise of
soap and water, but by
•■thing more thorough than these,
VW| UJUU, lunss*
surface soil may lie taken from
skin by the ordinary washing, but
*-t the dust from the
pores a more have naturally good skins or who have
ICE BOUND STONINGTON.
al course must he followed.
An taken proper cave ot them. To redeem
-•ait must be selected that will their looks
they must follow the process Impressive Polar Pictures Around the
n the skin and coax the dirt from
I have described above and do even
Granite Isle.
nterstices.
more.
They must take up facial masThe ice pictures in and about Ktoningmuch care cannot he given to sage more
thoroughly, rubbing the lined
-election of the cream or skin food forehead round and round witii the ton are the most wonderful arctic creabitterer it may be that is used for linger tips,
always stroking upwards. tions of the century in that section and
purpose. Cold creams by the score This circular movement is to be given the oldest
inhabitant of that island of
•■'■ he
purchased, but a large pro por- to the cheeks and about the eyes as
'd these do more harm than good, well.
longevity fails to recall anything like it.
A great many women have a
dally if applied to a delicate skin.
tendency All along over the harbor front Camp
'•er they make it so tender that it to double chins as
they advance in life, Island to Isle an Ilaut, a distance of
is and scales
readily, or else they and this, too, they combat by rubbing, about six miles, it is frozen. Speaking
mote a growth of' hair, or
they drawing the tiesli upward from the of it a correspondent says in an exrsen the skin.
Hut there are good throat towards the chin and stroking
change:
creams and if one will take
pains with the palm of the hand.
We passed Peggie’s Island where
not hard to make a choice.
All this advice is not meant only for Capt. Scott has a
large piggery and
order to get the best result for middle aged
women, however, although duckery.
were going upon the,
face, it should be cleansed at bed- they need it more than young girls. ice and toHoys
the very door of the duck
First, it should be washed with These latter have the insolence of
house, and from where we stood we
it cloth dipped in warm water and youth.
They scorn these precautions, could see girls going off towards Mark
lied on a good soap, or dipped in apparently
thinking that their beauty Island, three miles from the mainland,
ond meal.
To some skins the lat- of skin and color will abide with them with their
cameras, all eager to get the
is unsuited and their owner would forever. Once in a while one will
find best views of the newly formed terri'
•veil to confine themselves to a good a girl who is
prudent enough to appre- tory. This time we struck out for
>p.
Highly scented soaps should be ciate the fact that she cannot treat her Crotch Island by Two Bush,
directly
•iiled.
A sponge should not be used skin with utter
neglect and expect it to over the deepest part of the channel,
the face, pleasant as is the touch of retain its
and on, on, over the vast sheet of ice,
beauty.
'tThe best judges say it is im“But what can I do?” says one of
stopping often to examine the huge
-sible to keep a sponge
entirely them. “Must I give up golf and bi- boulders thrown onto the shore.
in, whereas the cloth can be made cycling and horseback riding and boatHere the huge cakes had broken apart,
tiseptic. When the face has been ing in order to take care of my com- while the heavy
southwest wind which
ashed—and the cloth should go into plexion?”
was blowing in from the ocean caused
the corners and be
applied again
By no means. On the contrary, it is a tremendous undertow which seemed
1 again—the face must be rinsed in
by such exercise as this that one keeps to move the ice cakes, although the
rin water and patted
dry with a soft one’s body in order and insures a good water did not touch them, upon the
vel. in washing or in wiping stroke complexion. But do not be careless of
shore. Then would be heard the most
face upwards.
the skin in your zeal foi outdoor sports. I dismal
sounds; first like the shrieking of
These tilings ought you to do and not hundreds of insane
demons, then whist“Id be taken on the linger
tips anil leave the others undone. Before you ling, then grinding like the creaking of
bed into the skin, with outward and go for
your outing rub a very little co'd a vessel’s shrouds in a storm, then
dying
“ aril strokes
from the middle of the cream or skin food into your face. Bub
away as the undertow receded, leaving
The rubbing should not be too it in well, so tiiat it will be
a low moaning sound like that of disabsorbed,
1 and yet there should be
enough not left to lie on thesurfaee. Then wipe tant thunder, then mingling with the
'.sure brought to produce a
glow and the face off with a soft cloth or flannel heavy roll outside the islands, returning
Hmulate the circulation. Each part dipped in a little pure powder. Plain about
every forty seconds.
be face should be treated in detail, talcum is
good for this, or even cornWe paused beside a huge boulder
forehead should he stroked from starch. I)o this work
so
that
about
carefully,
twelve feet square, all covered
middle towards the temples and up the powder will not lie on the skin in with
ice, just in shape of a sugar loaf.
mis the hair. The temples should streaks. It is to
protect the pores from As the tide came in it would rise and
rubbed and the corners about the dust and dirt. Then go ahead anc.
enjoy cant to one side, then roll back like a
s
where the first wrinkles display your horseback or bicycle ride or
your great animal. It seemed to rise about
1
iselves should receive special atten- row or your game and don’t
think of a foot. We stood near enough to place
AU around the eyes the flesh your complexion. You have
nothing our hand on the boulder as it rose and
“Id be massaged and the cold cream more to do about it until
you are at fell.
As connection' by steamer from
“bed in thoroughly. The lower
part home again.
Boston is done we now have only
be face, the skin about the
When you are back in the house, pro- steamer
lips and
Monhegan from Portland, and
here the smile or the droop of the ceed to cleanse your face
by very much Mineola from Rockland.
So about?
“uth has left lines must be treated, the same method that
you use at bed- 10:30 the Monhegan is seen coming in
iterwards the cold cream must be time. Wipe off the dust with a
the harbot, slowly cutting Her way
damp
ped from the face with a soft cloth cloth and then wash it in warm water
up. She does her best under commaud
““I the skin again washed and dried. If Never
put cold water on the fate after of one of the most efficient captains,
: is
very dry in tendency a little more exercising. Apply the eream,. wiping it but after
passing' Crotch Island about
very little more—cold cream may off with a soft cloth. You will
half way to the harbor; Capt. Archibald'
rubbed in and left on overnight, but find a good deal of dust on thisprobably
in spite was obliged to stop as some part of the
m

ssms fall into a bad state.
They will
get off so easily as the women who

f
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Our live stock

established in

A

Card.

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to

refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
to cure your cough or oold. We also
guarantee a 25-oent bottle to prove
satisfactory
or money refunded.
6mo 48'
A. A. Howes * Co.
W. 0. Poor A Son.

wheel

It

Los Anoet.es, Calif., Feb. 25. The
Sacramento valley of California is a
land of big farms. Private estates run
all the way from one thousand to one
hundred thousand

It was once

acres.

consequence of the expansion of the
industry in foreign lands which had
learned to use American labor-saving
machinery, the tendency toward big
farms was not checked, but rather ac-

celerated,

since

holdings

many

were

consolidated in the process of mortgage
foreclosures.
Although the Sacramento valley is
blessed with most abundant water sup-

Brooks Lodge of Good Templars has
plies, irrigation is not generally emthe following resolutions in memployed. There is little rainfall from adopted
ory of Georgia Reynolds, a member of the
May to November, yet grain and decid-

Ill Kind You Han Always Bought

lodge:

grown without artificial
But the big farms are not

fruits

uous

are

moisture.

uneieas,

again entered

nearly all they

and

they produce

And

so

they
coin*

***&•

I have been visiting a farm in the
Sacramento Valley which consists of
one single acre of irrigated land and
\yhich makes a better home and larger
net income for its owner than many of
his neighbors enjoy on places of thousands tif acres each. The little farm is
at Orland, in (rich County, and is the
property of a man named Samuel
Cleeks, who lias grown did and gray
while tilling it for the past thirty years.
Mr. Cleeks tells me that lie lias tto

difficulty

whatever in

making

our

one

buy

"going and

consume,

pay tribute to others

j

ire sum messenger Death lias

a com-

fortable living from this one acre of
irrigated land. Xot only so, but lie is
able to save an average of four hundred

poultry products to sell to those who
The United States Department of
getting poorer every year in carry- Commerce and Labor lias issued a
reing on big farms without irrigation. I port of the electric
and power
light
was so curious to know how lie could
stations of the country.
get such good results from so small an
give

me a

Maine has
50 of which

list

a

I

sage

bed;

2 tomato

vines;

The

this prosperous one-acre
in the midst of the great

farm, set
wheat ranches
of the Sacramento
Valley, has a certain bearing on the

great popular movement aiming at the
repeal of existing laws under which the
nation’s lands are being recklessly

squandered.
In the face of such examples of the
productive capacity of irrigated laud
under intensive cultivation, why should
we continue to give away three hundred and twenty acres to a single individual, or twice as much to a man

and his wife?

what we are
Desert Land Law.
And every time we do it we shut the
door of hope in the face of ten or
twenty families who might get iiomes
on- the public domain if the unit of
entry were cut down to a reasonable

doing under

This is

the

figure—say, thirty

or

sixty

acres.

Save the lands for the real housebuilder!Widliam-E. Smyths.

in

8tf

Hi
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H

BURNHAM,

Lt;t ngfoi-

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

MAINE.

DivNioii.

Why is it They so Seldom
Agree With lls?
What's the reason the things we like
beet so seldom seem to agree with nst
Maybe it’s because we overeatof them
Then follows a It ef Indigestion.
Only lasts a day or two perhaps. But
It's a most uncomfortable day or two.
We don't mean to abuse our stomach*
but we all do It more or leas. We see
thing* we want and can’t resist
the longing for them. When It’s too
But
l*t* tf* regret our rashness.
there's a way to escape the consequences of such Indiscretions. A dost
of n good dlgestant like Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will relieve you at once.
Indigestion is always due to the
•amecsuse. Your stomach Is too weak
to digest what jou eat. It needs rest
You can't rest It by going without
food.
Tbat would mean starvation.
But Kodol Dyspepsia Cure willrestlt.
It does tbe stomach’s work. In th*
mean time the tired ergan is gaining
fresh strength. Before long it will be
is strong as ever.
Yon don't htvo to
diet. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will diof
kind
wholsome food.
rest any
“I had stomsdh troeW* fomr years,” says
See. ft, Oolbath. Alpeaa, Mick., "which was
w bad that at times I was forced to remain

Ii

II

Embargo

Ice

in

Pern bscot

V.ay.

StPiimci'-i triiij'niaiiij wiiliiirawn from route.
Service will he resumed upon the opening of

navigation.
;

FKE1) W. i'OTK. \gent.Belfast*
CALVIN AUSTIN.
\
President and General Manager,
F"»ter‘*. Wharf, Boston.

British

America

Assurance

Company,

Toronto.
ASSETS DECEMBER

31,1903.

Stocks and bond!?..$1,009,971 59
Cash in office and in bank
109,720 7 1

Agents'balances.

.......—

Interest and rents.

205,83978
11.833 20

Gr< ss assets.81,454.392 25
Deduct items not admitted.
27,057 39.
Admitted

31. 1

003.

Net unpaid losses. .100,780 14
Unearned premiums
849,771 77
over all liabilities.
479.749 98

Surplus

Total liabilities and surplus_$1,427,304 89
FIELD *& QUIMBY. Agents, Belfast. Me.
3\*7

Notice of Sale.
Pursuant to a license from the Honorable
.Judge ot J rebate for the County of Waldo. !
shall sell at public auction on
Saturday, the nineteenth day ..t March, A. D. umi4. at ten
o'clock lithe forenoon, mi the premises ail Mm
right Cti.
ami interest which George K. Walk, r
mo- of
.Monroe, in irid County ot Waldo. deceased. nae'
91 am to the
d-;-.ei ibed real Mate, vi/
Jollowii^j
Certain lot or-parcel of land, bounded on the
north by the McDaniel road, so called, on tlie
cast by laud of Henry w cbher. and on the south
by land owned by .foMah Walker, lat- of said
Monroe, at the time "f his decease, and on the
west by land <*f Susan Pmal. containing thirteen
acres, more or less, sain real estaic being situateil

Dyspepsia Core

EARY RISERS

VluODV. DR»;«w*st

-ai-i town of Monroe.
ANo one undivided half of a eertain lot or
par
;-f kind, with buildings thereon, situated m
said MVPn:-, being tin- homestead farm owned
and ocrupkw ?'v *nid dosl -h W.dker at the turnof his decease, containing one hundred and
eighty-seven acres, mov- or
8;iid sale being subject d-fhe right ami interest
of the widow of said Ge« rge M Walker, m ami to
said premises.
Dated this seventeenth day of February. A. I).
1904.
aw?
MAL'\ .L WALK Kit, Administratrix.
cel

Dr. Emmons’

Monthly llfgdlatoi has brought happiness to I
minmei!* *?f an\ioi;s women. There is positive- I
iy no other remedy known to medical science
that will s«, quickly and safely do the work.
|
Longest ami most obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at any stage.
No pain, danger, or interference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
cases where others have failed.
A N NT A I. NT A T K M K N T
The most difficult cases successful1'}' treated by mail, and beneficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundrt ds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further particu
lars and free confidential advice. Do not put off
LOWELL. MASS.
too long. All letters truthfully answered. Re- !
member, this remedy is absolutely safe under
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1903.
every possible condition and positively leaves 1
no after ill effect upon the health.
Sent by mail, Real estate..§ 14.250 00
securely sealed. $2.00. Money letters should be Mortgage loans... 75,311 oo
registered. DR. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tre- Collateral loans
12 350 00
mont St., boston. Mass.
Stocks ano bonds. 530.886 25
Cash in office and in bank.
26,188 06
Agents’ balances..
17,433 OO
The Manchester Assurance
Interest and rents.
3,426 79

j

1

Traders and Mechanics Ins. Co.

Company

of

j

England.

ASSETS DECEMBER

Admitted assets.

assets.$679,824 70
31, 1903.

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Real estate.$
2,000 00
Stocks and bonds. l,408,260 no
Cash in office and bank.
104,302 13
A
205.796 22
gents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
341 42
Interest and rents.
13,454 17
All other assets.
67 98

Miss Antique—I can trace my descent
for tlie last hundred years.
Miss Custique—So long as that; You
don't look a day over 60.—St. Paui Pioneer
Press.

Admitted

31, 1903.

Net unpaid losses.
...$
1,100
Unearned premiums. 311,375
All other*llabilities.
6,608
Surplus over all liabilities
360,742
Total liabilities and surplus. 679 324
...

00
22
53
95
70

James PAnEE^ SON. Agents, Belfast Me.

1

..$1,734,221 92

Norwich

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1903.

Union

Fire

Insurance

Society,

Norwich, England.

Net

unpaid losses.$ 104,948 90
Unearned premiums
1,033,91691 j
All other liabilities
20,780 S7 I
Surplus over all liabilities.
574,575 2*
..

Foul Bieath,

3W7

Catarrh, Headache,

Metropolitan

ASSETS DECEMBER

INABILITIES DECEMBER

unpaid losses.$ 4,472
Unearned premiums
177,990
411 other liabilities
16.727
3ash capital
200,000
Surplus over all liabilities. 184,440

..

..

Total

6,68116
11,496 25

liabilities and surplus. $583,630 30
QU1MBY, A cents, Belfast, Me*
3w7

Hospitality at
Small Expense

Gross assets..........*2.982,54411
Deduct items not1 admitted;.
23,722 34

277,47s 75
229,491 i_*
*23,203 48
2,865 60

assets.$2,631,429

89

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1903.
S'et unpaid losses. $ iso,128 21
Jnearned premiums. 1,556,244 59
Ml other liabilities.
40,405 58
Surplus over all liabilities—
854,651 oi
Total

liabilities and surplus. $2,631,4293!)

j
97
17
06
00
10

FIELD &

395,10180

40,000 oo
2,069,054 7r»

$583,630 30

31, 1903.

<Tet

31; 1903;
Real estate
.* 255,500 00
Stocks and bonds.
2,252,563 28s
Cash ip office and bank..........
60,100 66
Agents’ balances.
11.101 06
...,

Admitted

Gross assets.$591,813 08
Deduet items not admitted.
8,182 78

DECEMBER

InterestandtCnti..
assets.a

31,1903.

Admitted assets.

31, 1903.

Gross assets.$2,642,093 7o
Deduct items not admitted
10,664 31

stocks and bonds. .$479,231 93
["ash in < fTice and bank..
29,806 79
Interest and rents.
3,41^65
411 other assets.
79,557 71

Maryland Casualty Company,' Baltimore.

All other

Insurance Com-

pany of New York.

F. A. Bottom, druggist, Cookshire. Qtie., says:
“For 20 years 1 suffered from Cat. rrh. My breath
was very offensive even to myself. 1 tried everything which promised me a cure. In almost all
instances I had to proclaim them no good at all.
I was induced to try Dr. Agnew's Catarrhal Powder. I got relief instantly after the first application. It cured me and I am free fiom all the
effects of it.”
25
Dr. Agnew’s Ointment relieves eczema in
one day. 35c.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.

Bills receivable..

Plate Glass

DEC EM Ill'll

Stocks and bonds.
ash in office and in bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents...*
Ml other assets.

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,734,221 92

Are banished by l>r AgneW’s Catarrhal
Powder. It relieves in 10 Minutes.

ASSETS

ASSETS

Mortgage loans...$

Admitted assets. *2,958,821 77
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31; 19*3.
Entertainment—that Is, pleasure to your guests
Net unpaid losses. *502,598 45
-does not depend on the money yon spend, but
unearned premiums.
782,830 24
in your own knowledge of how to receive and exAll other liabilities, safety reserve...
100,00000 < bnd
hospitality. Christine Terhune Herrick tells
Dash capital.
750,000 00 ! ou all
about it. Postpaid, 50 cents.
Surplus over all liabilities.
823,393 08
E. J. CliODE, Publisher,
Total liabilities and surplus
.$ .*,958,821 77 1
3W8
tfo
156 Fifth Ave., New York.

ii i oil

wanuoiieiapcKsaie
Send for our free description blanks.
We require no payment
in advance.
We use our own money
to advertise your proper-

ty.

t*ver 300 sales in Maine
men from 20
St ates is our guarantee to
you that our methods are right.
If you want to buy a farm get our FREE
Catalogue. It will tell you where the bargains are and save you time and money.

since 1901 to

M. S. STILKs,
Brooks, Manager for Waldo County

■

.....

We Still Shine.

Westward the star of empire takes
its way, to be sure. Nevertheless, the
people of the New England States need
not be ashamed of their heritage.
In
the galaxy of sovereignties we are still

shining brightly.—Hartford Times.

—

a

89

assets.$1,427,304

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

m

13

story of

gl

reports

COMPANY,

and

total of 52 such stations

|

bed;

H

table, harmless and effectual. Where
no worms are present it acts aaaTonic,
corrects the condition of tlie mucous membrane ot the stomach and
bowels. A positive cure for (Jonstipntion and Biliousness, and a valuable
remedy in all the common complaints
of children. Price ?>’> cts. Ask your

market

our

LIBBY

ELIXIR
is the best worm remedy made. Tt 1ms
been in use since 1S51. is purely vege-

rh« (tmooi llttls pills far cosstlptUts.

are under private ownerof what the place contained. Here it
ship and two under municipal control
is:
The cost of constructing these staBarn and corral space, 75x75 feet;
tions was *4,824,850. The total earnrabbit hutch, 25x25 feet; house and ings from
operations last year were
The salaries and wages
porches, 30x30 feet; two windmill tow- $008,575.
amounted to $202,720. The total horse
ers, 10x1(1 feet each; garden, 40x94 feet;
power is 24,889 in engines and waterblackberries, 10x90 feet; strawberries, wheels and
20,498 in dynamos. The arc
05x90 feet; citrus nursery, 90x08 feet, lights furnished number 2254 and the
in which there are 2300 trees budded; incandescent 204,632.
Of the 50 private stations 38 are conone row of dewberries, 100 feet long; 4
trolled by corporations and eight by
apricot trees; 2 oak trees; 3 peach trees; individuals. They have paid $41,890
in
6 fig trees; 10 locust trees; 30 assorted dividends. Coal is the fuel used, 18,153
roses; 20 assorted geraniums; 12 lemon tons, at a cost of $75,100 or $4.15 a ton.
have paid out $3,007 for injuries
trees, bearing, which are seven years They
and repairs. The overhead system of
old; lime tree, nine years old and bear- wires is used wholly in Maine.
There are 1186 miles of main wires
ing, from which were sold last year 100
dozen limes; 8 bearing orange trees; 4 and 467 miles of feeders. The stations
use 6022 horse power of direct
breadfruit trees; 5 pomegranate trees; together
current constant voltage, 741 direct
one pateh of bamboo; 3 calla lilies; 4 current constant
amperage and 13,465
prune trees; 3 bine gum trees; 6 cypress of the alternating and polyphase curtrees; 4 grapevines; 1 English ivy; 2 rent. Of the 204,332 incandescent lamps
in use in Maine at the present time,
honeysuckles; one seed bed; one violet 196,102 are of the 16-candle
power type.
stnnHs nf hpps

ffl

H

TRUE’S

iewitrs lime

are

that 1 asked him to

M

See

j

children, convulsions.

Kodol

dollars a year beside. lie lias money
to loan, as well as fruit, vegetables and

area

■
■
H

market.

this paper.

our fraternal fold and taken
midst our sister, Georgia Reyof
nolds,
our loved and highly cherished members; therefore, he it
Resolved, That by this visitation of Divine Providence our lodge has sustained
tlie loss of one whose modest demeanor,
moral integrity, and rectitude of character,
have endeared tier to all with whom she as1
sociated.
Resolved, That while it is with deep sorrow that we consign to the
grave the form
of one whose lovely youth gave much of
the
for
promise
future, yet we will not
mourn or complain, but will trust In the
loving kindness of our Heavenly Father
who doeth all things well.
Resolved, That we accept this affliction
as a repetition of the warning given to ns
SO many times, “lie ye also ready,” and
that it shall be to us an inspiration for a
higher conception of our dulies and responsibilities to each other and to the community with which we are associated.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days in respect to the
memory of our deceased sister.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family of the deceased, and
also to the Temperance Record and The Republican Journal for publication and that
la bed. At last I was ladaoad to try KodM
a cofly be spread upon the records of our
Dyspepsia Curs from which I received Imlodge.
mediate relief and a faw bottlee effected e
complete core.**
Respectfully submitted in F. IT. and 0.
Marcf.i.lus J. Dow, I Committee
Charles 0. Varney,
on
Grace E. Dow,
1 Resolutions.
Cures All Stomach Troubles.
Prepared only by E.cnsWrr* a Oo. Ohleaaa
Thell. bottle contslna SM times the tec stsa.
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS IN MAINE.

from

prosperous. They are largely cultivated
by tenants and are strangely devoid of
features which make the true California farm one of the most delightful
home-spots in the world,' The men on
the land sell all

Pi

midst of sister Jennie E. Miller to become
a gleaner in verdant fields and
pastures
new in the suminerland just over the border ; therefore, be it
Resolved, That in her transition to the
higher life Tranquility Grange has lost a j
ready and willing worker who was prompt
to the call of duty in our field of labor, and !
be it
Resolved, That this grange extends its
sympathy to the bereaved family of our departed sister, and be it further
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
upon our records, that a copy be sent to the
bereaved family and to The Republican
Journal for publication and that our charter be draped in mourning thirty days.
Assu! B. Mui.i.in,
) Committee
on
MykJbki.t, Ri ss,
Lena McKinney, ) Resolutions.

profitable to farm vast areas in grain.
Whim'this speculation began to fail, in

puffing and littering

CASTOR
IA
Por Infants and Children.

Tranquility Grange, Lincolnville, has
adopted the following resolutions:
Whereas, By a decree of Nature our ranks
have been broken by the removal from our

Produced in California.

in

II

RES0LUTI0NS1T0F RESPECT.

Ab she loomed up,to make her way
For Over Sixty lean,
on, she was Bunted by the crowd on
shore, and instantly the ice was covered
An Otto AND WblD-TBIED Kbmkdy.
with people of all descriptions. The Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
freight wastaken out, passengers walk- used for ovter sixty years by millions of
ing out with'grips ana teams weTe fly- mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
ing with baggage. Job Goss of Crotch softens
the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
Island, 88 years old, walked across to colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
see the sights, seemingly as smart as
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
most men of SO.
in every part of the world. Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
He sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and take no other.
was

broken.

And What

often

years’

us if you have live stock to sell.
We will keep you posted on the

^
V

variableappetite; foul tongue; offensive
breath; hard and full belly with occasionalgriplngsaml pains about the navel;
eyes heavy and dull; itching of the nose;
short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
starting during sleep; slow fever; and

1805.

We guarantee quick
returns at market values. Write

Hundreds of children and adults have
M worms, but are treated for other diseases.
The symptomsare:—indigestion, with a
m

m

as

best judges

*

aa ever.

it

Urease on the face all night.
Ibis is not a very troublesome busillH"8> although it may seem a burden to
* 11 red
woman when she goes to bed.
but like every other care of the
body it
ls 4
matter of habit and once establisht,ie custom of giving five, minutes
•u bed
time to beautifying comes to be
“‘ken as a matter of course. If a
■'oiuan thinks the preservation of her
•‘"npiexion worth while, she will not
rudge this small amount of time beonved upon it.
1 have
spoken of this sort of thing
1(
'»g done for the preservation of the
‘"npiexion. If it is necessary to wom‘" who
have good skin in the first place,
1 >s much
more essential for those who
not
blest in this respect, or who
t!l‘

SCENE IN YOKOHAMA.

This is n t a seen.- from a comic opera, but an actual view of Yokohama,
Civilization has advanced very rapidly in the
of Jap n's great cities.
Land of the Chrysnntlu mum. but the streets and the people are as picturesque

•••■

■

STREET

one

.something not entirely due to
;n their coloring.
Her rose leaf
skin is still to be seen, although

il actuating as when it
iltogether home made. Her lig-!.<• has been able to retain by dint
Mcrcisc and she is still a beautiful
in.
But has it been worth while?
are very few women who would
k so, or who thinking so would be
'o give the time to achieve the rerun few find it feasible to follow
rules by which Patti declares she
held her youth with her so long—
square meals a day, eight hours
■p at night and three hours exercise
v in the
It would be a
open air.
d thing if every woman could allow
■If this treatment, but it is not for
■
who must work in their homes or

methods.

was

experience.

Worms

■

A

ni

•f
iy not he

our

Our salesmen have had 20

■

aiuiougii

If you have live stock to sell

business

'■

-ni'Miui,

We save

it is worth dollars to you to inves-

line to ask of Fate,
mi the beautiful woman must take
of her good looks. Nature may
aw these but she does not underOnce in a
to keep them in order.
season one finds a woman whose
to
take
seems
care
of itplexion
iuit she is such an exception that
hardly worth while to bring her
The majority
into consideration.
omen have to work to keep their
in order and their efforts must be
11._ire strenuous if they have been
ess of them in youth.
.■a
i speak of care of the comon ! do not mean that one must
herself too constantly to this
Very few busy women can afgive the time that complexion
.gists
declare essential to the
\ atiou
of beauty.
When one
woman who does all demanded
in this line, she is not likely to
'eisure for anything else,
In her
now one
such woman.
• •id
dn' was the acknowledged
it her native place.
Her comn was like a rose leaf, her figure
Xijuisite. her features were regu1 laving won the reputation of a
y she felt she must live up to it.
is done so ami it has taken ail
line
At forty-live she is still eui in preserving her charms.
She
rises until eleven o’clock. She
>st diligent in the care of her diet,
time she spends upon facial and
massage leaves her little for
dug else.
Verily, she lias her reIIet golden tresses are plenti11m

market direct to the

shipper the speculator’s

the

profits.

wish to be good looking? If so,
must have been, in the childish
That
m\ “too good to be true.”
mless she was already so pretty
she felt she had nothing more in

:!

We sell eacli week live stock

Brighton

Milkmen and Butchers.

there ever

is

Live Stock Commission busi-

a

ness.

Etc.
lit. i!K)4, bv Christine Terlume

raised

was

in Massachusetts we have been do-

j

1WANYILLE.

Charles Marden was hart by a colt Sunlay and is confined to the house—A. Eugene Nickerson of Portland was in town
he first of the week
Fred M. Nickerson,
the popular teacher of Prospect, began the
spring term of High school at the Centre
last Monday....George T. Nickerson had a
very sick horse last week. Dr. Darling
was called and the animal is much better.
_Traveling on our roads has been bad
all winter. N. A. Gray got upset the other
day, but no harm was done.Albert
Datum has had an attack of pneumonia, but
is much improved... Harold Harriman is
very sick....Mrs. E. C. Marden and daughter Kuth have returned from Centre Conway, N. H. and Ruth is attending the High
school....Mrs. E. H. Littlefield is on the
the sick list_Paul Bradford of North
Searsport is boardiug with Mary F. Nickerson and attending the High school.
—

peculiarity ot Royal has been
noted by physicians, and they accordingly

“

Powder is

baking by

the best

SEARSPORT

i*

people everywhere.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

County

used

CO., NEW YORK.

Correspondence.

LOCALS.

|
;

Walter Moody is confined to his hed.
He was threatened with pneumonia, but is
now on the mend.

Capt. A. L. Carver returned to Portland
Friday.
Hazel and Annie Smart are in South
Chas. F. Treat arrived by train Tuesday
Brooks visiting their grandparents, Mr.
evening.
and Mrs. Ezra Patch.
Mrs. N. C. Shute is visiting friends in
The report that Herbert Black and HorDetroit, Me.
ace Robbins of this town had sold
their
Miss Emma Ilichborn is in Stockton for farms is incorrect.
They have not sold yet.
I
short visit.
Mrs. H. T. Scribner is in Swanville
Jefferson Alexander of Belfast was in
taking care of the wife of A. T. Nickerson,
town last week.
I whose home was recently blessed with a
Mrs. B. C. Smith returned last week from fine
boy.
a short visit in Augusta.
The remains of Mrs. B. J. Merrithew,
Letter uncalled for at the Searsport post
who died at the home of her granddaughter,
office—Mr. C. A. French.
Mr. Charles Reilly, in Monroe, Feb. 17th,
Mrs. C. E. Rice has returned from a pro- were brought to the Merrithew cemetery
in this town Feb. tilth and placed in the
tracted visit with her daughters.
Rev. R. G. Ilarbutt occupied the Cong’l Nichols’ tomb. Mrs. M. was formerly of
this town and was the widow of Jeremiah
pulpit at Skowhegan last Sunday.
0. Merrithew. She leaves two daughters
Miss Philbrook of Shelbourne, X. II., is
—Mrs. Amanda Small of Boston and Mrs.
the guest of Miss Deborah Williams.
Geneva Walker of Island Falls, Me., and
Town meeting Monday, March 14th. The one
son, Otis B. Merrithew of Boston.
warrant will be posted next Saturday.
The remains of Mrs. Belinda Bray, who
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Black are receivilied at the home of her nephew, Mr. Howing congratulations on the birth of a son.
ard Moore, in Frankfort, Feb. 20th, were
The Reading Circle of the Cong’l society brought to this place for interment. Mrs.
will meet with Mrs. Nickerson Friday at 2
Bray was formerly of this town and was
9S years old. She was the oldest person in
p. m.
Miss Hazel Andrews of Thorndike, Me., Frankfort. Mrs. Bray had been married
five times.
is tlie gues* of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. MosShe leaves one half-brother,
m a n.
Joseph Massure of Winterport. She was
respected by all who had the pleasure ol
A. T. <:nby issued a very pretty calendar Hu.- year- a portrait of Madame Lillian her acquaintance and was very active for
one of her years.
Nordica.

a

Phillips Williams, Robert Grinnell and
Herbert Havener arrived home this week
from Kents Hill.
Mrs. James B. Parse left by train Monwhere she will
n.eel Capt. Parse.

day morning for Portland,

The Waiuo County Veteran Association
will meet with Freeman McGilvery Post, G.
A.

K., Thursday, March lid.

Mrs. Hattie Nichols is spending a few
weeks in North Berwick,the guest of her
granddaughter, Mrs. Tnpper.
The monthly contribution for parish expenses will be taken at the Congregational
church next Sunday morning.
Rev. and Mrs. G. H., Hamilton are in
Portland for a few days Jhis week, visiting
their son, Mr. Ernest Hamilton.
Don't forget the sociai at the vestry of the
Methodist church next Tuesday evening.
Cake, coffee, and games. Ten cents.

sympathy of the community in the loss of
their youngest child, who died last week.
Mrs. A. W. Blanchard and children left
Saturday for California, where they will
join Capt. Blanchard of the ship Bangalore.

THE REASON WHY THE BEST

V

FOREIGN PORTS.

Montevideo, Jan. 12. Sid, ship Cora,
Nor.) Buenos Ayres.
Anjer, Jan. 21.
Passed, ship Manuel

Iron and Brass

Llaguno, Singapore for Boston.
Barbados, Feb. 13. In port, sch. Joseph
W. Hawthorn, Jacksonville for Portland |
repairing).
j
Havana, Feb. 12. Ar, schs. Carrie Strong,,

—

Mobile: 18, Daisy Farliu, Pascagoula: Alice

Is that

Newcastle,

N. S. W., Feb. 24. Ar, ship
Great Admiral, Watts, Port Elizabeth.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

BELFAST,

N AINE.

cation... Miss Linda Chase closed a verysuccessful term of school last week in
North Monroe. She was presented by her

pupils with

handsome manicure set,
which shows the esteem in which she was
held by them.Miss Louisa Wingate,
who has had cataracts on her eyes, was
treated during the past
year by Dr.
Clough of Bangor. On a recent visit there
it was found that the cataracts had disappeared without an operation. This is the
second case Dr. Ciough lias had in which
the cataracts were removed by local
treatment.

Report
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Market
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Brighton, Mass.,
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From
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New Hampshire...
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TO CURE

A

COLD

IN

ONE

FOR SALE BY

HENRY STAPLES
nvw

covering for the head is all you
bonnet, but if you care for the
coinfort of being well dressed, the satisfaction of style, the knowledge that you
are wearing as good hat as the best makers produce, buy a liUYEK, equal to any
$5.00 hat for quality.
If

DAY

72
35

80

20
30
50
62

188
130
172
40
27

80

120

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

j

Retail Price.

«

I

will order you

an-

j

j
j

1

Retail Market.

Beef, corned, P lb, 8(610
65; Butter
20
Salt, 14 lb,
701

Hogs have advanced 4 cent, dressed weight,
in the last few days.
The best hogs sold for 74 cents, dressed
weight; fair hogs, 6if cents, dressed weight;
stags and old sows sold at 4 cents, dressed

appendicitis the following day, which was
performed by Dr. Hunt of Bangor assisted
by Dr. .1. E. Cook. Although every thing

done that could be for the little
sufferer,
continued to grow gradually worse
until death ensued. The deceased was 10
I years of age, a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
Master ('has. Clark has built a sled and Lewis
Thompson. Site was an unusually
manufactured a harness, and in the shafts ambitious child and
the parents and familyhe drives a tandem team—a sheep and a are overwhelmed
with grief.
NotwithHis team is well broken and the
goat.
standing the severity of the weather, the
little chap and his young friends enjoy a
funeral, which was held at the church, was
royal good time.
largely attended. The services were
!
Misses Rebecca Ross and Henrietta Ger- ducted by Rev. J. C. Lamb of
Troy, and
interment was made in the Pond cemetery,
ry will entertain a Christian Endeavor
masquerade sociable at the social rooms The floral tributes were many and beautinext Thursday evening.
If stormy it will ful and it is rarely that such a quantity is
be on Friday evening. All are cordially in- seen on one occasion. The bereaved
familyvited, and as many as possible are request- wish to extend .thanks to their neighbors
ed to mask.
j and friends for their sympathy and kindSubject at the Methodist church next ness during the sickness of their little one.
The following resolutions are published
bySunday morning, “1 Wish I Could, Aud
request :
Cau 1 ?” At 11.15 p, m. young
people’s meetTo the parents, brothers and sisters of
ing; subject, “Christ Stilling the Storms of the lamented Velma
Thompson:
Life”; leader, Miss Sarah Magoon ; at 7 p.
We, the undersigned, principal and
students of the Unity High school, alm., general service; subject, “Our Articles
of Faith”; leader, the pastor.
| though fully realizing how vain it is to gild
! a grief with words, yet we with all our
Fox hunting is a thing of the past in these 1 hearts extend to you our deepest sympathy.
We sincerely feel that each and all of us
parts, but the “chase” has been renewed. I
Sorrow’s grim hand
j have suffered loss.
A poor little rabbit was seen out on the
ice ; has reached us either directly or through
one morning and a few of our
venturesome ; the love we bear our dear classmates, Annie
youths who were enjoying the fine skating and Markie, touching us with sadness.
We repeat that our sympathy, weak as it
gave “chase” and ran him down just off the
is and inadequate as it must be to alleviate
island, capturing him alive. Harry Delano mental suffering and heal the wounded
reports that he can exhibit a “trained bun- heart, is truly yours.
ny” in a short time.
Harry Littlefield, Nellie York, Isadore
F. Stevens, Nora Reynolds, Lilia Wetzler,
north seaksport items.
Edna Whitten, Georgie L. Tozier, L. T.
Edna M. Adams, Lynn J. Stevens,
Charles H. Seavey is still confined to his Rand,
Albert E. Fisher, Harold F. Roseland,
bed.
Harold E. Harding, R. E. Coffin, Jacob L.
L. C. Jones of South Brooks was in town Ames, Jr., Eloda M. Page, Ora Pendleton,
Florence H. Taylor, Edith M. Frost, Mabel
last Saturday.
Willey, Guy Stevens.
Fred A. Scribner of the N. E. Telephone
Lottie Thompson, another daughter of
line was in town last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompson, who went
Mrs. Grace West of Jersey City, N. J., is to the hospital in Lewiston a few weeks ago
and submitted to an operation for appendivisiting the family of Will George.
is getting along finely.
citis,
She is exRaymond Ward of Searsport Harbor was
pected home next week.B. R. Hunt’s
at Mt. Ephraim last week on business.
condition is very much improved_The
Charles Thompson has returned from
residence occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Brooks, where he visited his sister, Mrs. Thomas was
sold to Rhode Island parties
John Hutchins.
recently.

weight.

was

The Libby Company.

she

SHIP NEWS.
AMERICAN PORTS.

j

con-!

New York, Feb. 24. Ar, sch. William 11.
Sumner, Carrabelle; sld, sch. Helen 6.
Moseley, Norfolk; cld, sch. Etna, I’once
and Guanica;25, cld, brig Havilah, Cardenas ; 26, cld, sch. Edward T. Stotesbury,

Norfolk.

Boston, Feb. 24. Ar, sch. Laura M. Lunt,
Fernandina; cld, sch. Daylight, Newport
News; 28, ar, sch. Gov. Ames, Newport
News; 29, ar, sch. Luther T. Garretson,

New York.
Philadelphia, Feb. 24. Ar, sch. Star of
the Sea, Black River, Ja.; 20, cld, sch. Clifford N. Carver, Cienfuegos; ar, sch. Medford, Richardson, Brunswick; 28, ar, sch.
Mabel Jordan, Turks Island.
Baltimore, Feb. 25. Sld, sch. Sallie I’On,
Cardenas.
Portsmouth, N. 11., Feb. 25. Sld, sell.
Van Allens Houghton, Carter, Baltimore.
Portland, Feb. 27. Ar, sch. Annie Bliss,
Elizabetbport for Belfast.
Brunswick, Ga., Feb. 23. Cld, sch. Ilenry
B. Fiske, Boston; 24, sld, sch. Will. E.
Downes, New York; 20, ar, schs. Nimbus,
New York; Tlieoline, Boston; 29, ar, sch.
Lyman M. Law, New York.
Wilmington, N. C., Feb. 23. Sld, sch.
Ralph M. Hayward, New York.
Galveston, Tex., Feb. 23. Ar, bark Matanzas, Dunn, Baltimore.
Savannah, Feb. 24. Ar, sch. Harold C.
Beecher, Stamford for Fernandina; 28, ar,
sch. Jose Olaverri, Newport News.
Gulfport, Feb. 23. Sld, sch. Estelle, Havana.

Fernandina,|Feb. 26. Sld, seh. James W.
Paul, Jr., New York; brig Jennie Uulbert,
Bridgeport; 29, ar, sch. Herald, New York.
Jacksonville, Feb. 26. Cld, schs. F. C.
Pendleton, Baltimore; Georgia Gilkey, New
York; 17, cld, sch. Helena, Surinam.
San Pedro, Cal., Feb. 20. Ar, ship Bangalore, Blanchard, Baltimoievia Port Los
Angeles.

Charleston, S. C., Feb. 29. Sld, sch. J. C.
Strawbridge, Coombs, Weymouth; in port
27th, bark Ethel and soh. Humarock for
Elizabethport.
Norfolk, March 1. Sld, sch. Jacob M. Haskell, South Boston.
New London, Feb. 29. Ar, sch. Charlotte
T. Sibley, Jacksonville.
Providence, Feb. 29. Sld, sch. Winslow
Morse, Bayonne, N. J.
Port Inglis, Fla., Feb. 29. Ar, sch. Henry
Crosby, Havana.

I will
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the market today
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SQUASH,

HAMS,

to Ginn & Field.
*******
*
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Belfast National Bank,
ESTABLISHED IN 18J6.

ORGANIZED AS NATIONAL HANK IN I8N'

Capital Stock $100,000, Stock Liability $100,000, Surplus $20,000
*

INTEREST AT 3 PER CENT.
This bank has opened an INTEREST DEPARTMENT and will issue certificates of deposit bearing interest at the rate of 3 per cent
which
per annum for full months on all certificates
shall have been outstanding not less than 4

Carriage Business
SHOVED
Having sold half interest in my carriage and
wheelwright business to K. A. MATTHEWS of
North Searsport, who has been the past, two
of Hath as
years in the employ of N. W HallMorison
carblacksmith, we shall move to the
riage shop on Washington street, near Dunbar s
stable, and in connection with our wheelwright

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

we shall be pr pared to do carnage
and jobbing under the firm
of GEO.jA. & E. a. MATTHEWS. Thankfavors, i trust we shall
the
for
the
public
past
ing
receive your patronage in the future.
Yours respectfully,
GEO. A. MATTHEWS,
2m9
Belfast, Maine.

At

$3.00, $5.00, $6.50 and $s.oo per year
unequalled in Eastern Maine a.
excelled in the United States for security a*;*lire and burglary.
Those renting boxe>

‘

GO WEST”

TO RAISE SHEEP,
Hut don't go west for references, Ini
of the people you KNOW \\

some

taking

Brown’s

Koyal Stomach

K.

the medicine that cures all .stomach t
and is sold on a guarantee. For sale
druggists and grocers.

ironing, horseshoeing

31, 1903.
Mortgage loans. $
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.

M

to the vault and the exclusive hand!:
their boxes.
by take chances of keeping
able? at home when for $3.00 per year y
avoid any care or worry?
access

name

Mercantile F. & M. Ins. Co., Boston, Mass.

■
■

vault is

business

“Every teaspoonful is worth a dollar aim
me,’’ so says William Arnold of No"
Ttf
avenue, Belfast, Maine.
to

KENT’S

ASSETS DECEMBER

Gross assets.

195,600 00
12,000 00
411,512 00
52,233 59
67,591 73
6,050 56

..$ 733,987 88

Admitted assets..
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

9 733,987 88

Is unlike any other on the market, foi
stead of impairing the appetite, retarde
the digestion and causing nausea, as n* »
all cough syrups do, |9i stimulates the ape
tite, promotes digestion and cures <•«>: s1
and all deramrements of the bronchial t’»'
and lungs. Full size bottle 25c. Trial
bottle 10 cents. For sale at

%

31. 1903.

Net unpaid losses..9
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities..

Cash capita!.
Surplus over all liabilities.—.

HI

a

TOTAL STOCK LIABILITY TO DEPOSITORS $220,000.

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS SOLICITED.

to

Edmund Wilson’s drug store for a box and took
a course of the treatment. Four boxes brought
such undoubted benefit that 1 have not the slightest hesitation in endorsing publicly Doan’s Kidney Pills. I have repeatedly advised their use
to friends and acquaintances whom I heard complaining of backache.”
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents a box.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
for the United States.
I
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
substitute.

than any

are

SIGNS OF SPRING.

L

about,

me

they

Prompt delivery.

by hard work in my younger days and
heavy lifting, when I made an attempt at overexertion was always rewarded with excruciating twinges across the loins that on some occasions I dropped what was in my hands. AdverPills led

goods

B. D. FIELD,9 Successor

caused

Kidney

the old

--

SUGAR CURED
BACON.

when it eased up a little and relief followed. I
iiave always noticed that during inclement
weather, or if I caught cold, the attacks were
much more aggravated. At all events if not

tisements about Doan’s

bought all of my goods last Jh-eemh.price, before the rise in con
therefore l can sell cheaper and

1

P. S.

CRANBERRIES,
YARMOUTH BLOATERS,

GREATEST

I

BLUE TRADING STAMPS

C£ LERY,

the business center, says: ‘I have had attacks
sharp piercing pain in the small of my back
und through my kidneys for a number of years.
When they were in the acute stage some mornings when 1 got out of bed my back felt lame and
three hours until

STREET.

MAIN

12

BERMUDA ONIONS,

[>f

or

RUBBER GOODS

Oil Coats, Hats, Rubber Mittens.
Aprons and Umbrellas.

l(KAI>Y-MAI>E .sl’IT

HUBBARD

Because it’s the evidence of a Belfast citizen.
Testimony easily investigated.
The strongest endorsement of merit.
The best of proof. Read it:
Samuel L. Moore, two and a half miles from

for two

BOYS*

MEN’S AND

FREEH HORSERADISH,

SKEPTIC IN BELFAST.

*ore

*c»

extra

Suits, Handkerchiefs.Garters.Arin
Bands, and everything to he found
in a Gents’ Furnishing Store.

months from date of issue.

THE

13 years of

sizes and shorts and stouts,and Union

samples and guarantee the lit and workmanship 1 w'll save you from ga to »5 on every
suit, and you get Nh\v noons. NEW STYLES.
"!lyBecause 1 do not have any money invest
ed. They pay me a small per cent the old, reliable firm of Burton Peirce Co.. Boston, the
largest makers of tin* famous HU E suitings, which I am sole, agent for in Belfast.

j

years, 10 months and 27 days
Dodge. In North Brooklin, lebruary 19, Abner K. Dodge, aged 78 years, 9 months and 9 days.
Heath. In Rockport, February 12, Louisa L.
Heath, aged 64 years, 4 months and 26 days
Inc; hah am. In West Rockport, February 19,
Josiah L. Ingraham, aged 86 years.
Partridge. In Rockland, February 21, John
Franklin Partridge, aged 69 years, 8 months and
15 days.
Pendleton. In East Sumner, Februaty 16,
George Pendleton, formerly of Camden.
Shaw. In Brewer, February 28, Annie B. (Hall)
Shaw, formerly of Belfast, aged 27 years and 4
months.
Waterman. In North Appleton, February 21,
-Waterman, aged 75 years.

CONVINCE

to

Elegant line of VXDEKWEAK in

:

Buck. In Rockland, February 21, Obed Buck,
aged 62 years and 10 months.
Bickford. In w alien, February 19, Mary W.
Bickford, aged 81 years and 9 months.
Colby.
In Lynn, Mass., Rebecca, wife of
Arthur A. Colby, formerly of Waltham, aged 61

SHOULD

mills).
Suits, from 3

or

fft

DIED.

HOG TRADE.

1*. Gloves

from

72

weight.

a

H. and

en

Children’s

RAINCOAT,
Or

and

the Madrid and Pottsdam Wool-

measure

OVERCOAT,

—

was

Cuffs

Caps, Braces, Neckwear, 15oH»
Sweaters (direct from the factory
Men’s and Boys’ Pants (direct from

CUSTOM SUIT,
RANTS, VEST,

4.00-1’4.51

3.00

samples to select from.
and get you a

Shirts...

fine assortment of

Hats and

a

take your

Prices Paid Producer.
5u to Go Hay p ton,
12.00® 14.00
Apples P bu.f
5
Hides p lb.
dried, p lb,
2.50 Lamb p lb,
9
Beans, pea,
2.50 Lamb Skins.
medium.
50(675
3.00 Mutton p lb,
6a7
Yel’eyes.
18620 Oats p bu., 32 lb.
Butter P lb,
40
t>(a8 Potatoes p bu..
Beef, sides, p lb,
45(605
Beef fore quarters,
6 Round Hog,
r»£
60(675 straw p ton,
7.00
Barley p bu..
134 Turkey p lb.
Cheese p lb,
226’.'5
Chieken p lb,
12tol4Tallow p ib,
2a4
Calf Skins.per lb. lO&ll.Yeal p lb,
8a9
Duck P tb.
14615Wool, unwashed. 18,020

j

nounced recently, was the victim of appendicitis. She was taken suddenly ill
during
the night and underwent an operation for

buy

and

a

SOMETHING NEW!

Rrod/uce Market.

Wood, hard.
12; Wood, soft.
14615!

Collars

a mere

want

I have about 500

22

...Monarch

HENRY STAPLES

BELFAST PRICE Cl BRENT.

10a

SOLE AGENT FOR THE

Also

Take Laxative Bronio Quinine Tablets. All
Druggists refund the money if it fails to
cure.
E. W. Grove’s signature on each box.

Eggs p doz.,
Fowl p tb.
Geese p tb,
i

y

FOR SALE BY

|

j

Machines, Stone Polishers,

TELEPHONE 54-3,

|

j

best materials and know how to mix them.

IHe WELLMAN AND MclNTIRE
PATENT SHEAVES DO NOT WEAR OUT.

|

Very few of our teams have as yet ventured on the ice, but ice-boating is -quite
the thing.
Good time has been madtV&nd
all vote the sport more than exciting.

only the

PLOWS, SHAFTING, WINDOW WEIGHTS, SLED SHOES, ETC.,
CALVA NIZINC and SHIP WORK

ton.

]

Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Plummer and the
Misses Plummer, Mrs. .). C. Nickels and
Miss Nickels, are at Daytona, Fla., for a
few weeks.

we use

Saw Mills, Stave

aged]

Thompson,

ABE MADE BY THE

DUPLEX ROLLER RUSHING GO.

Lord, Mobile.
Port Spain, Feb. 23. Ar, sch. Annie L.
Henderson, Gulfport.
Santa Cruz, Feb. 12.
Ar, sch. Henry
Clausen, Jr., Hudson, St. John, N. B.
Rio Janeiro, Feb. 22. Cld, bark Frances,
Baltimore.
Yokkaichi, Feb. 24. Sid, ship S. P. Hitchsock, Honolulu.
Port Jobos, P. R., Feb. 28. Ar, bark Rebecca Crowell, San Juan ; will load for Bos-

Lime p bbl.,
9061.00
Oat Meal p lb,
4a5
Corn P bu.,
09 Onions p It*.
4
001 Cracked Corn p bu., 09 Oil
Kerosene,
gal.,15610
55
65! Corn Meal p bu.,
09 Pollock p ’b,
44a." j
10
Cheese p lb,
lOlPork p lb.
io
C*>tton Seed P cwt., 1.55 Plaster p bbl.,
1.13 |
Dodoe’s Cokxer. Paul Bradford,
3
Total.252
162
557 272 200 i Codfish, dry, p lb. 5®8iRye Meal p Ib,
IS years, skated trom Belfast city to the
Cranberries p qt.,
lO'Shorts p cwt.,
1.30 1
MILCH COW TRADE.
r>
Clover Seed,
p tb,
I3(6l8jsugar
lime kiln wharf in Islesboro and back Fel).
40
There is no improvement in the milch ! Flour p bbl., 5.ruto0.50Salt, T. I., p bu.,
24th....There will be a social dance tit J. t
11.G.Seed pirn..
2315 Sweet Potatoes.
3
cow trade. All grades of milkers sold slow. I Lard
111 Wheat Meal.
p lb.
E. Maiden’s hall on the evening id' March j
Kxtra heavy milch cows sold at $45 to $55
4th.. George K. Chapin is on the sick list_ each; good cows sold at $35 to $40 each;
BORN.
Charles W. Rogers entertained company at fair milch cows sold at $25to $30each :common cows saleable only at their beef value.
his cottage last Sunday.... Edward A..
Bryant. In Port Clyde. St. George, February |
BEEF TRADE.
18. to Mr. and Mrs. W illis Bryant, a son.
Matthews has formed a partnership with
Calderwood
In East W arren, February 10,
No
in
the
beef
cattle
change
trade.
his cousin, Geo. A. Matthews, in
theearriage |
The best beef oxen sold at 5 to 54 cents, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Calderwood, a son.
Gilley. I11 Tremont, February 4. to Mr. and
I repair business in Belfast and will soon I live weight; good oxen, 44 to 5 cents, live Mis,
Andrew L. Gilley, a son.
! move his family there....J. E. Maiden and ! weight; fair beef oxen, 4 to 44 cents, live
Hall. In North Appleton, February 18, to Mr.
The best beef cows sold at 3 to 34 and Mrs. Will C. Hall, a son.
weight.
James
Nickerson
have been busy this
j
Lord
I11 West Hrooksville, February 21, to
cents, live weight; fair beef cows sold at 2j
to 2J cents, live weight; thin cattle, (called Mr. and Mrs. Melville Lord, a son.
; week harvesting their ice.
Bolognas) sold at 14 to 2 cents, live weight.
CENTRE MONTV1LLE.
MARRIED.
VEAL TRADE.
Winfield Jaquith is in poor health and
Veal
calf
trade
last
week’s
steady,
prices
will go to Portland this week to consult a
Aurington-Crabtree. In West Rockport,
were sustained.
19. William «. Arrington of Appleton
Freeman Johnson, who has
physician
The best veal calves sold at 7 to 74 cents, February
and viss Inez A. 1 rabtree of South Hope.
fair veal calves sold at"6 to 64
Bi hkktt-i hi tk. In waldoboro,February 16,
j worked in the Reform School at South live weight;
cents, live weight; drinkers sold at 4 to 4j Alfred K. Burkett and Bertha M. Chute, both of
i Portland, will return home this week_
cents, live weight. Young calves sold at W aldoboro.
School in the Plains district taught by
Colson-Truk. In Frankfort. February 21, by
$3.50 to $2.50 each.
Rev- M. Aidrews, Edward R. v olson and Lizzie
SHEEP AND LAMB TRADE.
| Mr. Vose closed last Friday ...Mr. and
A. True.
Flanders-Ti it s. In Rockland. February 23,
; Mrs. Dudley Tasker w ent to New Ireland
Sheep and lamb trade steady.
Best lambs sold at 5J to ticents,live weight; Albert 4. Flanders and Mrs. Fannie Titus, both
I last Sunday to see his brother, who has
of Rockland.
sold
lambs
at
44
to
5
good
cents, live weight;
been sick for some weeks.
Riggs-Chapin. In
February 24, by
fair lambs sold at 4 to 44 cents, live weight. Rev. A. a. Smith. FrankBelfast,
A. Riggs ami Hattie E.
The best fat sheep sold at 34 to 44cents, live Chapin, both of Belfast.
UNITY.
fair
sold
at
to
3
weight;
sheep
24
cents, live
Velma
whose death

|

Castings in New England

—

endorse and recommend it.

Royal Baking

»

Vineyard Haven, Mass., Feb. 24. Sch.
John Paul, Foss, Savannah for Boston, reMONROE.
The quarterly meeting of The Church of ports Feb. 9, oil' Frying Pan Shoal, experienced heavy gale from N. E., veering to N,
God was held at the Young school house tore mainsail, lost outer
jib and decklond of
beginning Feb. 25tli and continuing over lumber shifted.
24.
Feb.
Cape
Henry,
Ship Henry B.
Sunday. Rev. Rufus Bartlett of Ilermon
Hyde, before reported ashore at Dam Neck
was the Presiding Elder, and the following
is
and will
in
condition
the
same
Beach,
ministers were present:
Rev. John F\ probably be a total loss. Wreckers removed
Leathers of Orrington; Rev. Michael An- boilers, engine and part of rigging to-day.
Portland, Feb. 23. Sch. Albert Pharo,
drews of F'rankfort; Rev. Lewis Pendleton from
Bangor for Boston, lumber loaded,
Rev.
of Winterport;
Allan Rollins of Troy. which went ashore below Portsmouth, N.
over
two months ago and was after11.,
The attendance was good. Rev. John F'.
ward got off and towed to the latter port,
Leathers and wife were united with the
has made temporary repairs and will tow
2d church of Monroe. The yearly meeting to destination.
eh. Calvin P.
of the Church of God will be held on their
Northport, L. I., Feb. 24.
Harris, from Bangor, Me., for Philadelphia,
camp ground in Searsport June 23d and with granite
blocks, after being held fast
continue over Sunday
The school in dis- by ice for a week in Huntington Bay, was
trict No. 6 closed after a very successful again caught by drifting ice to-day and carried to the eastward. The crew of eight
term, Feb. 26th. The parents and friends men are said to be short of rations.
of the pupils were invited by the teacher to
Portland, Me., Feb. 2(i. Chase, Leavitt &
visit the school and the following program Co., managing owners of sch. Olive T. Whitwas given:
Recitations by Herbert Low, tier, from Fernamlina for New York, before reported ashore near Long Beach, N.
Ambrose Moody, Everett Jenkins, Charlie
J., life saving station, received a telegram
Hazel
Arbuckle,
Jenkins, F'lorin Moody, yesterday stating that the vessel had been
Everett Cook, Grace Evans, Norris Low, moved 30 feet, but that her bow was still
imbedded 10 feet in the sand. No further
Harold Moody, Laura
Braley, Nellie efforts would be made to float the vessel
Braley and Mildred Braley. The teacher, until the wind subsided.
Miss Nancy Parker of Monroe, may well
Newport, K. 1., Feb. 20. The schooner
feel proud of her pupils and parents and Charlotte T. Nibley of Belfast, Me., which
left Jacksonville Feb. 5 for New York, arpupils hope she may teach the coming year rived here to-day after a hard passage. The
in Dist. No.O. Alter the exercises peanuts, vessel is loaded with lumber. Capt. Edward
White reports that he encountered severe
pop corn and candy were served ,to all_
gales which drove him off his course. On
The selectmen have been in session the the 17th when he had rounded
Cape llatpast week settling up, Itc_Miss Pearl teras and had drifted into the gulf stream,
Carter has returned to Freedom after he encountered heavy weather and lost Hying jib and fore and main gaffs. On the
closing her school in the Thurlough Dis- 22nd he succeeded in getting within
23miles
trict....Mrs. Belle J. Palmer has been very of Sandy Hook but the wind shifted and
drove
the
vessel
off
He
ran
for
Monagain.
poorly the past week or so_Mrs. Peter
tauk Point and then tried for New
Cooper has returned from a few days visit but could not get through the ieeLondon,
in the
in Bangor... .Miss Lena Nye has been vis- Block Island channel. He then succeeded
iting in Brooks the past week_Miss in reaching this port. The provisions had
held out well but the supply of fresh water
Hattie Webb has returned from the Farmwas nearly gone.
The crew were greatly
ington Normal School for a two week’s va- exhausted from exposure to severe weather.

There is a quality added to the
cake and biscuit by the Royal Baking
Powder which promotes digestion.
This

1). D.

Hampton Roads, March 1. Ar, sch.
laskell, Jacksonville for Boston.

22,616 82
192,906 70
1,044 49
400,000 00
117,419 87

City
m

Drug Store

A UTCn

WAIN I KU

Men

or women

representatlv

■

Total liabilities and surplus.$ 733,987 88 a high class magazine. Large Commission. 1
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.
prizes. Write 3. N. TRAINER, 80 East *•'
8tf
ington Square, New York, N. Y.
3w9

